
  
 

A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
WILL TAKE PLACE ON THURSDAY 01 OCTOBER 2015, 9AM 

IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 
AGENDA 

No Item   Sponsor Ref 

1.  Apologies and Welcome  

S Wragg, Chairman 

 

2.  To receive any declarations of interests  

3.  To approve the Minutes of the meeting of the Board of 
Directors held in public on 03 September 2015 15/10/P-03 

4.  
To approve the Action Log in relation to progress to date  
and review any outstanding actions 15/10/P-04 

Strategic Aim 1: Patients will experience safe care 

5.  To receive and review latest Patient’s Story H McNair 
Dir of Nursing & Quality Presentation 

6.  
To receive and endorse the Chair’s Log and assurance from 
the Quality & Governance Committee   

L Christon 
Committee Chair 

To be 
tabled 

7.  To receive the quarterly report on the Trust’s Mortality Ratios Dr R Jenkins, Medical Dir 15/10/P-07 

8.  To review the Chair’s Log on any escalation issues from the 
Executive Team 

D Wake 
Chief Executive - 

9.  To receive and endorse the Chair’s Log and assurance from 
the Audit Committee   

S Brain England, 
Committee Chair 

To be 
tabled 

10.  
To approve the Trust’s response to NHS England core 
standards for emergency preparedness, resilience and 
response (EPRR) 2015/16 

K Kelly 
Director of Operations 15/10/P-10 

Strategic Aim 2: Partnership will be our strength 

11.  To note the monthly report from the Chairman  S Wragg, Chairman 15/10/P-11 

12.  To note and endorse monthly report from Chief Executive D Wake, Chief Executive 15/10/P-12 

13.  To approve the annual review of the Trust’s Constitution A Keeney 
Assoc Dir of Corp Affairs 15/10/P-13 

Strategic Aim 3: People will be proud to work for us  
Strategic Aim 4: Performance matters 

14.  To receive and endorse the Chair’s Log and assurance from 
the Finance & Performance Committee    

F Patton 
Committee Chair 

To be 
tabled 

15.  To review the integrated performance report (month 5) Executive Team 15/10/P-15 

16.  To note intelligence reporting/horizon scanning for the Board E Parkes 
Dir of Marketing & Comms 15/10/P-16 

17. In accordance with the Trust’s Standing Orders and Constitution, to resolve that representatives of 
the press and other members of the public be excluded from the remainder of the meeting, having 
regard to the confidential nature of the business to be transacted. 

Date of next meeting: 05 November 2015, 9am (joint meeting with Council of Governors) 

  
 Signed: ………..……………………  
               Chairman 

Please see reference section at back of papers for key to business plan and glossary of terms/acronyms 1



  
REF: 15/10/P-03 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT  
 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS  

HELD ON 03 SEPTEMBER 2015  
IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

PRESENT: 
Mrs S Brain England OBE Non Executive Director 
Mrs L Christon Non Executive Director  
Dr R Jenkins Medical Director 
Ms K Kelly Director of Operations  
Mr N Mapstone Non Executive Director 
Mrs H McNair Director of Nursing & Quality 
Ms R Moore Non Executive Director 
Mr F Patton Non Executive Director 
Ms D Wake Chief Executive  
Mr S Wragg Chairman  
Mr M Wright Acting Director of Finance  
 

IN ATTENDANCE: 
Mr J Bradley Director of ICT 
Mrs L Christopher Associate Director of Estates & Facilities  
Ms C E Dudley Secretary to the Board 
Ms D Edwards Head of Nursing, Emergency and Trauma & Orthopaedics 

Services (CBU1) * 
Mr J Fernandez Associate Director of HR&OD 
Mr A Jones Lead Nurse, Paediatrics, Emergency and Trauma & 

Orthopaedics Services (CBU1) * 
Ms A Keeney Associate Director of Corporate Affairs 
Mr R Kirton Director of Strategy & Business Development 
Ms E Parkes Director of Marketing & Communications  
Ms G Thompson Cancer Services Manager 
(* attended part of meeting, re Minute 15/154)  
 

 
15/149  APOLOGIES & WELCOME 

Members and attendees noted above were welcomed.  Members of staff and 
the public were also welcomed as observers to the meeting.  
Members’ apologies were noted as above.  It was also noted that, as a 
courtesy, apologies had been received from several Clinical Directors: 
Miss Dass, Dr Kapur and Mr Wickham, and from Mr Diggles, External 
Consultant. 
 

 

15/150  DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
None.  
 

 

15/151  MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (15/09/P-03) 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held in public on 6th 
August 2015 were received and reviewed.  It was noted that Mrs Kelly had 
been present at the meeting; subject to this amendment, the Minutes were 
approved as a true record.   
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15/152  ACTION LOG (15/09/P-04) 
The action log showing progress on matters arising from the last and previous 
meetings held in public was reviewed and noted.     
  

 

15/153  PATIENT’S STORY 
Mrs McNair introduced Mr Jones, to present a patient’s story illustrating the 
benefits of the “Addaction” service.  In his presentation, Mr Jones provided an 
overview of the Addaction service, which enabled staff working in children and 
young people’s emergency services to have better accountability of the wider 
needs of their patients.  Addaction was built around a scoring tool aid, to 
identify risks to young attendees and refer them for support from Addaction, 
which operated a weekly clinic in the Emergency Department (ED).  Addaction 
was able to provide advice and more direct support for any form of substance 
abuse; it had developed good links with schools and social services in the 
community to ensure all referrals were followed up.  16 patients had been 
referred to Addaction since March, three of whom had already been 
discharged after receiving support.  Mr Jones outlined the story of one young 
person who had been referred to and helped by Addaction.  Initially the young 
person had not attended any of the appointments made with Addaction but the 
team had followed this up to get them engaged and treated in the community, 
resulting in a good outcome.   
In response to questions from the Board, Mr Jones affirmed Addaction had a 
long term benefit too: as part of the process, children were being challenged 
about their actions in a positive way (not just reported to their parents or 
carers), with offers of help, giving them cause to think about their own actions 
and he believed this had resulted in fewer re-attendances from substance 
abuse.  He assured the Board that awareness of the Addaction pathway had 
been shared with other staff, to ensure that  it was utilised at all times, even 
when paediatric ED staff were not available; it had been welcomed by staff – 
empowering them to help young patients more.  He confirmed that the 
pathway sheets were incorporated into the patients’ notes and would be joined 
up with other issues, such as safeguarding, where necessary.  He agreed, 
however, that to develop the service further it would be useful to look at adding 
feedback from the Addaction teams into the records too. 
Before leaving the meeting, Mr Jones and Ms Edwards were thanked for 
attending and for providing a comprehensive overview of the Addaction 
service.  
 

 

15/154  SERIOUS INCIDENTS (SIs) (15/09/P-06)  
The thematic review of SIs in the six months January-June 2015 was received 
and considered.  Dr Jenkins highlighted the increase in harm from falls over 
this period and reminded the Board of the work now being led by Mrs McNair 
to address this.  Mrs McNair outlined some of the key workstreams recently 
introduced, including a consultant leading more frequent ward rounds across 
the Trust, with the falls team, which it was anticipated would have a significant 
impact, and introduction of a new multifactorial assessment tool on Lorenzo.  
Dr Jenkins also highlighted the cluster of incidents reports in theatres and the 
actions taken to address same, including Human Factors training.  The 
Chairman advised Members that this training would be undertaken by the 
Board shortly too.  The three never events in the report were also highlighted, 
one of which had since been assigned to another Trust.   
Mrs Brain England appreciated the good record keeping and transparent 
reporting on SIs and never events and the work being undertaken to prevent 
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recurrences.  She had noted that many of the consequent actions referred to 
training and shared learning - and questioned if this was sufficient and queried 
how this was taken forward.  Dr Jenkins and Mrs McNair emphasised the 
multifactorial approach, which included the work outlined in the report to drive 
a further reduction in falls, ongoing work with the teams in theatres, actions 
progressed through Listening into Action (LiA) and working through 
recommendations from the Improvement Academy, including the recent roll 
out of safety huddles.  Mrs Christopher reported on a series of actions 
regularly undertaken by the Estates team too to ensure a safer environment for 
patients.  From the investigations carried out on each incident, the Trust knew 
where focus was needed to deliver greater safety.  The impact of the various 
workstreams outlined would be reviewed in 3-4 months.  Training, however, 
remained essential – reinforcing the basics and ensuring assessments were 
carried out effectively to ensure the right support was put in place for patients 
throughout their stay.  Mrs Christon, as Chair of the Quality & Governance 
(Q&G) Committee, assured the Board that the issues were closely monitored 
through Q&G.  Recent discussions had focus on specific times and issues 
affecting frail elderly patients and work to offset those risks and Mrs McNair 
also referred to work shortly to be taken forward with support from an external 
specialist company to develop a more interactive approach with this patient 
group, rather than simply expanding the current specialling approach.   
Ms Moore appreciated the Trust’s commitment not to be complacent around 
outliers despite demands on beds but did enquire about the outcomes of 
previous work around outliers, any correlation between falls patients with 
dementia or cognisance impairment (and related work to develop more 
dementia friendly environments) and whether or not it might be useful to seek 
an external review of the Trust’s work to gain a fresh perspective on work to 
date and areas for further development.  Mrs McNair and Ms Wake advised 
that vulnerable patients were cared for on core wards and rarely as outliers 
despite current high demands and escalation needs, so this had not been 
identified as an issue for the Trust.  In terms of the environment, the Chairman 
highlighted the work already carried out extensively on Ward 19 specifically to 
create more dementia friendly areas and Ms Wake affirmed that the Dementia 
Lead Nurse was involved with any refurbishment works across the Trust to 
ensure that environmental needs were taken into account more widely as 
every opportunity arose.   It was agreed that ‘fresh eyes’ were always useful 
but it was further agreed that the wide range of ongoing work and initiatives 
being introduced from Mrs McNair’s links with the Improvement Academy 
should be progressed and assessed through Q&G as a first step, with options 
for further external review to be considered later. 
The range of actions being progressed was welcomed, as were the Board’s 
extensive discussions, both giving further evidence to the seriousness of the 
issues around patient safety and the Trust’s commitment to continuing 
improvements.  The Chairman reiterated Mrs Brain England’s comments 
around training and shared learning and it was agreed that the Board needed 
more assurance and that these factors should be referred to Q&G for further 
discussion.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LC/HMc 

15/155  EXECUTIVE TEAM (ET) CHAIR’S LOG (15/09/P-07) 
Ms Wake presented and expanded on the ET Log, which highlighted the 
Trust’s response to the letter received from Monitor requesting further review 
of financial plans.   Monitor, NHS England and the Trust Development Agency 
had written to all trusts across England and Wales, seeking further savings 
through a number of proposed interventions.    
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Ms Wake advised that prior to submission of the Trust’s response, the ET had 
spoken with the Relationship team at Monitor, who had acknowledged the 
Trust’s already challenging plan and thus the probability that little leeway 
would be available from BHNFT.  Nevertheless the Executives had considered 
each proposal within the letter, 90% of which the Trust was already enacting 
and some of which could not be actioned at the time (eg agency spend, 
pending the national guidance issued subsequently).   
Mrs Brain England suggested it could be useful if the Trust was able to look 
still further ahead, to get itself better placed in readiness on the assumption 
that NHS finances nationally would be increasingly tight and central funding 
might be expected to reduce significantly in future years.  Ms Wake assured 
the Board that the executives were constantly doing this, looking internally at 
where more savings and efficiencies could be delivered and looking outwards 
to take advantage of learning from good practice in other organisations.  Work 
had already begun on the 2016/17 efficiency plans, with the clear aim of being 
ready to start from 1st April 2016 rather than depending on delivery in the 
second half of the year.  The Chairman also reminded the Board of the likely 
need to revisit and reinforce its agreed strategy of quality over finance at all 
times, which was becoming increasingly contrary to national directives.   He 
believed the Trust needed to revisit its service improvement and efficiency 
decisions continuously to ensure that any unintended adverse consequences 
were identified quickly and addressed.  Ms Wake believed that the latter risk 
had reduced with more robust quality assessments now inherent within the 
preparation work for all efficiency plans but it was still an important 
consideration for past actions.  She cited the example of phlebotomy support, 
which previously had been removed from wards as a cost saving but with the 
unforeseen impact of delaying some clinical assessments and discharges.  It 
was intended for ward services to be reintroduced as part of the winter 
planning for 2015/16.  
 

15/156  ANNUAL REVIEW OF GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE (15/09/P-08) 
Ms Keeney presented an overview of the changes made to the governance 
structure in September 2014, and progress to date.  It was noted that overall 
the changes had been quite effective, as reflected in both Ms Keeney’s and 
external reviews.  She flagged that there was more work to progress on the 
review in the short term, including a refresh of the terms of reference (ToR) for 
each of the Governance Committees; further alignment of the Q&G 
Committee’s remit with the Trust’s agreed Quality Strategy and revisions of the 
reporting groups feeding into Q&G; proposed inclusion of the Board Assurance 
Framework (BAF) as a standing item on Chair’s Logs (to add useful further 
assurance for the Board and the Audit Committee), and a protocol to be  
developed for writing Board papers, supporting Mr Patton’s work on the review 
of the front covers for reports to the Board.  Most of these issues would be 
addressed at the next meeting(s) of the Committees. 
From the Board’s discussions a number of items for consideration in the next 
stage of the review were noted: 
- Mr Mapstone pointed out that there was not currently an identified Deputy 

Chair for Q&G; this was queried and would be addressed in the refresh of 
the Committee’s ToR. 

- Mr Mapstone also believed that the Audit Committee’s ToR should be 
tightened up to reflect that the auditors were required at every meeting.  

- Mr Patton suggested that the presented report was pre-emptive as not all 
of the Committees had yet completed their annual reports.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AK 
 

AK 
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- The Chairman queried the need for the BAF to become a standing item on 
the Chair’s Logs.  It had been agreed that the Logs were intended to 
identify issues for escalation; the Minutes of each Committee were 
available to the Board for further assurance and the BAF was a standing 
item therein.  Mrs Christon agreed and clarified that specific issues of 
significant change to the BAF should continue to be reported through the 
Chair’s Logs.  
 

15/157  CHAIRMAN’S REPORT (15/09/P-09) 
The Chairman’s report was received and noted, providing an overview on a 
number of activities undertaken by the Chairman since the last Board meeting 
and items of interest, including feedback from national and local events and 
the continuing work of the Council of Governors and Barnsley Hospital Charity. 
Points expanded in discussion included: 
- the annual elections to the Council of Governors, due to start on 24th 

September.  Every effort would be made to ensure all seats were filled, 
supported by a series of information sessions; 

- promotional work planned by Ms Parkes, to widen awareness of the Charity 
Lottery and proposals to expand invitations for people to join the Lottery 
(currently restricted to staff and members only), although this would be 
subject to further discussions with the Charity’s Board of Trustees; 

- the volunteers evening, held on 1st September; it was a valued opportunity 
to meet and chat to the volunteers albeit fewer had attended than in 
previous years.  The Board took the opportunity to formally record its 
thanks to the volunteers for their support throughout the year.  Mindful of 
the lower attendance, the Chairman commented that it was important for 
the Board to help the team find the right format for this special annual event 
in future. 

Reports were invited from other members of the Non Executive team. 
Ms Moore reported on her recent meetings with the Dementia Lead Nurse and 
a day spent with the Trust’s spiritual care team, both of which had been very 
useful.  She had been particularly impressed with the vibrant spiritual care 
culture offered across the Trust for all denominations.  Mrs Kelly added to this 
with information on the spiritual team’s recent purchase of electric candles for 
the Chapel and news of one of the Trust’s volunteers who had now managed 
to secure a post within the hospital, which was great for both the person 
involved and the Trust.  The Chairman reported a similar situation where an 
individual from overseas had secured voluntary work within the Trust’s labs 
and now been able to obtain permanent work in another organisation. The 
Board agreed that it was good to be able to support people using voluntary 
work as a way into employment.  
    

 

15/158  CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT (15/09/P-09) 
The Chief Executive’s report was received and noted, providing information on 
a number of internal, regional and national matters.  Ms Wake highlighted the 
feature on the health checks available to staff throughout September, 
reinforcing the Trust’s intent to support staff health and wellbeing and also a 
timely link to recent national messages on sickness levels in the NHS.  
Mrs Brain England reported on opportunities for working with Barnsley College 
for other factor that staff might appreciate (eg nail painting), which 
Mr Fernandez undertook to follow up.  She would also like to see 
arrangements for walking groups and fitness classes set up in house, to 
encourage and support staff’s with health and social activities.  Ms Wake also 
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suggested that the Trust could help encourage participation in events such as 
the charity walks and with fitness-related prizes offered for in-house 
competitions where appropriate.  In wider discussion of support and facilities 
for staff, the restaurant’s opening hours were queried and several Board 
members reported on staff and their own experiences of it being closed earlier 
than expected.  Mrs Christopher advised that the restaurant should be open 
and be offering healthy meal options until 8pm each day; she would look into 
the reports to get more information on opening hours.  
 

 
 
 
 

LCp 

15/159  COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS (15/09/P-11) 
The latest agenda and approved Minutes for the Council of Governors’ 
General Meetings held in August and June respectively were received and 
noted.   
 

 

15/160  FINANCE & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (F&P) (15/09/P-12) 
Mr Patton, Chair of F&P, expanded on the Chair’s Log presented from the 
Committee’s meeting held in August.  Key issues escalated by the Committee 
included: 
• the £1 million deficit adverse to plan for month 4, which had caused 

considerable consternation.  Core factors had included spend, costs and 
phasing (not done correctly – but lessons learned for future planning).  To 
obtain more assurance on future delivery the Committee had requested a 
review of agency spend vs recruitment; work to be presented from the 
Clinical Business Units (CBUs) to demonstrate their position against plan 
and actions to address any identified gaps; and an outturn forecast to be 
presented in October – the mid year review meeting – with worst case 
scenarios factored in 

• the latest position on the Cost Improvement Programme (CIP), which had 
worsened month on month – £440,000 behind plan.  A full review of all 
plans had been requested for the next F&P meeting and, separately, it had 
been agreed that one of the Non Executive Directors should take up the 
previous invitation to attend a CIP meeting, to get further assurance on the 
work in hand to redress the shortfall 

• the second iteration of the service line report (SLR), which now provided 
too little information for the Committee.  This was being redressed to 
achieve the right balance for the next report, before being shared with the 
Board 

• an update on the Outpatients review list, which had shown good progress, 
with 2486 patients validated as requiring appointments, which were now 
being booked in.  The Committee expected a full plan to be presented 
shortly, showing longer term plans for outpatients to improve flow through 
and prevent a recurrence of the current position; 

• actions to address the increase in workforce sickness absence reported in 
July, possibly impacted by the summer holidays.  Work would include home 
visits for staff on long term sick and those identified as taking higher levels 
of sick leave in holiday times, to see if support could be provided for them.  
Also looking to explore options for in-house child care 

• good outcomes from the much improved re-run appraisals survey (non-
medical staff), and some areas for further development   

• an update on the Trust’s 3 year ICT strategy: this was now approaching its 
end and had put the Trust in a good position to refresh the programme for 
the next 3-5 years.  This would fit well with the change of IT lead imminent, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FP 
 
 
 
 

NEDs 
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with the new Director of ICT to be appointed shortly. 
Mrs Christon reinforced the feedback from the Committee and its focus on 
gaining further evidenced assurance on the actions outlined to redress the 
current areas of concern.  The error around phasing could not be accepted as 
the reason for the shortfall (and it was emphasised at the Board meeting that 
this had not been the intention) and it was imperative that more movement on 
mitigating CIPs and cost recovery was progressed.  Mr Wright highlighted 
other key pressures which had contributed to the position, including penalties 
(c£400,000 year to date), unfunded escalation costs and agency spend.  
Ms Wake emphasised the ET’s discussions regarding preparation for 2016/17, 
taking lessons from this year’s CIP, to ensure that plans were enacted from 1st 
April rather than later in the year and with appropriate consultation started 
soon enough to support this.  To give further assurance on the CIP, Ms Wake 
reminded the Board that all plans remained subject to robust quality 
assessment as well as evaluation of financial efficiencies.  Additionally the 
Trust would review clinic management over the summer period to take account 
of leave, which would impact on wider aspects of the outpatient review too, 
including a revised clinical template for outpatients based on 46 rather than 52 
weeks per annum.  Mr Kirton also highlighted the need to maintain a balance 
on risks; income continued to show a favourable position which had made the 
unplanned adverse position against deficit plan all the more unexpected.  He 
would be working with colleagues to develop a clear set of actions to take the 
Trust forward towards year end targets. 
Mr Mapstone reiterated concerns about the bed reconfiguration CIP and the 
underpinning system changes needed to enable delivery. Mrs Kelly agreed 
that this was a critical plan for the Trust; implementation had been delayed due 
to a variety of factors, including the recent Care Quality Commission visit and 
need for further consultation with staff.  The ET remained committed to its 
delivery, supported by high quality services and different practices in nursing 
and clinical care.  Other developments would also be dependent on schemes 
within the wider health economy to ensure robust support after discharge and 
the scheduled reduction in ED admissions not yet evidenced. 
Ms Moore enquired if any further short terms gains could be achieved in year 
using LEAN principles.  It was affirmed that these had all been identified and 
actioned previously.  For the benefit of the newer Directors in post, the 
Chairman highlighted the Trust’s involvement in the “Productive” series 
launched in theatres and on several wards, which had largely encompassed 
the same principles.  It was agreed that it might be useful to revisit these 
programmes at some point. 
Mrs Brain England referred to coding and sought assurance on plans to drive 
real improvements, supported by effective IT systems.  Mr Bradley assured the 
Board that good progress had been made; that the Trust would meet its 
deadlines for coding, and that work was continuing to ensure further 
improvements in future.  He emphasised that not all of the issues related to 
“coding” – recording of data and other elements of the activities from clinic to 
payment were also important.  A dedicated working group was working on 
every aspect to look at how processes could be changed, with IT solutions 
where practicable.  Ms Wake advised that coding had also been identified as 
an area for focus in the 2016/17 efficiencies.  
Discussions of these key issues had been wide ranging and intensive; it was 
reinforced that the Board, as a unitary board, remained committed to continued 
efficiencies and high quality services within the Trust.  The frank and 
challenging debate underpinned this approach and had been welcomed.  
Mr Patton reiterated the plans going forward for further reporting to the F&P 8
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Committee in September and October as outlined.  He also reminded 
members that the October meeting would also serve as the mid year review 
and was open to all Directors. 
Two final points were highlighted from the F&P Chair’s Log: 
- the new Mediation and Appeals procedure for disputes related to job 

planning policy.  This had been approved by the Committee and was 
endorsed by the Board, and 

- the proposed new-style cover report drafted by Mr Patton and Mr Diggles, 
to promote more use of executive summaries and clearer reporting.  The 
Board accepted the new style, for trial by the Board and other governance 
Committees as well as F&P.  
 

15/161  INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT (IPR) (15/09/P-13) 
The latest iteration of the IPR for month 4 was distributed.  Mrs Kelly pointed 
out key changes in the new format and some further work required, to expand 
benchmarking and reporting on all cancer tumours as part of the 8 key 
priorities identified by the national Cancer Waiting Times Taskforce.  Whilst 
several points from the report had been rehearsed in earlier discussions, lead 
Directors expanded on the key points from the executive summary for quality, 
performance and workforce. 
Quality  
Mrs McNair highlighted the continued good performance against complaints, 
the increased level of harm from falls and the reported SIs (discussed earlier), 
and three grade 3 pressure ulcers.  Of the three pressure ulcer cases, one had 
reinforced the need for improvements in assessment on admission and the 
other two highlighted a potential correlation between staffing fill rates on wards 
dealing with patients vulnerable to skin breakdowns.  Ms Wake advised that 
the staffing challenges was one of the key drivers for the bed reconfiguration 
plan and would be relieved with the movement of stroke services into the same 
area as wards 19/20, although some work would be required to protect staff 
engagement in this difficult area in the longer term. 
Referring to the report on staffing levels, a number of errors were pointed out 
by Dr Jenkins, including reference to cardio thoracic staffing (not carried out at 
BHNFT) and reported overstaffing of non-qualified staff at night on ward 23.  
Mrs McNair would review and correct the report for next month.  Mr Mapstone 
requested more information on this chart but it was reiterated that it was 
compiled in line with national parameters and was not of itself a useful report 
to the Trust as, whilst it had shown the shortfall on wards 19/20, it did not take 
account of key factors such as patient numbers or acuity mix. 
Workforce  
Mr Fernandez referred to discussions reported earlier around work on sickness 
absences.  Work was continuing to ensure the supporting processes were 
more robust.  He also highlighted the continuing increase in mandatory 
training.  
Performance   
Mrs Kelly pointed out the continuing pressures in cancer targets, particularly in 
terms of pathways shared with other trusts.  This pressure was common to 
other trusts too and a working group had been established to address this and 
improve pathways, which was imperative to avoid full allocation of breaches 
being returned to the originating trusts.  
 
Pressures continued too around the A&E targets, particularly so with higher 
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than expected admissions of frail elderly patients over the recent bank holiday.  
Although performance had been non-compliant against target in July, it had 
been achieved in August and was still in line to deliver for the quarter – with 
micro management in place throughout September to support this.  It was 
reiterated that wider improvements needed community input too (eg reduction 
in attendances) and could not be delivered by the hospital alone.  Mrs Kelly 
assured the Board that this point was made clearly and frequently to help gain 
wider understanding of the Trust’s position, with teams keen to work with 
community colleagues on any schemes where they could give support.   The 
Trust needed to be ready to bid against penalty funding available through the 
Systems Resilience Group (SRG) to support further internal improvements too. 
No breaches were identified against diagnostic testing in July but 12 cases had 
been reported previously against the year end target of zero.   
Average length of stay had been good for elective patients but less so on the 
non-elective side, with patients with complex conditions staying longer.  This 
reflected the growing need to gain more access to better support services 
within the community, to ensure the right people had the right treatment in the 
right place. 
The position on referrals to treatment had improved.  Work around the Choose 
& Book programme was now linked into the outpatients review, which would 
support improvements in future. 
In terms of theatres, and in response to observations from Mr Mapstone and 
Mrs Christon, Mrs Kelly affirmed that a working group was focused on 
delivering further improvements in this area.  The current monitoring system 
was being used effectively to measure times for each theatre session against 
each case but work was being progressed with the clinical teams to extend 
theatres to 4 hours (rather than 3½), taking account of impact on job plans and 
schedules too.  In addition a business case had been developed for a minor 
operations room to support day case activity, moving patients into that 
dedicated area and freeing more time in main theatres – making a better 
journey for patients as well as delivering efficiencies in the service.   The minor 
operations room might also be useful for some Obstetrics & Gynaecology 
patients. 
Finance  
Mr Wright reiterated the key points highlighted in earlier discussions under 
F&P (above).  Clinical income was still £660,000 ahead of plan, cash too was 
ahead of plan and capital slightly behind but further external funding was likely 
to be needed within the next 4-6 weeks.  Ms Wake also reported on the 
outcome of recent discussions with the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), 
who had allocated a further £225,000 for winter pressures – this would support 
the opening of an additional ward for one month (planned for January 2016). 
The run rate for agency spend had increased, particularly in areas such as 
CBU1 (emergency medicine and trauma & orthopaedic services) and CBU3 
(general and specialist medicine).  As mentioned earlier, more information on 
this would be presented at the next F&P Committee meeting.  Ms Wake 
advised that related business cases were also being reviewed to assess 
benefits realisation, including the appointment of two additional consultants in 
the ED.  
The Chairman thanked the ET for the revised report.  The information provided 
was much improved, giving better overview on performance and a lot of food 
for thought but with, as mentioned by Mrs Kelly some areas for further 
improvement (he specifically referred to some of the graphs, which needed 
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more clarity).  This was endorsed by the full Board and Mrs Kelly added her 
thanks to the ICT team who had led much of the work.  
 

15/162  HORIZON SCANNING AND INTELLIGENCE  (15/09/P-14) 
The latest report on national and regional developments and issues of note 
was received and noted.  Ms Parkes drew attention to the most recent 
comment on the NHS Choices website; this had been more negative than 
previous submissions. As usual, an invitation had been extended for the author 
to meet with the PALS team to discuss their concerns.  The Safe Staffing 
Advisory Group was also flagged: Mrs McNair had registered an interest in 
joining the group. 
Members also discussed: 
- the report from the HSJ that most trusts would be likely to breach agency 

spending guidance to ensure staff staffing.  Mrs McNair advised that the 
guidance for nursing had been issued recently; it included a wide range of 
exceptions (to protect quality) which might make the cap difficult to 
manage.  Guidance on doctor spend was awaited, and 

- the vanguard issue reported, which did not have any direct lessons for 
Barnsley but would be interesting to monitor. 

Ms Parkes also reported that the Trust had submitted a nomination for this 
year’s HSJ Awards.  The Board would be kept informed of progress.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15/163  ANY OTHER BUSINESS & DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
Public Comments  
a)  Mr Millington, as observer and Deputy Chair of the CCG’s Governing Body, 

echoed the comments made by several Board members, emphasising the 
need for collective action across community partners to achieve progress in 
key areas.  He would like to see the Boards from BHNFT and the CCG 
meeting within the next two weeks, to talk about long term planning.  This 
was appreciated by the Chairman, who confirmed that the Trust was 
working with NHS England to reinstate Chair/CEO and Board-to-Board 
meetings between the two organisations, to support discussions on future 
ways of working together for the benefit of the Barnsley health economy.  
Members were conscious of the roles of other partners too, such as the 
SRG and the Health & WellBeing Board 

b)  Mrs Micallef, a member of staff, had no comments on the Board’s 
discussions but did observe that, compared to previous Board meetings 
she had observed, the discussions had been much more open and 
transparent.  As a departmental manager, she had found this very 
reassuring and would share her observations with colleagues. 

c)  Date of Next meeting  
The next meeting of the Board of Directors was scheduled for 1st October 
2015 commencing at 9am.  The Trust’s Annual General & Public Members 
Meting would be held beforehand on 24th September. 

In accordance with the Trust’s Constitution and Standing Orders, it was 
resolved that members of the public be excluded from the remainder of the 
meeting, having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be 
transacted.   
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 15/10/P-04 
 

BoD Oct 2015:Action Log (PuM)   
 

SUBJECT: BOARD ACTION LOG 

DATE: OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: Carol Dudley, Secretary to the Board 
SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 
PRESENTED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

RECOMMENDATION(S)  

 
The Board of Directors is asked to: 
a) note and approve reported progress and any verbal updates  and 
b) review any outstanding actions 
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Subject: Board Action Log Ref: 15/10/P-04 
 

Key to RAG status  
 Action overdue or no update provided  
 Update Provided but action not complete  
 Update provided and action complete BoD: Oct 2015: Action Log /p1 
 

 
ACTIONS ON PUBLIC AGENDA 
Minute 

ref 
Meeting 

date Item Action Owner Due date Done 
Date Progress report RAG 

status 

15/161 Sept 2015 Integrated Performance 
Report (IPR) 

Nursing & midwifery staffing 
data to be amended for next 
report. 

Director of 
Nursing & 

Quality 

October 
2015 

October 
2015 

Actioned: latest IPR refers, agenda 
item 15  

ACTIONS COMPLETED & CLOSED SINCE LAST MEETING   
Minute 

ref 
Meeting 

date Item Action Owner Due 
date 

Done 
Date Progress report RAG 

status 

15/158 September 
2015 

Chairman’s report – 
staff health & wellbeing 

Restaurant opening hours to 
be checked: should be open 
until 8pm daily, offering 
healthy meal options at all 
times. 

Assoc Dir of 
Estates & 
Facilities Sept 

2015 Sept 2015 

Response: Opening times for 
restaurant have not changed;  food 
offer has changed after 2.30pm 
(weekdays) and after 11.30am at 
weekends – café style.  Restaurant 
did suffer from power failures (lights) 
recently, which may have 
inadvertently caused visitors to think 
it had closed early. 

 

Links with Barnsley College to 
be explored (re 
complementary services) 

Assoc Dir of 
HR&OD 

Response: Will be progressed by 
Occupational  Health team and any 
issues reported via F&P. 

15/154 September 
2015 Serious Incidents 

More assurance needed on 
training and shared learning – 
referred to Q&G for further 
discussion. 

Q&G Chair Sept 
2015 Sept 2015 To be raised at Q&G meeting – 30 

September  

15/143 August 2015 
Finance & Performance 
(F&P) Committee -  
Chair’s Log 

Latest Service Line Report 
(SLR) to be shared with Board 
in September, for information. 

F&P Chair Sept 
2015 

October 
2015 October: actioned   

15/137 August 2015 Audit Committee 
Chair’s Log 

Data on management 
feedback to internal audit 
reports to be collated and 
presented at next Audit 
Committee 

Acting Dir of 
Finance 

Sept 
2015 Sept 2015 

Completed:  to be reported at Audit 
Committee meeting – 30 September 
2015   
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Key to RAG status  
 Action overdue or no update provided  
 Update Provided but action not complete  
 Update provided and action complete BoD: Oct 2015: Action Log /p2 
 

Minute 
ref 

Meeting 
date Item Action Owner Due 

date 
Done 
Date Progress report RAG 

status 

15/89 May 2015 Communications & 
Marketing 

Options for developing a 
Barnsley App in co-operation 
with local partners (local 
authority, Sixth Form College 
or University) to be explored 

Director of 
Marketing & 

Comms 

Sept  
October 

2015 
 

Not practicable with current 
demands on comms team but will be 
progressed at a later opportunity 
(2016).    
Remove from Log 

 

15/74 April 2015 
Finance & Performance 
Committee (F&P) 
Chair’s Log 

Contract negotiations, 
including funding for 7 day 
services. 

Executive 
Team 

May 
2015 Sept 2015 Completed: Contract signed at start 

of September.   

 ROLLING TRACKER OF OUTSTANDING ACTIONS   
Minute 

ref 
Meeting 

date Item Action Owner Due date Done 
Date Progress report RAG 

status 

15/160 Sept 2015 Finance & Performance 
(F&P) Committee 

CBUs’ plans to redress 
current position against 
projection to be reviewed 
NEDs to attend Cost 
Improvement Programme 
(CIP) steering group, to 
observe approach to driving 
CIPs 

Non 
Executive 
Directors 

  Ongoing: rolling programme  

15/156 Sept 2015 Annual Review of 
Governance Structure 

Further work to be progressed 
on terms of Reference and 
framework following receipt of 
feedback and final annual 
reports from all Committees. 

Assoc Dir of 
Corporate 

Affairs 

October/ 
November 

2015 
 Ongoing: F&P, Q&G and Audit 

Chairs’ Logs refer.  

15/120 July 2015 Chair’s Log -  
Executive Team 

Negotiations on Urology 
Services to be progressed; 
arrangements for 
chemotherapy services to be 
confirmed when known. 

Director of 
Operations Sept 2015  

August: progress outlined (see 
Minute 15/138); two consultant 
posts for BHNFT out to advert.  
September:  Interviews in 
September and visit scheduled for 
further Urology Consultant with 
interest in the organisation. 
Discussions ongoing with 
neighbouring trusts.   
Board will be kept updated. 
October: 2 substantive consultant 
appointments made – starting dates 
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Key to RAG status  
 Action overdue or no update provided  
 Update Provided but action not complete  
 Update provided and action complete BoD: Oct 2015: Action Log /p3 
 

Minute 
ref 

Meeting 
date Item Action Owner Due date Done 

Date Progress report RAG 
status 

to be agreed.  Further 0.6 wte 
consultant specialising in Cancer 
will be coming to the Trust – 
recruitment process in place 
Further meeting with Sheffield 
(Sept) to discuss clinical pathways. 

15/75 April 2015 Integrated performance 
report 

Winter Pressures plan to be 
revised for 2015/16 

Director of 
Operations 

May/ June 
2015  

High level description of work 
ongoing reported to F&P (July); first 
draft report to be received at F&P 
September; final report due in 
October. 

 

15/48 March 2015 Information 
Governance Toolkit 

Penetration and cyber testing 
to be progressed for internal 
and hosted systems. 

Director of 
ICT 

July 2015 
& 

September 
 

As reported to Board Aug 2015: 
Update on cyber security received 
at Audit Committee.  
Penetration test scheduled for 
September; outcomes to be 
reported to F&P and Audit 
Committees thereafter. 

 

 

 

 
abbreviations:  

• CIP – Cost Improvement Programme 
• ET – Executive Team 
• F&P – Finance & Performance Committee 
• ICT – Information & Communications Technology 
• Q&G – Quality & Governance Committee 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS REF: 15/10/P-07 
 
SUBJECT:   MORTALITY UPDATE 
DATE:          SEPTEMBER 2015 PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL 

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Alicia Gray and Richard Jenkins 
SPONSORED BY: Richard Jenkins, Medical Director 
PRESENTED BY: Richard Jenkins, Medical Director 

 
The Board has set a mortality reduction target of 100 for the period April 2015-March 2016. 
 
 

 
- Aim and objectives – This report provides data on mortality rates through to May 2015 for 

HSMR and to July for crude mortality rates. 
 

- Key findings – the rolling 12 month HSMR is 102.7. This is significantly affected by the spike 
in mortality that occurred during winter. The monthly HSMR analysis shows a trend to lower 
HSMR since the peak level in January 2015. Future reports will include a year to date position 
as this is the relevant statistic to judge performance against the Board target. 

 
- Conclusions – Mortality rates have improved since the winter high. Crude rates are at the 

pre-winter baseline level and monthly HSMR has fallen. A revised mortality reduction plan is 
being developed by the Mortality Steering Group. 
 

 

 
That the Board notes the latest data on mortality rates in the Trust. 
 
 

07_1_Mortality 
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1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
1.1 This report covers performance on mortality ratios and action plans, 

which relate to Strategic Objective 1c: Patients will experience safe 
care. 

 
2 INTRODUCTION  

2.1 This report provides the latest available mortality figures and an update 
on the mortality action plan. 

 

3. SUMMARY HOSPITAL MORTALITY INDICATOR 
  

3.1 The latest set of figures published in July was for the period January 
2014 – December 2014 (102.5).   Data for April 2014 – March 2015 is 
due for publication in October. 
 

 

4. HOSPITAL STANDARDISED MORTALITY RATIO 
 

4.1 The latest Rolling 12 Months, HSMR for Yorkshire and Humber Non 
Specialist Trusts are presented below.  The 12 Month rolling and Year 
to date HSMR to May 2015 is 102.7.  BHNFT figures are highlighted in 
green. 

 

 
 

Subject: MORTALITY Ref: 15/10/P-07 
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4.2 The monthly trend for HSMR is shown below. The Trust target for the 
2014/15 financial year was 105. The target for 2015/16 is 100.  

 

 

5. CRUDE MORTALITY RATES FOR BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

5.1 Crude Mortality Rates (latest month August 2015) 

Financial Year No. of 
Deaths 

No. of 
Discharges
* 

Crude 
Mortality 
Rate per 
1000 
Discharges
* 

Weekend 
Crude 
Mortality 
Rate per 
1000 
Admissions
** 

2007/08 1052 37651 27.94  

2008/09 1062 40028 26.53 31.28 

2009/10 1072 42583 25.17 31.85 

2010/11 1051 40914 25.69 30.06 

2011/12 1012 42023 24.08 28.08 

2012/13 1034 42588 24.28 29.13 

2013/14 1021 42551 23.99 31.10 

2014/15  967 41948 23.05 29.12 

2015/16 YTD 359 17532 20.48 24.09 

* Excludes 
Daycases, unless 
a death ** 
Deaths/Admissio
ns on a weekend       
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6. Statistical Process Control (SPC) Chart, Crude Mortality Rate, BHNFT 

 

 
 

6.1 Crude mortality figures show an increase of deaths in the Trust in 
August.  The crude mortality rate for August stands at 21.00 with a YTD 
position of 20.48. 

 
 

7.  HSMR RATES FOR SEPSIS AND PNEUMONIA 

7.1 The trends are expected versus actual deaths and HSMR rates for 
both Sepsis and Pneumonia are shown in the graphs below. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 15/10/P-10 
 
SUBJECT:   NHS ENGLAND EPRR CORE STANDARDS FOR 2015/16 
DATE:          OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval √  Assurance  
For review   Governance √ 
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Mike Lees, Head of Security & Emergency Resilience 
SPONSORED BY: Karen Kelly, EPRR Accountable Emergency Officer (AEO) 
PRESENTED BY: Karen Kelly, Director of Operations 

 
Annually health provider organisations that receive NHS funding must carry out a self-
assessment against the NHS England Core Standards for Emergency Preparedness, Resilience 
& Response (EPRR). This is then reviewed at a full joint meeting of the South Yorkshire Local 
Health Resilience Partnership attended by the Trust Accountable Emergency Officer and Head of 
EPRR. The self assessment matrix, statement of compliance and improvement plan for 2015/16 
are attached for information and Board approval  
 
The 2015 ‘Confirm and Challenge’ meeting with NHS England and other South Yorkshire health 
provider AEOs will take place in January 2016. The full assurance process for 2015 is for 
consideration by ET, Board approval in October and submission to NHS England within the 
stated timeframe. 
 

 
There are number of minimum standards which the Trust as a provider of NHS funded care must 
meet. The Accountable Emergency Officer (AEO) of the Trust is responsible for ensuring that the 
standards are met. 

The NHS Core Standards for Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response have also 
been checked against our current compliance and cover the following areas: 

• Nomination of a Trust accountable emergency officer (AEO) 

• Ability to share resources during major incidents 

• Have plans setting out coordinated arrangements along with response plans for worst 
case scenarios. 

• Incident response plans must be in line with published guidance and NHS governance 
arrangements. 

• Staff awareness and training alongside command and control arrangements and identified 
incident room(s). 

10_NHS England EPRR Core Standardsfor 2015.16 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Robust business continuity arrangements following the principles of ISO 22301 and PAS 
2015. 

Assurance is provided by self-assessment with the assurance framework now a formal control 
process administered by NHS England. The Trust has already previously taken part in peer 
reviews of major incident plans along with the provision of a training and exercise schedule. 

The self assessment matrix is attached and any areas of required development are considered 
low risk to the Trust. Areas of improvement are summarised in the attached plan.  

 
Following this assessment the Trust demonstrates a Substantial level of compliance. 

It is recommended that the self-assessment and compliance statement receive approval by the 
Board and be forwarded to NHS England for the information of the Local Health Resilience 
Partnership (LHRP). 
 

10_NHS England EPRR Core Standardsfor 2015.16 
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Yorkshire and the Humber EPRR core standards improvement plan 2015-16 

Organisation: Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 

 

Core 
standard 
reference 

Core standard description Improvement required to achieve compliance Action to deliver improvement Deadline 

8 Effective arrangements to respond to 
risks the organisation is exposed ….. 

Review and revise mass evacuation and 
lockdown response. 

Amend, improve and validate response 
arrangements to comply with current EPRR 
planning information and guidance. 

1st January 2016 

11 
Arrangements include how to 
continue your organisation’s 
prioritised activities ………. 

Revisit and revise current business continuity 
plans. 

Review Trust critical services via structured 
business impact analyses and revise plans in 
accordance with findings.  

1st April 2016 

18 

Arrangements ensure that decisions 
are recorded and meetings are 
minuted during an emergency or 
business continuity incident. 

Increase number of staff trained as log-keepers 
and refresh awareness existing log-keeper staff. 

Induction/Foundation training for staff and 
refresher course for existing staff. 1st March 2016  

50  

The organisation has sufficient 
number of trained decontamination 
trainers to fully support it’s staff 
HAZMAT/CBRN training programme. 

One additional member of Emergency 
Department staff required to attend a ‘train the 
trainer’ HAZMAT/CBRN course. 

Staff member identified and to attend CBRN 
trainer course 1st January 2016 

 

Page 1 of 1 
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Yorkshire and the Humber Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and 
Response (EPRR) assurance 2015-16 

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has undertaken a self-assessment against 
required areas of the NHS England Core Standards for EPRR v3.0. 

Following assessment, the organisation has been self-assessed as demonstrating 
the Substantial compliance level (from the four options in the table below) against 
the core standards. 

 

Compliance Level Evaluation and Testing Conclusion 

Full 
The plans and work programme in place 
appropriately address all the core standards that the 
organisation is expected to achieve.   

Substantial 

The plans and work programme in place do not 
appropriately address one or more the core standard 
themes, resulting in the organisation being exposed 
to unnecessary risk. 

Partial 

The plans and work programme in place do not 
adequately address multiple core standard themes; 
resulting in the organisational exposure to a high 
level of risk. 

Non-compliant 

The plans and work programme in place do not 
appropriately address several core standard themes 
leaving the organisation open to significant error in 
response and /or an unacceptably high level of risk. 

 

Where areas require further action, this is detailed in the attached core standards 
improvement plan and will be reviewed in line with the organisation’s EPRR 
governance arrangements.   

I confirm that the above level of compliance with the core standards has been 
confirmed to the organisation’s board / governing body. 

 

____________________________________    Karen  Kelly 

Signed by the organisation’s Accountable Emergency Officer 

 

 

____________________________ ____________________________ 
Date of board / governing body meeting Date signed 
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NHS England Core Standards for Emergency preparedness, resilience and response
v3.0

The attached EPRR Core Standards spreadsheet has  6 tabs:

EPRR Core Standards tab ‐ with core standards nos 1 ‐ 37 (green tab)

Pandemic Influenza :‐ with deep dive questions to support the pandemic influenza  'deep dive'  for  EPRR Assurance 2015‐16 (blue) tab)

HAZMAT/ CBRN core standards tab: with core standards nos 38‐ 51.  Please note this is designed as a stand alone tab (purple tab)

HAZMAT/ CBRN equipment checklist:  designed to support acute and ambulance service providers in core standard 43 (lilac tab)

MTFA Core Standard: designed to gain assurance against the  MTFA service specification for ambulance service providers  only  (orange tab)

HART Core Standards:  designed to gain assurance against the  HART service specification for ambulance service providers  only  (yellow  tab).

This document is V3.0.  The following changes have been made : 

• Inclusion of Pandemic Influenza questions to support the pandemic influenza  'deep dive'  for  EPRR Assurance 2015‐16 
• Inclusion of the HART service specification for ambulance service providers and the reference to this in the EPRR Core Standards
• Inclusion of the MTFA  service specification for ambulance service providers and the reference to this in the EPRR Core Standards
• Updated the requirements for primary care to more accurately reflect where they sit in  the health economy
• update the requirement for acute service providers to have Chemical Exposure Assessment Kits (ChEAKs) (via PHE)  to reflect that not all acute 
service providers have been issued these by PHE and to clarify the expectations for acute service providers in relation to supporting PHE in the 
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Core standard Clarifying information
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ns Evidence of assurance

Self assessment RAG

Red = Not compliant with core standard and not in the 
EPRR work plan within the next 12 months. 

Amber = Not compliant but evidence of progress and in 
the EPRR work plan for the next 12 months.

Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

Governance

1
Organisations have a director level accountable emergency officer who is responsible for EPRR (including 
business continuity management) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

2

Organisations have an annual work programme to mitigate against identified risks and incorporate the lessons 
identified relating to EPRR (including details of training and exercises and past incidents) and improve 
response.

Lessons identified from your organisation and other partner organisations.  
NHS organisations and providers of NHS funded care treat EPRR (including business continuity) as a systematic and continuous process 
and have procedures and processes in place for updating and maintaining plans to ensure that they reflect: 
-    the undertaking of risk assessments and any changes in that risk assessment(s)
-    lessons identified from exercises, emergencies and business continuity incidents
-    restructuring and changes in the organisations
-    changes in key personnel
-    changes in guidance and policy

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

3

Organisations have an overarching framework or policy which sets out expectations of emergency 
preparedness, resilience and response.

Arrangements are put in place for emergency preparedness, resilience and response which: 
• Have a change control process and version control
• Take account of changing business objectives and processes
• Take account of any changes in the organisations functions and/ or organisational and structural and staff changes
• Take account of change in key suppliers and contractual arrangements
• Take account of any updates to risk assessment(s)
• Have a review schedule
• Use consistent unambiguous terminology, 
• Identify who is responsible for making sure the policies and arrangements are updated, distributed and regularly tested;
• Key staff must know where to find policies and plans on the intranet or shared drive.
• Have an expectation that a lessons identified report should be produced following exercises, emergencies and /or business continuity 
incidents and share for each exercise or incident and a corrective action plan put in place.  
• Include references to other sources of information and supporting documentation

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

4

The accountable emergency officer will ensure that the Board and/or Governing Body will receive as 
appropriate reports, no less frequently than annually, regarding EPRR, including reports on exercises 
undertaken by the organisation, significant incidents, and that adequate resources are made available to 
enable the organisation to meet the requirements of these core standards.

After every significant incident a report should go to the Board/ Governing Body (or appropriate delegated governing group) .
Must include information about the organisation's position in relation to the NHS England EPRR core standards self assessment.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Duty to assess risk

5

Assess the risk, no less frequently than annually, of emergencies or business continuity incidents occurring
which affect or may affect the ability of the organisation to deliver it's functions.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

6

There is a process to ensure that the risk assessment(s) is in line with the organisational, Local Health
Resilience Partnership, other relevant parties, community (Local Resilience Forum/ Borough Resilience
Forum), and national risk registers.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

7
There is a process to ensure that the risk assessment(s) is informed by, and consulted and shared with your
organisation and relevant partners.

Other relevant parties could include COMAH site partners, PHE etc. 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Duty to maintain plans – emergency plans and business continuity plans  
Incidents and emergencies (Incident Response Plan (IRP) (Major Incident Plan)) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

corporate and service level Business Continuity (aligned to current nationally recognised BC standards) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
HAZMAT/ CBRN - see separate checklist on tab overleaf Y Y Y Y Y Y

Severe Weather (heatwave, flooding, snow and cold weather) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pandemic Influenza (see pandemic influenza tab for deep dive 2015-16 questions) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Mass Countermeasures (eg mass prophylaxis, or mass vaccination) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Mass Casualties Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Fuel Disruption Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Surge and Escalation Management (inc. links to appropriate clinical networks e.g. Burns, Trauma and Critical Care) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Infectious Disease Outbreak Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Evacuation Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Plan Revision Mike Lees 1st Jan 2016
Lockdown Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Plan Revision Mike Lees 1st Jan 2016

Utilities, IT and Telecommunications Failure Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Excess Deaths/ Mass Fatalities Y Y Y Y Y Y

having a Hazardous Area Response Team (HART) (in line with the current national service specification, including  a vehicles and equipment 
replacement programme) - see HART core standard tab Y

firearms incidents in line with National Joint Operating Procedures; - see MTFA core standard tab Y

9

Ensure that plans are prepared in line with current guidance and good practice which includes: • Aim of the plan, including links with plans of other responders
• Information about the specific hazard or contingency or site for which the plan has been prepared and realistic assumptions
• Trigger for activation of the plan, including alert and standby procedures
• Activation procedures
• Identification, roles and actions (including action cards) of incident response team
• Identification, roles and actions (including action cards) of support staff including communications
• Location of incident co-ordination centre (ICC) from which emergency or business continuity incident will be managed
• Generic roles of all parts of the organisation in relation to responding to emergencies or business continuity incidents
• Complementary generic arrangements of other responders (including acknowledgement of multi-agency working)
• Stand-down procedures, including debriefing and the process of recovery and returning to (new) normal processes
• Contact details of key personnel and relevant partner agencies
• Plan maintenance procedures
(Based on Cabinet Office publication Emergency Preparedness, Emergency Planning, Annexes 5B and 5C (2006))

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

• Aim of the plan, including links with plans of other responders
Trust Resilience Framework Part A  Section1
• Information about the specific hazard or contingency or site for which the plan has been prepared and 
realistic assumptions
Trust Resilience Framework Part A Section 4
• Trigger for activation of the plan, including alert and standby procedures
Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 2
• Activation procedures
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 2
• Identification, roles and actions (including action cards) of incident response team
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 12
• Identification, roles and actions (including action cards) of support staff including communications
Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 12

10

Arrangements include a procedure for determining whether an emergency or business continuity incident has 
occurred.  And if an emergency or business continuity incident has occurred, whether this requires changing 
the deployment of resources or acquiring additional resources.

Enable an identified person to determine whether an emergency has occurred
-    Specify the procedure that person should adopt in making the decision
-    Specify who should be consulted before making the decision
-    Specify who should be informed once the decision has been made (including clinical staff) 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Enable an identified person to determine whether an emergency has occurred
-    Specify the procedure that person should adopt in making the decision
Trust Resilience Framework Part A Section 2 defines a major or business continuity incident 
and different major incident categories.. Section 7 defines incident types.

11

Arrangements include how to continue your organisation’s prioritised activities (critical activities) in the event of 
an emergency or business continuity incident insofar as is practical. 

Decide: 
-    Which activities and functions are critical
-    What is an acceptable level of service in the event of different types of emergency for all your services
-    Identifying in your risk assessments in what way emergencies and business continuity incidents threaten the performance of your 
organisation’s functions, especially critical activities

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Decide: 
-    Which activities and functions are critical
Full departmental impact analysis undertaken to confirm clinical and business priorities.
-    What is an acceptable level of service in the event of different types of emergency for all your 
services

Trust business continuity 
plans to be revisited and 
updated during 2015/16 
alongside departmental 
impact assessments.

Mike Lees 1st April 2016

12 Arrangements explain how VIP and/or high profile patients will be managed. This refers to both clinical (including HAZMAT incidents) management and media / communications management of VIPs and / or high profile 
management Y Y Y Y Y This refers to both clinical (including HAZMAT incidents) management and media / communications 

management of VIPs and / or high profile management.

13
Preparedness is undertaken with the full engagement and co-operation of interested parties and key 
stakeholders (internal and external) who have a role in the plan and securing agreement to its content Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

• Specify who has been consulted on the relevant documents/ plans etc. 
The Trust Resilience Framework has previously been peer reviewed by external agencies and 
EPRR colleagues It is circulated to EPRR partners and available for further review via

14 Arrangements include a debrief process so as to identify learning and inform future arrangements Explain the de-briefing process (hot, local and multi-agency, cold)at the end of an incident. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y The Trust has a qualified structured debriefing and TrIM practitioner trained to the national
standard Structured or semi-structured debriefs take place following all exercises or

Command and Control (C2)

15
Arrangements demonstrate that there is a resilient single point of contact within the organisation, capable of 
receiving notification at all times of an emergency or business continuity incident; and with an ability to respond 
or escalate this notification to strategic and/or executive level, as necessary.  

Organisation to have a 24/7 on call rota in place with access to strategic and/or executive level personnel
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

The Trust has extended rotas for Admin Management staff (Silver) and Admin Directors (Gold). 
These are published well in advance and can be access via the Trust Contact Centre (24/7) 
and are available to EPRR staff who form the Silver/Gold Advisory Cadre. There is a Site 

16
Those on-call must meet identified competencies and key knowledge and skills for staff. NHS England published competencies are based upon National Occupation Standards .

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
All staff receive EPRR training during induction and also participate in Projects Griffin, Revise 
and Argus. Bespoke training is then provided via problem based learning (PBL) as 
departmental or team based. The Trust has training packages for Silver & Gold Commanders 

17
Documents identify where and how the emergency or business continuity incident will be managed from, i.e. the 
Incident Co-ordination Centre (ICC), how the ICC will operate (including information management) and the key 
roles required within it, including the role of the loggist .

This should be proportionate to the size and scope of the organisation. 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 7 details the full procedures for opening both 
Silver & Gold Incident Rooms including access out of hours and location of equipment and 
resources. Requirement for log-keepers is fully explained during all training and exercise 

18

Arrangements ensure that decisions are recorded and meetings are minuted during an emergency or business 
continuity incident.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Incident response arrangements and training includes the absolute requirement to have log-
keepers to record actions and decisions of incident managers. The Trust has 19 BTEC & HPA
accredited log-keepers who can be called out 24/7 to support Trust incident rooms. A call-out
test of log-keepers was conducted during Exercise Black Spirit in August 2015. A further date
is to be arranged for a further 10 staff to be trained as Trust log-keepers.

Further log-keeper training 
to be undertaken by the 
S&ERS.

Lisa 
Corbridge

1st March 2015

19
Arrangements detail the process for completing, authorising and submitting situation reports (SITREPs) and/or 
commonly recognised information pictures (CRIP) / common operating picture (COP) during the emergency or 
business continuity incident response.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Trust Resilience Framework Part B Sections 1 & 7 details the incident room response and
arrangements which include access to battleboxes, grading of incidents and the requirement
for the completion of SitReps and CRIPs. Templates of documents are available within the 

20 Arrangements to have access to 24-hour specialist adviser available for incidents involving firearms or 
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, explosive or hazardous materials, and support strategic/gold and 
tactical/silver command in managing these events.

Both acute and ambulance providers are expected to have in place arrangements for accessing specialist advice in the event of incidents  
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, explosive or hazardous materials Y Y

Trust Head of Emergency Resilience has experience and competences to provide advice and
guidance in respect of firearms, CBRN and other hazardous material. S&ERS has access to
immediate specialist advice in longer term from South Yorkshire Police Force Incident Manager 

21 Arrangements to have access to 24-hour radiation protection supervisor available in line with local and national 
mutual aid arrangements;

Both acute and ambulance providers are expected to have arrangements in place for accessing specialist advice in the event of a radiation 
incident Y Y Trust has 24/7 access to a radiation protection supervisor as outlined in the Trust CBRN plan.

 Duty to communicate with the public

Plans include reference to escalation and working with all local partners. The CCG, LHRP and Barnsley Health 
Resilience Forum. Resilience Framework has been updated in June 2015 to reflect Trust transitions and latest 
guidance. Pages 24‐31 reflect multi‐agency planning and arrangements
Local Resilience Forum (LRF)/ subgroup participation as appropriate.                                              
Evidence: Trust Resilience Framework.                                                                                                                                          
Roles and responsibilities are clearly articulated  Pages 27‐ 32 of the Trust Resilience Framework demonstrates 
how the organisation plans for incidents
Resilience Framework ‐ outlines risk assessment process for MI and BCM 
ToR for Security & Emergency Resilience Committee approved and available for reference. 
Evidence: Pages 27‐32, Page 33.                                                                                                                  
Accountable Emergency Officer (AEO) ‐ Karen Kelly, Director of Operations ‐ Board Director reports when required 
to the Trust Board and the annual report
 Full description of AEO role contained in Trust Resilience Policy ‐ Page 23
AEO completed Gold Training & Workshop February 2014 & had oversight of a number of incidents in Silver/Gold. 
Further workshop and exercise planned for November 2015
Competency assessed against current national EPS Core Competency Framework. Evaluation completed.                   
Evidence: Trust Resilience Framework.                                                                   
 All incidents considered critical are subject of structured or semi‐structured de‐briefing, action plan and report.   
Evidence ‐ Debrief reports and action plans.

Trust BC planning is assessed using its Risk Profile and with reference to the LHRG, LRF & BMBC 
community risk registers. There is a process of sharing and informing risks and threats via Resilience 
Direct. Multi-agency partners are regular invitees to planning and exercise events.
This could be interpreted as being a worst-case scenario but is not specifically mentioned as such. 
Organisational risks are shared with staff and other stakeholders during e-learning and training sessions.
Evidence: Resilience Framework, BC Plans and local plans, Winter Strategy, Road Fuel Plan, 
Outbreak Planning, Evacuation Plan, REAP, Risk Profiles, LRF & BMBC Community Risk 
Registers. Training plans, presentations and learning outcomes evidence corporate training.
 

8

Effective arrangements are in place to respond to the risks the organisation is exposed to, appropriate to the 
role, size and scope of the organisation, and there is a process to ensure the likely extent to which particular 
types of emergencies will place demands on your resources and capacity. 

Have arrangements for (but not necessarily have a separate plan for) some or all of the following (organisation 
dependent) (NB, this list is not exhaustive): 

Risk assessments should take into account community risk registers and at the very least include reasonable worst-case scenarios for:
• severe weather (including snow, heatwave, prolonged periods of cold weather and flooding);
• staff absence (including industrial action);
• the working environment, buildings and equipment (including denial of access);
• fuel shortages;
• surges and escalation of activity;
• IT and communications;
• utilities failure;
• response a major incident / mass casualty event
• supply chain failure; and
• associated risks in the surrounding area (e.g. COMAH and iconic sites)

There is a process to consider if there are any internal risks that could threaten the performance of the organisation’s functions in an 
emergency as well as external risks eg Flooding COMAH sites etc

Emergency Preparedness, Business Continuity, Human Outbreaks, Incident Response 
management all within the Trust Resilience Framework.
CBRN/HazMat -                                                                                                                                                     
>Trust Resilience Framework/Policy. Evidence:  Page 15 Part B, Stand alone CBRNe Plan
Severe weather -                                                                                                                                              
 >Trust Resilience Framework/Policy. Evidence:  Pages 19-26 Part B. Stand alone Winter 
Strategic Framework & Trust Incident Response                                                                                        
Pandemic Influenza Mass Countermeasures
> Trust Resilience Framework Part A Section 5
Mass Casualty-
>Stand-alone Mass Casualties Plan &  Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 8
Fuel-
> Trust Fuel Plan & Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 7
Surge & Escalation-
> Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 9
Infectious Disease Outbreak-
> Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 9
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Self assessment RAG

Red = Not compliant with core standard and not in the 
EPRR work plan within the next 12 months. 

Amber = Not compliant but evidence of progress and in 
the EPRR work plan for the next 12 months.

Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

22 Arrangements demonstrate warning and informing processes for emergencies and business continuity 
incidents.

Arrangements include a process to inform and advise the public by providing relevant timely information about the nature of the unfolding 
event and about: 
-    Any immediate actions to be taken by responders
-    Actions the public can take
-    How further information can be obtained
-    The end of an emergency and the return to normal arrangements
Communications arrangements/ protocols: 
- have regard to managing the media (including both on and off site implications)
- include the process of communication with internal staff 
- consider what should be published on intranet/internet sites
- have regard for the warning and informing arrangements of other Category 1 and 2 responders and other organisations. 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

• Have emergency communications response arrangements in place 
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 10 & Crisis Communication Plan
• Be able to demonstrate that you have considered which target audience you are aiming at or addressing 
in publishing materials (including staff, public and other agencies)
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 9 & Crisis Communication Plan
• Communicating with the public to encourage and empower the community to help themselves in an 
emergency in a way which compliments the response of responders
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 8 
• Using lessons identified from previous information campaigns to inform the development of future 
campaigns
Trust Resilience Framework Part C & Crisis Communication Plan
• Setting up protocols with the media for warning and informing
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 10 & Crisis Communication Plan
• Having an agreed media strategy which identifies and trains key staff in dealing with the media including 
nominating spokespeople and 'talking heads'

23
Arrangements ensure the ability to communicate internally and externally during communication equipment 
failures Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Arrangements are in place for external resilient communications, based on risk. Trust Crisis 
Communication Plan and Trust Resilience Framework Part B, Section 10. Internal 
communications more problematic as Trust has no tannoy system or other method of communicationInformation Sharing – mandatory requirements

24

Arrangements contain information sharing protocols to ensure appropriate communication with partners. These must take into account and include DH (2007) Data Protection and Sharing – Guidance for Emergency Planners and Responders or 
any guidance which supersedes this,  the FOI Act 2000, the Data Protection Act 1998 and the CCA 2004 ‘duty to communicate with the 
public’, or subsequent / additional legislation and/or guidance. 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

• Where possible channelling formal information requests through as small as possible a number of
known routes
Via Silver & Gold Teams and Communications Teams to response partners and staff.  
• Sharing information via the  Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough Resilience Forum(s) and other groups
Trust Media and Comms Cell would work via Silver Room to share information with the LHRP,
BMBC and LRF. Trust Silver Room has direct access via a priority line to BMBC Silver.
• Collectively developing an information sharing protocol with the Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough
Resilience Forum(s)Co-operation 

25 Organisations actively participate in or are represented at the Local Resilience Forum (or Borough Resilience 
Forum in London if appropriate) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

26 Demonstrate active engagement and co-operation with other category 1 and 2 responders in accordance with 
the CCA Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

27 Arrangements include how mutual aid agreements will be requested, co-ordinated and maintained. NB: mutual aid agreements are wider than staff and should include equipment, services and supplies. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

28 Arrangements outline the procedure for responding to incidents which affect two or more Local Health 
Resilience Partnership (LHRP) areas or Local Resilience Forum (LRF) areas. Y Y Y Y

29 Arrangements outline the procedure for responding to incidents which affect two or more regions. Y Y Y

30 Arrangements demonstrate how organisations support NHS England locally in discharging its EPRR functions 
and duties

Examples include completing of SITREPs, cascading of information, supporting mutual aid discussions, prioritising activities and/or services 
etc. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

31 Plans define how links will be made between NHS England, the Department of Health and PHE. Including how 
information relating to national emergencies will be co-ordinated and shared Y

32
Arrangements are in place to ensure an Local Health Resilience Partnership (LHRP) (and/or Patch LHRP for 
the London region) meets at least once every 6 months Y Y

33
Arrangements are in place to ensure attendance at all Local Health Resilience Partnership meetings at a 
director level Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Training And Exercising

34

Arrangements include a training plan with a training needs analysis and ongoing training of staff required to 
deliver the response to emergencies and business continuity incidents

• Staff are clear about their roles in a plan 
•  Training is linked to the National Occupational Standards and is relevant and proportionate to the organisation type. 
• Training is linked to Joint Emergency Response Interoperability Programme (JESIP) where appropriate
• Arrangements demonstrate the provision to train an appropriate number of staff and anyone else for whom training would be appropriate for 
the purpose of ensuring that the plan(s) is effective
• Arrangements include providing training to an appropriate number of staff to ensure that warning and informing arrangements are effective

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

35

Arrangements include an ongoing exercising programme that includes an exercising needs analysis and 
informs future work.  

• Exercises consider the need to validate plans and capabilities
• Arrangements must identify exercises which are relevant to local risks and meet the needs of the organisation type and of other interested 
parties.
• Arrangements are in line with NHS England requirements which include a six-monthly communications test, annual table-top exercise and live 
exercise at least once every three years.
• If possible, these exercises should involve relevant interested parties. 
• Lessons identified must be acted on as part of continuous improvement.
• Arrangements include provision for carrying out exercises for the purpose of ensuring warning and informing arrangements are effective

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

36 Demonstrate organisation wide (including on call personnel) appropriate participation in multi-agency exercises Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

37
Preparedness ensures all incident commanders (on call directors and managers) maintain a continuous 
personal development portfolio demonstrating training and/or incident /exercise participation. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

• Attendance at or receipt of minutes from relevant Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough Resilience 
Forum(s) meetings, that meetings take place and membership is quorate
Meetings regularly attended at NHS England Local Area Team, BMBC and Health Resilience 
Partnership. Minutes available as reference.
• Treating the  Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough Resilience Forum(s) and the Local Health Resilience 
Partnership as strategic level groups
• Taking lessons learned from all resilience activities
All exercises and incidents are fully debriefed and subject of action planning. Debrief notes 
and actions plans available.
• Using the  Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough Resilience Forum(s) and the Local Health Resilience 
Partnership  to consider policy initiatives
Meeting minutes are used as reference in Trust plans and policies. Refer to Trust Resilience 
Policy and Framework.
• Establish mutual aid agreements
Established via local Resilience Managers, BMBC, Public Health, SYP and local acute trusts.
• Identifying useful lessons from your own practice and those learned from collaboration with other 
responders and strategic thinking and using the Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough Resilience

• Taking lessons from all resilience activities and using the Local Resilience Forum(s) / Borough 
Resilience Forum(s) and the Local Health Resilience Partnership and network meetings to share good 
practice
Exercises and incidents are fully debriefed and learning points included in future corporate 
curriculum training and planning arrangements. Training slides and lesson outcomes provide 
required evidence and available for confirmation
• Being able to demonstrate that people responsible for carrying out function in the plan are aware of their 
roles
Corporate Curriculum, Induction and E-learning packages. Attendance lists, certification lists 
and full lesson evaluations.
• Through direct and bilateral collaboration, requesting that other Cat 1. and Cat 2 responders take part in 
your exercises
Exercises have multi-agency context and invitations are extended to partners as with Exercise 
Centauri. Exercise orders, plans, emails and attendance sheets confirm evidence.
• Refer to the NHS England guidance and National Occupational Standards For Civil Contingencies when 
identifying training needs.
Core Competency Framework for the Emergency Planning Society used for establishing 
competencies and training needs. Training is EPS acknowledged and carries CPD points 
recognised by the EPS. Attendance certificates and attendance list for evidence
• Developing and documenting a training and briefing programme for staff and key stakeholders
Full training, awareness and briefing programme established. PowerPoints, lesson plans, 
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Red = Not compliant with core standard and 
not in the EPRR work plan within the next 12 
months. 
Amber = Not compliant but evidence of 
progress and in the EPRR work plan for the 
next 12 months.
Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

Q Core standard Clarifying information Evidence of assurance

Preparedness
38 There is an organisation specific HAZMAT/ CBRN plan (or dedicated annex) Arrangements include:

• command and control interfaces 
• tried and tested process for activating the staff and equipment (inc. Step 1-2-3 Plus)
• pre-determined decontamination locations and access to facilities
• management and decontamination processes for contaminated patients and fatalities in line 
with the latest guidance
• communications planning for public and other agencies
• interoperability with other relevant agencies
• access to national reserves / Pods
• plan to maintain a cordon / access control
• emergency / contingency arrangements for staff contamination
• plans for the management of hazardous waste
• stand-down procedures, including debriefing and the process of recovery and returning to 
(new) normal processes
• contact details of key personnel and relevant partner agencies

Y Y Y Y Y Arrangements include:
• command and control interfaces 
Trust Resilience Framework Part  Section B
• tried and tested process for activating the staff and equipment (inc. Step 1-2-3 
Plus)
Trust Resilience Framework Section A & CBRN/HazMat Plan
• pre-determined decontamination locations and access to facilities
Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 5 & CBRN/HazMat Plan
• management and decontamination processes for contaminated patients and 
fatalities in line with the latest guidance
Trust Resilience Framework & CBRN/HazMat Plan
• communications planning for public and other agencies
Trust Resilience Framework Part B Section 10, CBRN/HazMat Plan & Crisis 
Communications Plan
• interoperability with other relevant agencies
Trust Resilience Framework Part B  Section 12 & CBRN/HazMat Plan

t ti l / P d39 Staff are able to access the organisation HAZMAT/ CBRN management plans. Decontamination trained staff can access the plan Y Y Y Y Y Plans available via Emergency Department, Trust Intranet, Hardcopy, 
SharePoint and both Incident Rooms.

40 HAZMAT/ CBRN decontamination risk assessments are in place which are appropriate t
the organisation.

• Documented systems of work
• List of required competencies
• Impact assessment of CBRN decontamination on other key facilities
• Arrangements for the management of hazardous waste

Y Y Y Y Y Risk assessments completed by Emergency Department. Full training log 
available along with attendance sheets alongside training needs analysis. BC
plans cover access denial issues in case of incident and evacuation and 
lockdown arrangements are in place with stand-alone plans. Hazardous 
waste management via Infection Control Facilities and Security Full plan in

41 Rotas are planned to ensure that there is adequate and appropriate decontamination 
capability available 24/7.

Y Y All ED staff receive basic CBRN training which is refreshed at least annually. 
Rotas available as evidence.

42 Staff on-duty know who to contact to obtain specialist advice in relation to a HAZMAT/ 
CBRN incident and this specialist advice is available 24/7.

• For example PHE, emergency services. Y Y Y Y Y Basic CBRN training contains contact instructions, specialist advice 
resources. Contact Centre & S&ERS are available as liaison and carry all 
relevant contact numbers.

Decontamination Equipment

43 There is an accurate inventory of equipment required for decontaminating patients in 
place and the organisation holds appropriate equipment to ensure safe decontamination
patients and protection of staff.

• Acute and Ambulance service providers - see Equipment checklist overleaf on separate tab
• Community, Mental Health and Specialist service providers - see Response Box in 'Preparation 
for Incidents Involving Hazardous Materials - Guidance for Primary and Community Care 
Facilities' (NHS London, 2011) (found at: 
http://www.londonccn.nhs.uk/_store/documents/hazardous-material-incident-guidance-for-
primary-and-community-care.pdf)
• Initial Operating Response (IOR) DVD and other material: http://www.jesip.org.uk/what-will-
jesip-do/training/ 

Y Y Y Y Y • Acute and Ambulance service providers - see list overleaf.
List completed.
• Community, Mental Health and Specialist service providers - see Response Box in 
'Preparation for Incidents Involving Hazardous Materials - Guidance for Primary and 
Community Care Facilities' (NHS London, 2011) (found at: 
http://www.londonccn.nhs.uk/_store/documents/hazardous-material-incident-
guidance-for-primary-and-community-care.pdf)
• Initial Operating Response (IOR) DVD and other material: 
http://www.jesip.org.uk/what-will-jesip-do/training/
 Trust training completed to national guidance and requirements

44 The organisation has the expected number of PRPS suits (sealed and in date) available 
for immediate deployment should they be required  (NHS England published guidance 
(May 2014) or subsequent later guidance when applicable) 

There is a plan and finance in place to revalidate (extend) or replace suits that are reaching the 
end of shelf life until full capability of the current model is reached in 2017

Y Y Trust holds a full complement of 24 PRPS suits, all fully tested and 
inspected.
Next maintenance programme confirmed for October 2015

45 There are routine checks carried out on the decontamination equipment including: 
A) Suits
B) Tents
C) Pump
D) RAM GENE (radiation monitor)
E) Other decontamination equipment 

There is a named role responsible for ensuring these checks take place Y Y Quarterly checks on larger equipment and monthly checks on smaller CBRN 
equipment - Lead Nurse Darren Cherry.

46 There is a preventative programme of maintenance (PPM) in place for the maintenance, 
repair, calibration and replacement of out of date Decontamination equipment for: 
A) Suits
B) Tents
C) Pump
D) RAM GENE (radiation monitor)
E) Other equipment 

Y Y Preventative programme of maintenance well established with Julian Newell 
and L/N Cherry actively involved. A six monthly review is also held with the 
Head of Security & Emergency Resilience who coordinates any issues with 
YAS & NHSE. Feedback is given to the NHSE Health Resilience Group 
quarterly meetings.
Annual maintenance completed July 2015

47 There are effective disposal arrangements in place for PPE no longer required. (NHS England published guidance (May 2014) or subsequent later guidance when applicable) Y Y Disposal of equipment is carried out via NHSE and 
local guidance. All disposal issues are recorded.

Hazardous materials (HAZMAT) and chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) response core standards 
(NB this is designed as a stand alone sheet)
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Red = Not compliant with core standard and 
not in the EPRR work plan within the next 12 
months. 
Amber = Not compliant but evidence of 
progress and in the EPRR work plan for the 
next 12 months.
Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

Q Core standard Clarifying information Evidence of assurance

Hazardous materials (HAZMAT) and chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) response core standards 
(NB this is designed as a stand alone sheet)

Training
48 The current HAZMAT/ CBRN Decontamination training lead is appropriately trained to 

deliver HAZMAT/ CBRN training
Y Y L/N Darren Cherry fully trained, experienced and competent. Initial and 

refresher training conducted by YAS, attended number of training exercises 
and called to live incidents. Verified during recent NHSE audit.

49 Internal training is based upon current good practice and uses material that has been 
supplied as appropriate.

• Documented training programme
• Primary Care HAZMAT/ CBRN guidance
• Lead identified for training
• Established system for refresher training so that staff that are HAZMAT/ CBRN 
decontamination trained receive refresher training within a reasonable time frame (annually). 
• A range of staff roles are trained in  decontamination techniques
• Include HAZMAT/ CBRN command and control training
• Include ongoing fit testing programme in place for FFP3 masks to provide a 24/7 capacity and 
capability when caring for patients with a suspected or confirmed infectious respiratory virus
• Including, where appropriate, Initial Operating Response (IOR) and other material: 
http://www.jesip.org.uk/what-will-jesip-do/training/ 

Y Y Y Y Y Documented training programme
Training plan available as evidence along with training attendance logs. 
Verified during 2015 YAS audit.
• Primary Care HAZMAT/ CBRN guidance
Guidance used for training staff with one to one refreshers. 
• Lead identified for training
Lead Nurse Darren Cherry – Coordinator Julian Newell 
• Established system for refresher training so that staff that are HAZMAT/ CBRN 
decontamination trained receive refresher training within a reasonable time 
frame (annually). All staff aware of 'dry decontamination procedures.
Refresher training completed at least annually and logs.descriptions are 
available as evidence.
• A range of staff roles are trained in  decontamination techniques
N i t ff f ll t i d ith it d t i t ff f50 The organisation has sufficient number of trained decontamination trainers to fully suppo

it's staff HAZMAT/ CBRN training programme. 
Y Y Trust has 2 trainers and require a further 1  within the

Emergency Department.
Further trainer required Darren 

Cherry
1st January 2016

51 Staff that are most likely to come into first contact with a patient requiring decontamination 
understand the requirement to isolate the patient to stop the spread of the contaminant.

• Including, where appropriate, Initial Operating Response (IOR) and other material: 
http://www.jesip.org.uk/what-will-jesip-do/training/ 
• Community, Mental Health and Specialist service providers - see Response Box in 'Preparation 
for Incidents Involving Hazardous Materials - Guidance for Primary and Community Care 
Facilities' (NHS London, 2011) (found at: 
http://www.londonccn.nhs.uk/_store/documents/hazardous-material-incident-guidance-for-
primary-and-community-care.pdf)

Y Y Y Y Y All ED reception staff have viewed the NARU 'dry decontamination' and 
 received all the relevant training information and materials. ED reception 
staff
tested during YAS audit on 6th August 2015 and fully conversant with 
procedures. 
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HAZMAT CBRN equipment list - for use by Acute and Ambulance service providers in relation to Core Standard 43.
Full audit by YAS 6th August 2015 - Department assessed as 'Prepared'. No issues identified.

No Equipment Equipment model/ generation/ details etc. Self assessment RAG
Red = Not in place and not in the EPRR 
work plan to be in place within the next 
12 months. 
Amber = Not in place and in the EPRR 
work plan to be in place within the next 
12 months.
Green = In place.  

EITHER: Inflatable mobile structure
E1 Inflatable frame

E1.1 Liner
E1.2 Air inflator pump
E1.3 Repair kit
E1.2 Tethering equipment

OR: Rigid/ cantilever structure
E2 Tent shell PPS Geodesic MDU - Model 2L7

OR: Built structure
E3 Decontamination unit or room

AND: 
E4 Lights (or way of illuminating decontamination area if dark) Well lit area at front of ED adjoining publicly lit main 

highway Portable lighting available if required
E5 Shower heads PPS - Maintained July 2015
E6 Hose connectors and shower heads PPS - Maintained July 2015
E7 Flooring appropriate to tent in use (with decontamination basin if 

needed) PPS - Maintained July 2015

E8 Waste water pump and pipe PPS - Maintained July 2015
E9 Waste water bladder PPS - Maintained July 2015

PPE for chemical, and biological incidents
E10 The organisation (acute and ambulance providers only) has the 

expected number of PRPS suits (sealed and in date) available for 
immediate deployment should they be required.  (NHS England 
published guidance (May 2014) or subsequent later guidance 
when applicable).

Yes - Full compliment of 24 - all inspected and ready 
for immediate deployment

E11 Providers to ensure that they hold enough training suits in order to 
facilitate their local training programme Yes - Full compliment of 8

Ancillary
E12 A facility to provide privacy and dignity to patients Patient screens to be used during decontamination.

E13 Buckets, sponges, cloths and blue roll Available in store - adequate numbers
E14 Decontamination liquid (COSHH compliant) Available in store - adequate supply
E15 Entry control board (including clock) Available in store
E16 A means to prevent contamination of the water supply Available in store and via SYF&RS
E17 Poly boom (if required by local Fire and Rescue Service)

E18 Minimum of 20 x Disrobe packs or suitable equivalent 
(combination of sizes) 

Disposable suits in store - not commercial disrobe 
packs.

E19 Minimum of 20 x re-robe packs or suitable alternative 
(combination of sizes - to match disrobe packs)

Disposable suits in store - not commercial re-robe 
packs.

E20 Waste bins In ED store
Disposable gloves In ED store

E21 Scissors - for removing patient clothes but of sufficient calibre to 
execute an emergency PRPS suit disrobe In ED store

E22 FFP3 masks In ED store
E23 Cordon tape Via S&ERS - Block 9
E24 Loud Hailer Via S&ERS - Block 9
E25 Signage In ED store
E26 Tabbards identifying members of the decontamination team Tabards available - marked as required.
E27 Chemical Exposure Assessment Kits (ChEAKs) (via PHE): should 

an acute service provider be required to support PHE in the 
collection of samples for assisting in the public health risk 
assessment and response phase of an incident, PHE will contact 
the acute service provider to agree appropriate arrangements. A 
Standard Operating Procedure will be issued at the time to explain 
what is expected from the acute service provider staff.  Acute 
service providers need to be in a position to provide this support.  

Radiation
E28 RAM GENE monitors (x 2 per Emergency Department and/or 

HART team) In ED store

E29 Hooded paper suits In ED store, IP&C & Estates
E30 Goggles In ED store, IP&C & Estates
E31 FFP3 Masks - for HART personnel only
E32 Overshoes & Gloves In ED Store
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Core standard Clarifying information
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Evidence of assurance

Self assessment RAG

Red = Not compliant with core standard and not in the 
EPRR work plan within the next 12 months. 

Amber = Not compliant but evidence of progress and in the 
EPRR work plan for the next 12 months.

Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

Governance

1 Organisations have an MTFA capability at all times within their operational service area.

• Organisations have MTFA capability to the nationally agreed safe system of work standards defined within this service specification.
• Organisations have MTFA capability to the nationally agreed interoperability standard defined within this service specification.
• Organisations have taken sufficient steps to ensure their MTFA capability remains complaint with the National MTFA Standard Operating 
Procedures during local and national deployments.

Y

2 Organisations have a local policy or procedure to ensure the effective prioritisation and deployment (or 
redeployment) of MTFA staff to an incident requiring the MTFA capability. 

• Deployment to the Home Office Model Response sites must be within 45 minutes.  Y

3 Organisations have the ability to ensure that ten MTFA staff are released and available to respond to scene wit
10 minutes of that confirmation (with a corresponding safe system of work).  

• Organisations maintain a minimum of ten competent MTFA staff on duty at all times. Competence is denoted by the mandatory minimum 
training requirements identified in the MTFA capability matrix.
• Organisations ensure that, as part of the selection process, any successful MTFA application must have undergone a Physical Competence 
Assessment (PCA) to the nationally agreed standard.
• Organisations maintain the minimum level of training competence among all operational MTFA staff as defined by the national training 
standards.
• Organisations ensure that each operational MTFA operative is competent to deliver the MTFA capability.
• Organisations ensure that comprehensive training records are maintained for each member of MTFA staff.  These records must include; a 
record of mandated training completed, when it was completed, any outstanding training or training due and an indication of the individual’s level 
of competence across the MTFA skill sets.  

Y

4 Organisations ensure that appropriate personal equipment is available and maintained in accordance with the 
detailed specification in MTFA SOPs (Reference C).

• To procure interoperable safety critical equipment (as referenced in the National Standard Operating Procedures), organisations should use 
the national buying frameworks coordinated by NARU unless they can provide assurance through the change management process that the 
local procurement is interoperable.
• All MTFA equipment is maintained to nationally specified standards and must be made available in line with the national MFTA ‘notice to move’ 
standard.
• All MTFA equipment is maintained according to applicable British or EN standards and in line with manufacturers’ recommendations.

Y

5 Organisations maintain a local policy or procedure to ensure the effective identification of incidents or patients 
that may benefit from deployment of the MTFA capability.

• Organisations ensure that Control rooms are compliant with JOPs (Reference B). 
• With Trusts using Pathways or AMPDS, ensure that any potential MTFA incident is recognised by Trust specific arrangements. Y

6 Organisations have an appropriate revenue depreciation scheme on a 5-year cycle which is  maintained locally to 
replace nationally specified MTFA equipment. Y

7 Organisations use the NARU coordinated national change request process before reconfiguring (or changing) 
any MTFA procedures, equipment or training that has been specified as nationally interoperable.  Y

8 Organisations maintain an appropriate register of all MTFA safety critical assets. 

• Assets are defined by their reference or inclusion within the National MTFA Standard Operating Procedures
• This register must include; individual asset identification, any applicable servicing or maintenance activity, any identified defects or faults, the 
expected replacement date and any applicable statutory or regulatory requirements (including any other records which must be maintained for 
that item of equipment).  

Y

9 Organisations ensure their operational commanders are competent in the deployment and management of NHS 
MTFA resources at any live incident.  Y

10 Organisations maintain accurate records of their compliance with the national MTFA response time standards 
and make them available to their local lead commissioner, external regulators (including both NHS and the Health 
& Safety Executive) and NHS England (including NARU operating under an NHS England contrac

Y

11

In any event that the organisations is unable to maintain the MTFA capability to the interoperability standards, t
provider has robust and timely mechanisms to make a notification to the National Ambulance Resilience Unit 
(NARU) on-call system.  The provider must then also provide notification of the specification default in writing to 
their lead commissioners.

Y

12
Organisations support the nationally specified system of recording MTFA activity which will include a local 
procedure to ensure MTFA staff update the national system with the required information following each live 
deployment.

Y

13 Organisations ensure that the availability of MTFA capabilities within their operational service area is notified 
nationally every 12 hours via a nominated national monitoring system coordinated by NARU. Y

14

Organisations maintain a set of local MTFA risk assessments which are compliment with the national MTFA risk 
assessments covering specific training venues or activity and pre-identified high risk sites.  The provider must 
also ensure there is a local process / procedure to regulate how MTFA staff conduct a joint dynamic hazards 
assessment (JDHA) at any live deployment.

Y

15
Organisations have a robust and timely process to report any lessons identified following an MTFA deployment
training activity that may be relevant to the interoperable service to NARU within 12 weeks using a nationally 
approved lessons database.

Y

16
Organisations have a robust and timely process to report, to NARU and their commissioners, any safety risks 
related to equipment, training or operational practice which may have an impact on the national interoperability of 
the MTFA service as soon as is practicable and no later than 7 days of the risk being identified.

Y

17 Organisations have a proces to acknowledge and respond appropriately to any national safety notifications issu
for MTFA by NARU within 7 days. Y

18 FRS organisations that have an MTFA capability the ambulance service provider must provide training to this 
FRS 

Training to include:
• Introduction and understanding of NASMed triage
• Haemorrhage control
• Use of dressings and tourniquets
• Patient positioning
• Casualty Collection Point procedures.

Y

19 Organisations ensure that staff view the appropriate DVDs

• National Strategic Guidance - KPI 100% Gold commanders
• Specialist Ambulance Service Response to MTFA - KPI 100% MTFA commanders and teams.
• Non-Specialist Ambulance Service Response to MTFA - KPI 80% of operational staff. Y
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Core standard Clarifying information
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Evidence of assurance

Self assessment RAG

Red = Not compliant with core standard and not in the 
EPRR work plan within the next 12 months. 

Amber = Not compliant but evidence of progress and in the 
EPRR work plan for the next 12 months.

Green = fully compliant with core standard.

Action to be taken Lead Timescale

Governance

1 Organisations maintain a HART Incident Response Unit (IRU) capability at all times within their operational 
service area. Y

2 Organisaions maintain a HART Urban Search & Rescue (USAR) capability at all times within their operational 
service area. Y

3 Organisations maintain a HART Inland Water Operations (IWO) capability at all times within their operational 
service area. Y

4 Organisations maintain a HART Tactical Medicine Operations (TMO) capability at all times within their 
operational service area. Y

5 Organisations maintain a local policy or procedure to ensure the effective prioritisation and deployment (or 
redeployment) of HART staff to an incident requiring the HART capabilities. 

• Four HART staff must be released and available to respond locally to any incident identified as potentially requiring HART capabilities within
minutes of the call being accepted by the provider. Note: This standard does not apply to pre-planned operations or occasions where HART is 
used to support wider operations.  It only applies to calls where the information received by the provider indicates the potential for one of the four 
HART core capabilities to be required at the scene.  See also standard 13.
• Organisations maintain a minimum of six competent HART staff on duty for live deployments at all times.
• Once HART capability is confirmed as being required at the scene (with a corresponding safe system of work) organisations can ensure that 
six HART staff are released and available to respond to scene within 10 minutes of that confirmation.  The six includes the four already 
mobilised. 
• Organisations maintain a HART service capable of placing six competent HART staff on-scene at strategic sites of interest within 45 minute
These sites are currently defined within the Home Office Model Response Plan (by region).  Competence is denoted by the mandatory minim
training requirements identified in the HART capability matrix.
• Organisations maintain any live (on-duty) HART teams under their control  maintain a 30 minute ‘notice to move’ to respond to a mutual aid 
request outside of the host providers operational service area.  An exception to this standard may be claimed if the live (on duty) HART team is 
already providing HART capabilities at an incident in region.

Y

6 Organisations maintain a criteria or process to ensure the effective identification of incidents or patients at the 
point of receiving an emergency call that may benefit from the deployment of a HART capability. Y

7 Organisations ensure an appropriate capital and revenue depreciation scheme is maintained locally to replace 
nationally specified HART equipment. 

• To procure interoperable safety critical equipment (as referenced in the National Standard Operating Procedures), organisations should h
processes in place to use the national buying frameworks coordinated by NARU unless they can provide assurance through the change 
management process that the local procurement is interoperable. 

Y

8 Organisations use the NARU coordinated national change request process before reconfiguring  (or changing) 
any HART procedures, equipment or training that has been specified as nationally interoperable.  Y

9 Organisations ensure that the HART fleet and associated incident technology are maintained to nationally 
specified standards and must be made available in line with the national HART ‘notice to move’ standard. Y

10 Organisations ensure that all HART equipment is maintained according to applicable British or EN standards a
in line with manufacturers recommendations. Y

11

Organisations maintain an appropriate register of all HART safety critical assets.  Such assets are defined by 
their reference or inclusion within the National HART Standard Operating Procedures.  This register must 
include; individual asset identification, any applicable servicing or maintenance activity, any identified defects or 
faults, the expected replacement date and any applicable statutory or regulatory requirements (including any ot
records which must be maintained for that item of equipment).  

Y

12 Organisations ensure that a capital estate is provided for HART that meets the standards set out in the HART 
estate specification. Y

13 Organisations ensure their incident commanders are competent in the deployment and management of NHS 
HART resources at any live incident.  Y

14

In any event that the provider is unable to maintain the four core HART capabilities to the interoperability 
standards,that provider has robust and timely mechanisms to make a notification to the National Ambulance 
Resilience Unit (NARU) on-call system.  The provider must then also provide notification of the specification 
default in writing to their lead commissioners. 

Y

15
Organisations support the nationally specified system of recording HART activity which will include a local 
procedure to ensure HART staff update the national system with the required information following each live 
deployment.

Y

16
Organisations  maintain accurate records of their compliance with the national HART response time standards 
and make them available to their local lead commissioner, external regulators (including both NHS and the Health 
& Safety Executive) and NHS England (including NARU operating under an NHS England contract).

Y

17 Organisations ensure that the availability of HART capabilities within their operational service area is notified 
nationally every 12 hours via a nominated national monitoring system coordinated by NARU. Y

18

Organisations maintain a set of local HART risk assessments which compliment the national HART risk 
assessments covering specific training venues or activity and pre-identified high risk sites.  The provider must 
also ensure there is a local process / procedure to regulate how HART staff conduct a joint dynamic hazards 
assessment (JDHA) at any live deployment.

Y

19
Organisations have a robust and timely process to reportany lessons identified following a HART deployment or 
training activity that may be relevant to the interoperable service to NARU within 12 weeks using a nationally 
approved lessons database.

Y

20
Organisations have a robust and timely process to report, to NARU and their commissioners, any safety risks 
related to equipment, training or operational practice which may have an impact on the national interoperability of 
the HART service as soon as is practicable and no later than 7 days of the risk being identified.

Y

21 Organisations have a proces to acknowledge and respond appropriately to any national safety notifications issu
for HART by NARU within 7 days. Y

• Organiations maintain the four core HART capabilities to the nationally agreed safe system of work standards defined within this service 
specification.
• Organiations maintain the four core HART capabilities to the nationally agreed interoperability standard defined within this service specification.
• Organiations take sufficient steps to ensure their HART unit(s) remains complaint with the National HART Standard Operating Procedures 
during local and national deployments.
• Organiations maintain the minimum level of training competence among all operational HART staff as defined by the national training 
standards for HART.
• Organiations ensure that each operational HART operative is provided with no less than 37.5 hours protected training time every seven weeks. 
If designated training staff are used to augment the live HART team, they must receive the equivalent protected training hours within the seven 
week period (in other words, training hours can be converted to live hours providing they are re-scheduled as protected training hours within the 
seven week period).
• Organiations ensure that all HART operational personnel are Paramedics with appropriate corresponding professional registration (note s.3
of the specification).
• As part of the selection process, any successful HART applicant must have passed a Physical Competence Assessment (PCA) to the 
nationally agreed standard and the provider must ensure that standard is maintained through an ongoing PCA process which assesses 
operational staff every 6 months and any staff returning to duty after a period of absence exceeding 1 month.
• Organiations ensure that comprehensive training records are maintained for each member of HART staff.  These records must include; a 
record of mandated training completed, when it was completed, any outstanding training or training due and an indication of the individual’s level 
of competence across the HART skill sets.  
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Subject: CHAIRMAN’S REPORT Ref: 15/10/P-11 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION  

1.1 This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the work and activities 
undertaken as Trust Chairman over the past month and highlight a number of items of 
interest. 

1.2 The items reported are not shown in any order of priority. 

2.  TRUST POSITION 
2.1 We must continue to give confidence to the population of Barnsley and our key 

stakeholders that care will not be compromised and we will turn this current situation 
around. I will keep reiterating this message as I think it should be constantly in 
people’s minds. Whilst we are bringing about our return to stability, we must not 
compromise on quality of care and patient safety.   

2.2 We must also give confidence to our staff that the Trust is doing everything it can to 
improve patient experience and the quality of care our patients receive.  In addition we 
have to pay tribute to all our staff for the work they are doing to conceive new ideas to 
deliver better care, but also the work that they have done to bring our transformation to 
life.  

2.3 We must, however, also be conscious of the continuing pressures on the hospital, 
including activity and cost improvement plans, to ensure we keep on track to return to 
financial balance as soon as possible whilst protecting the quality of our services for 
our patients and meaningful staff engagement. 

2.4 Though it will be reported in other papers it is right for me to mention the lifting of the 
Section 111 governance licence condition by Monitor. By doing this Monitor have 
demonstrated confidence in our governance to the extent they no longer feel any need 
to manage performance in this area. This is testament to the hard work of all our staff 
in addressing our issues, however, we must regather our efforts and drive forward with 
our 2 and 5 year plan and ensure that Monitor can feel that their confidence is well 
placed. 

3.  COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
3.1 Nominations Committee  

The Committee met on 8 September to agree the process for the recruitment of a 
Non-Executive Director, as Linda Christon’s second term will be complete at the end 
of this year. Governors decided earlier this year that at the end of the second term all 
NEDs would have to seek re-appointment through the full appointment process, 
should they wish to serve for a third term.  This appointment will be going out to advert 
shortly. 

3.2 Constitutional review  
As usual the Governors and Board have an important part to play in the Trust’s 
Constitutional review.  The constitution review working group is being led by Angela 
Keeney, Associate Director of Corporate Affairs, supported by the Lead Governor and 
I, as well as a number of other Governors.  
The working group has suggested a number of recommendations for minor changes to 
the Constitution, reported separately to both the Board and Council of Governors for 
consideration and support. 
In their deliberations the working group also identified the need to revise the 
Governors’ meeting schedule for 2016 and this will be taken forward shortly. 
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3.3 Annual Elections  
The annual elections for the Council of Governors are now underway, with six seats 
available in the Barnsley Public Constituency, one in the Non Clinical Support Staff 
Constituency, one in Medical & Dental Staff Constituency and one in Volunteers.  Whilst 
it is hoped that all of the Governors currently in these seats will stand for re-election, the 
Trust is also keen to encourage interest from other members within these 
Constituencies.  
Members have been invited to come along to the candidates’ workshops being held on 
7th and 14th October, to learn more about the role of a governor and how to stand for 
election.  More information is available on the Trust’s website, from the Governors’ 
office, and from the independent election scrutineers, UK-Engage.   If you know 
someone who might be interested in joining the Council of Governors, please 
encourage them to come forward.  Our Governors play an important role in the 
hospital’s development.  Nominations must be submitted to UK-Engage before 5pm on 
Monday 2nd November 2015.  
 

4. NEWS & EVENTS 
4.1 As mentioned at the last Board meeting, the annual Volunteers Evening took place on 

1st September, and I was joined at the event by the Chief Executive and Director of 
Nursing & Quality as well as my Non Executive Director colleague Suzy Brain-England. 
This is a special event in the Board’s calendar each year and is always well supported 
by Directors.  It was, as always, a great opportunity for us to meet more of our terrific 
team of volunteers and tell them personally how very much they are appreciated, and to 
present a number of long service awards. 

4.2 On 13 September I was pleased to be able to join staff from Sainsburys as they began 
their cycle ride to raise funds for the Tiny Hearts Charity appeal. 

4.3 On 16 September I joined the Director of Nursing & Quality to present certificates to our 
Health Care Assistants on completion of their Infection Prevention and Control training.  

4.4 17 September I attended the NHS Providers Chairs and Chief Exec Network meeting, 
the slides from this are appended to this report. Once again the main messages from 
this were about money, with the outgoing Chair/CEO of Monitor reflecting that the drive 
towards quality was not balanced against the finances. The news that the sector will 
see a significant deficit over the whole sector this year led to a prolonged discussion on 
what is expected in the comprehensive spending review. The tariff proposals for 
2016/17 are not expected until late December, which is likely to hinder planning 
throughout the sector for the coming financial year. 

4.5 On 23 September I attended an NHS Employers conference on equality and diversity in 
the workforce, and listened to presentations on how we might better use the diversity 
dividend in our organisations. 

4.6 24 September saw our Annual General Members Meeting, which was well attended and 
the Board was closely challenged by our membership. 

5. BARNSLEY HOSPITAL CHARITY  
5.1 The generosity of local people and the support for our Charity continues to grow. 
5.2 The Charity’s social media presence has continued to grow gradually. Although many 

posts still have a relatively low reach (this is in line with the ‘fans’ and is slowly 
increasing), the Charity continues to monitor insights to identify which posts work well, if 
there are specific times which work best etc, and to tweak the scheduling and posts. 
This month our maximum reach was 3,000; this was a post about our volunteer, Janet, 
who did a sponsored silence in aid of the Tiny Hearts Appeal.  
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5.3 Other successful posts included some fundraisers who did a sponsored walk.  These 
further posts also received substantial interaction with the fans, with shares and 
comments engaging with the post which maximised the reach. 

5.4 The Charity’s website has been updated with all news releases, which are also 
automatically published on the Charity’s Facebook and Twitter feeds. This not only 
keeps the Charity website active and increases its value in the search engines, but it 
instantly publishes new stories. 

5.5 A full page was submitted for the latest BH News to promote the Charity and the Tiny 
Hearts Appeal. 

5.6 The Barnsley Hospital Charity Lottery has continued to increase membership. A 
communications plan has been devised and implemented internally to promote this to 
all staff. 

5.7 The donations for April-August total is £104,824, which will continue to be used to 
benefit our patients and staff.  In addition a generous legacy donation (reported several 
months ago) was also received in this period. 

 
 
 
 
Stephen Wragg 
CHAIRMAN 
October 2015 
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MISSION  
NHS community health services are at the forefront 

of NHS care and support. Without the high public 

profile of other NHS services, nevertheless they often 

reach the deepest into our lives. They are part of our 

neighbourhoods, they come in to our homes and are 

with us for the long-term. They partner with colleagues 

in the NHS, social care, education, charities and local 

government to personalise care packages which  

support people to maintain their independence for 

as long as possible.  

NHS community health services effectively 

personalise NHS care by bringing it to patients and 

service users and providing it in their neighbourhoods 

and homes. This personal and community-based 

approach means the services themselves take many 

different forms and are organised in a multitude of ways 

to meet the particular needs of patients and service 

users. But their underpinning philosophy is to help 

people live as independent and fulfilling a life as possible 

for as long as possible. Community trusts offer an 

extensive range of NHS services from promoting good 

health, delivering sophisticated and complex healthcare 

at home, intervening to prevent worsening health and 

helping people live with and manage their long term 

conditions. GPs remain the lead in coordinating care 

and sometimes hospital and emergency services are 

needed, but it is community healthcare that often acts

as the glue that brings all the services seamlessly 

together. The NHS community services sector fulfils 

the NHS’ ultimate purpose:

To improve our health and 

wellbeing, supporting us to keep 

mentally and physically well, to get 

better when we are ill and, when we 

cannot fully recover, to stay as well 

as we can to the end of our lives. 
NHS Constitution

The role of community services has never been as

well-defined or understood as it might be. In part this 

is because of the many different forms they take and 

because they work so closely with GP services they are 

often assumed to be part of the same surgery. They are 

rarely in the spotlight and they do not have the same 

propensity to make headlines, impact elections or 

generate national controversy. By default, their impact 

is under-recognised as other sectors of the NHS dominate 

public and policy agendas on performance, quality and 

sustainability. Consequently, their potential to provide the 

sustainable core of the NHS and drive new models of care 

can be under-recognised. 

Case study one 

OXFORD HEALTH
NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
EMERGENCY MULTIDISCIPLINARY UNITS 

The aim of the award-winning emergency disciplinary 

units (EMUs) is to provide assessment and treatment for 

adults with sub-acute care needs as close to patients’ 

homes as possible. Providing medical, nursing and 

therapist assessments and treatments, the units are 

designed to offer patients a faster and more convenient 

alternative to admission to an acute hospital.

The multidisciplinary and multisector teams deliver a 

comprehensive assessment, acute medical diagnosis 

and treatment plan with ongoing care to support 

patients and carers during episodes of illness without 

acute hospital admission.

Located within a community hospital site, the EMU 

will rapidly assess any patient, following contact with 

a healthcare provider (for instance, a GP, community 

nurse or ambulance paramedic) who feels that further 

assessment is needed.

The teams consist of registered nurses, paramedics, 

healthcare assistants, physiotherapists, occupational 

therapists, social workers, elderly care physicians and 

general practitioners.

The key enablers for the rapid assessment and 

treatment are point of care diagnostics for blood tests, 

ECGs and basic x-ray imaging and a pool of beds is 

available for short-term use (less than 72 hours) for 

patients who are not suitable for ambulatory care.
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POSITION  
There is broad consensus about both the pressures 

challenging the NHS and what a sustainable future 

could look like. There is also broad consensus and strong 

public and political support that the NHS model and 

values are the best way to provide cradle to the grave 

healthcare in the UK. This consensus is most evident in 

the support for the NHS Five year forward view (5YFV) 

which clearly champions these views. Lastly there is 

broad consensus that the pressures the NHS faces cannot 

be sustainably and safely addressed by doing more of 

the same. A viable, safe and high quality NHS will be  

one that both helps people stay healthy and provides  

for their healthcare needs.

NHS community health services have evolved in diverse 

ways across local health economies. They have often 

been formed from a coalescence of what other parts of 

the NHS are not doing. They take diverse organisational 

forms within the NHS as specific foundation trusts and 

trusts and also as part of others; as third and commercial 

sector providers and with local authorities. They are also 

most likely to vary according to commissioning and 

local priorities and be subject to competitive tendering 

processes. They are sometimes seen as supporting 

primary care, complementing social care, offering out-

of-hospital services before and after a hospital visit, and 

being part of a pathway for a patient. Their value is often 

at its clearest when enabling patients to return home 

quickly and safely after a hospital stay. In effect they are 

usually described in the context of other services and 

not in their own context. The time is right to promote 

the mission and vision of community health services, 

their impact and the unique solutions they offer, to meet 

the NHS’s quality, patient experience and sustainability 

challenges. Securing great community health services is 

essential to securing great hospital services.

The language and currency of the NHS is often focused

on episodes of diagnosis and intervention by primary

and hospital care and emergency services. NHS funding 

and performance measures support this behaviour. The 

NHS often uses a vernacular of treatment and patients, 

each of which is a wholly contained specific intervention 

to deal with a problem. While this language is often 

useful and accurate for those types of situations, it is 

constraining for care and support provided outside of 

institutions and as part of long-term relationships.  

The nature of the ‘patient’ or ‘service user’ in a  

community context is very different from other parts 

of the NHS. Other parts of the NHS clearly deal with 

patients who recognise themselves to be patients, 

seeking specific care and treatment for specific 

needs, in institutions designed for that purpose. 

Community services support people in their homes 

and neighbourhoods when providing care. They have 

the privilege of access to the homes of the people they 

support and are guests there. They support people with 

information, motivation and advice about health and 

lifestyle, especially in the context of health visiting and 

school nursing. The label patient is neither useful nor 

meaningful for many of these important services. 

Case study two 

DERBYSHIRE COMMUNITY HEALTH 
SERVICES NHS FOUNDATION TRUST; 
DERBYSHIRE HEALTHCARE NHS 
FOUNDATION TRUST (multispecialty 
community provider) 

Derbyshire organisations are developing a prevention 

team made up of health and care professionals 

including GPs, advanced nurse practitioners, mental 

health nurses, extended care support and therapy 

support, to deliver services to people who do not 

require hospital services and can be treated for their 

conditions in a community setting. This includes 

care planning for people with long term conditions 

including diabetes, chronic vascular disease and 

chronic lung conditions. 

A captitated budget allows organisations to work more 

closely and share risk and benefits. RightCare records 

detailing treatment plans for the most vulnerable 

people will be made accessible on A&E and out of 

hours computer systems and home visiting from nurse 

practitioners will be extended.

A viable, safe and high quality 

NHS will be one that both helps 

people stay healthy and provides 

for their healthcare needs.
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VISION  
NHS community health services are not only already 

positioned to deliver key parts of the 5YFV but they 

are already successfully integrating care and building 

effective local partnerships. This calls for a new focus 

on public health, prevention of ill health, integrated 

care, local responsiveness and proactivity, collaboration 

between professions, organisations and sectors. The 

5YFV places the person at its centre and proposes a new 

emphasis for the NHS to empower and equip people to 

keep themselves well and/or wherever possible to lead 

and control their own care in a way that keeps them 

independent for the longest time possible.  

To realise the potential for community health services, 

a new language needs to be used alongside a new vision. 

Community health services need new currencies to 

describe, measure and fund their work. And a different 

language to explain, promote, measure and expand 

it. Work is already very advanced to create a series of 

indicators that meaningfully describe community service 

activity in a way that helps people who benefit from 

them understand their purpose and will enhance the 

information for commissioners to plan and fund them.

NHS community services do much of this already, but 

a step change in scale and scope will be needed, and a 

long-view of success and achievement required for the 

impact to be felt. For example, the support of a school 

nurse will have a preventative impact on a person for 

decades. Nurses in peoples’ homes and consultants 

working with residents in care homes will have impact 

for months and years in keeping people healthier and 

more independent, avoiding them developing serious, 

hospitalising conditions.

Self sufficiency, self awareness and self care with the right 

knowledge and local backup will have a massive impact 

on keeping people healthier, helping them live with 

manageable conditions. The growing range of personal 

monitoring and caring devices that are emerging offer 

huge promise for giving people control of their own 

health and giving us new insights from the data it 

generates of how best to keep people as healthy as they 

can be. Local schemes are already in place and new ones 

are being pioneered through community trusts adopting 

innovative technology which puts people in control of 

their healthcare whilst also reducing costs.

 

Case study three 

AIREDALE NHS FOUNDATION 
TRUST’S TELEHEALTH SERVICE FOR 
FRAIL ELDERLY PATIENTS  

This provides secure video consultations between 

clinicians and service users and carers via a TV, 

laptop or similar device in the person’s home or 

residential home. This allows effective triage, early 

clinical interventions/diagnosis, assessment of future 

care needs or provision of routine out-patient and 

follow up services. 

Telehealth was initially set up because the acute 

trust was seeing elderly patients come to hospital 

with already advanced health problems, or when 

nearing the end of their lives, and sought a way to 

allow this cohort of service users to be looked after for 

as long as possible, or be able to die, in their preferred 

place. The programme has led to a 30-40 per cent 

reduction in hospital admissions, and 40-50 per cent 

reduction in A&E attendances for frail elderly people. 

A local GP reported that telehealth had helped reduce 

the need for practice visits to nursing homes by 

70 per cent. 

The service has also received overwhelmingly 

positive feedback from service users, families and 

care home staff. They also anticipate that the use of 

telemedicine could enable frail elderly people who 

wish to do so to move from care homes back into 

their own or family home.

Self sufficiency, self awareness 

and self care with the right 

knowledge and local backup 

will have a massive impact 

on keeping people healthier, 

helping them live with 

manageable conditions. 
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WHAT IS NEEDED?  

COMMITMENT AND LEADERSHIP 
TO MOVE BEYOND RHETORIC  

The NHS needs to be freed to both develop its  

new models of community-based, person-centred  

care and deliver its traditional services at the same  

time. Transition is not instant; it takes time, 

commitment, experimentation, imagination, 

investment and conviction.

A NEW LANGUAGE AND CONTEXT  

Community services need to be described in their own 

language if they are to create a new context for care 

and collaboration. People not patients must increasingly 

be seen by the whole NHS as its mission. Until the NHS 

is oriented around people and their needs, rather than 

organisational structures, it will not be able to address 

challenges of quality or cost. Currencies and timescales 

need to be fit for the function of sustaining long-term 

relationships in neighbourhoods and across health and 

social care. Integration should be an outcome benefit 

experienced by the person, not simply an organisational 

form or administrative convenience. Perhaps hospitals 

should be described as out-of-home rather than 

community services as out-of-hospital, so that the new 

care default will be providing services at home or in 

community settings, with hospital care the exception?

APPROPRIATE GOVERNANCE 
AND REGULATION 

Community trust boards seek different forms of 

information to assure themselves that services provided 

in the home, away from a hospital site, are safe and 

provide service users with a positive experience of their 

care. Similarly, the regulators will wish to evolve their 

models of regulation to take account of the different 

operating environment of community providers, to gain 

assurance that a community trust is well-led and that 

agreed standards of care are met outside of a traditional 

hospital setting. This will require a new and sensitive 

approach to evaluating and considering patient and 

service user feedback. For instance, how will regulation 

and inspection processes change to be appropriately 

applied when the care setting is increasingly an 

individual’s private home?

THE RIGHT WORKFORCE, WITH THE RIGHT 
SKILLS, RECOGNITION AND REWARDS  

Providing support for people to stay healthy or live 

more comfortably with ill health needs additional  

and adapted roles and skills. Providing clinical care  

is no less sophisticated or risky or skilled because the 

setting and mission is different, but it does require 

those risks and skills to be understood, planned for, 

promoted and rewarded. Care provided in someone’s 

home is very much on their terms and this makes the 

whole relationship very different to a hospital or clinic 

setting. Different skills are needed to work in homes 

and high streets, compared to wards and hospitals. The 

environments are very different not only for the patients 

but for the professionals providing care too. Healthcare 

professionals will increasingly work alongside other  

care, support and advice professionals, necessitating 

new approaches to relationship building and 

collaborative working.

FLEXIBILITY, COORDINATION AND 
CORE COMPETENCIES  

The success of community-based, person-focused  

NHS services will come from a clear understanding 

of what needs to be achieved, a strong core of skill 

and resource to provide it, coordination by and across 

professionals and sectors and freedom and flexibility 

to respond to the character and nature that makes 

communities distinct, valued and personal. Being 

locally responsive, neighbourhood based and person 

focused does not happen on its own. It requires skilled 

professionals, well-managed and led organisations, 

strong and meaningful relationships between agencies 

and committed commissioners. Community indicators 

that work for the NHS but also are meaningful to its 

partners will be a key element as will core competencies 

of professionals and organisations. 

CONCLUSION  
At its heart, the NHS is looking for a new intimacy in its 

approach which brings care and support into peoples’ 

private domains. The NHS is seeking to be invited to 

be guests in the everyday lives of people rather than 

only being there for when things go wrong. This is what 

community healthcare services excel at. This will become 

a way of life and a way of sustaining better, healthier, 

independent living for longer. It provides people and 

communities with support and control over how that 

happens and reflects the lives that people are living. 
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Community health services are at the forefront of NHS care and support, there to help people live independent, 
fulfilling, healthy lives for longer. Rarely in the spotlight, nevertheless they often reach the deepest into our lives. 
They are part of our neighbourhoods, guests in our homes and are with us for the long-term. 

HOW CAN WE MAKE THE MOST OF COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES?

Leadership and commitment 
to develop new models of 
community-based, 
person-centred care

A new language 
and context to 
talk about 
community services

Appropriate governance 
and regulation for care 
delivered in 
community settings

The right workforce 
with the right skills, 
recognition and rewards

Flexibility to 
respond to local
needs and co-ordinate 
across sectors

In 2014/15 over 
10,000 people 

experiencing 
psychosis were treated 
by community 
mental health 
early 
intervention 
teams

95 100 It is estimated
they have over 

100 million contacts
with service users each year

In England, there are 
95 NHS providers of community
health services:
18 standalone community providers

34 community and mental health providers

43 acute and community providers

The community health services budget
is around £10bn a year, about 

13% of the total
NHS budget

for secondary care

13%

Source: House of Commons 2014

Source: 
NHSE 2014

In Q3 2014/15 

over 50,000 
expectant 
mums received 

their first 

antenatal visit 

from a health 

visitor

Source: NHSE 2015

Source: NHSE 2015

The DH estimates 
telehealth services 

could help at least
3 million people 
connect to their care 
providers from
home
via video

Source:
Nuffield Trust 2014

Source:
The King’s Fund 2014

Source:
NHS Providers

Source:
NHS Mandate 
2015-16

There are over 48,000 
community services staff, 
including 11,300 health visitors 
and 5,400 district nurses

WHO MAKES
IT HAPPEN?

Over 15 million 
people in England

have one or more 
long-term conditions, 
many of whom receive 
care at home

While the 
majority of people 

would prefer to die
at home, 60% would 
change their
mind if
adequate
support 
wasn’t
available

almost 16,000 
community 
psychiatry staff

and nearly 
3,000 school 
nursing staff

Source: HSCIC 2015

NHS Providers is the membership organisation and trade 

association for the NHS acute, ambulance, community and 

mental health services that treat patients and service users 

in the NHS. We help those NHS foundation trusts and trusts 

to deliver high quality, patient focused, care by enabling 

them to learn from each other, acting as their public voice 

and helping shape the system in which they operate. 

NHS Providers has more than 90 per cent of all NHS 

foundation trusts and aspirant trusts in membership, 

collectively accounting for £65 billion of annual expenditure 

and employ more than 928,000 staff.

One Birdcage Walk, London SW1H 9JJ
020 7304 6977
enquiries@nhsproviders.org
www.nhsproviders.org
@NHSProviders

© Foundation Trust Network 2015

NHS Providers is the operating name of the Foundation Trust Network

Registered charity 1140900

Registered in England & Wales as company 7525114

Registered Office

One Birdcage Walk, London SW1H 9JJ
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF 
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT REF: 15/10/P-12 
 

SUBJECT: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT 

DATE: OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 

SPONSORED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 

PRESENTED BY: Diane Wake, Chief Executive 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

To report particular events, meetings or publications that the Chief Executive would like 
to bring to the Board’s attention. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to receive and note this report. 
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Subject: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT Ref: BoD/15/10/P-12 

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the key activities undertaken 

as Chief Executive since last month’s report and highlight a number of items of 
interest. 

1.2  The items below are not reported in any order of priority. 
  
2. FALLS AWARENESS WEEK 

2.1 Falls Awareness Week will place in the Trust during the week commencing 28th 
September 2015.  Falls Awareness Week is targeted at staff, patients, carers and 
families and aimed to raise awareness of falls within the hospital and how these could 
be prevented. 

2.2 Staff are encouraged to be aware of the various steps in place to prevent falls.  The 
first step is to do a level one assessment, which will highlight high risk patients who 
require a more comprehensive assessment.  If a patient has fallen, stickers should be 
placed in patient files as an immediate prompt on what actions should be taken in 
regards to the patient’s health.  Secondary post-fall assessments should then be 
taken. 

2.3 Guidance will be provided to help staff identify high risk patients and advice will be 
provided for patients and relatives in every patient locker. 

2.4 During Falls Awareness week, stands will be in the restaurant and the Outpatients 
area.   

3. WORLD SEPSIS DAY- 13TH SEPTEMBER 2015 
3.1 World Sepsis Day was held on 13th September 2015 and was a good opportunity to 

remind ourselves what we can do to help saves lives from Sepsis.  Improving Sepsis 
care is a national priority for the NHS and that is why it is a national Commissioning 
Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) target this year that all hospitals must take part in. 

3.2 There are around 37,000 deaths each year from Sepsis in the United Kingdon and it is 
estimated that 12,500 could be prevented with consistent recognition and treatment.  
Although the Trust has made great improvements we still see Sepsis featuring in 
some of our Serious Incidents. 

3.3 Some short films with regards to Sepsis can be found on the UK Sepsis Trust website 
and the links are: 
http://sepsistrust.org/professional/educational-tools/ 
http://www.haelo.org.uk/films/patient-safety-briefing/ 

4. BARNSLEY ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY TEAM OPEN DAY – 21ST SEPTEMBER 2015 
4.1 The Barnsley Assistive Technology Team held an open day on 21st September 2015 

to showcase the new offices and some of the many technology solutions that could be 
offered.  Clientele are predominately those with severe disabilities including sensory, 
cognitive and/or physical impairments and the team aims to improve their 
independence and quality of life through Assistive Technology (AT); equipment 
provision with emphasis on their ability to communicate, control their home 
environment and computer access. 
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4.2 The Barnsley Assistive Technology team is expanding and undergoing major changes 
in progression towards delivering an AT service across the Yorkshire and Humber 
areas.   

5. WORKING TOGETHER - NHS ACUTE CARE COLLABORATION VANGUARDS 
5.1 As the Board is aware, Barnsley Hospital has been working in partnership with six 

other NHS Trust across South Yorkshire, Mid Yorkshire and South Derbyshire for the 
last 18 months to exploit opportunities for working together to achieve clinical benefits 
for our patients and the best use of resources which otherwise would not be possible 
by working in isolation.  

5.2 It has been announced recently that the working partnership is to be one of 13 new 
NHS Vanguards (Accountable clinical networks), which will allow us to explore these 
opportunities further and share our learning with others in the NHS.  We aim to 
strengthen each of our partner organisations through sharing collective expertise and 
knowledge so that safe, sustainable service models can be created and better care 
delivered to patients across the seven Trusts and multiple hospital sites.  

5.3 Our collective aim, working with our Commissioners is to continue, to improve quality, 
safety and patient experience through the delivery of local services in the most 
appropriate care setting that are clinically and financially sustainable and improve 
health and well-being of the people being served in the most efficient and effective 
way. 

5.4 NHS England Chief Executive Simon Stevens has said that a new approach to 
hospital partnerships will help sustain the viability of local hospitals, share clinical and 
management expertise across geographies, and drive efficiency beyond the walls of 
individual institutions. This is also the aim of the working partnership. 

6. LIFTING OF BREACH OF LICENCE FOR GOVERNANCE 
6.1 The Trust welcomed notification from Monitor in September of their decision to lift the 

Section 111 notice against the Trust.   
6.2 In lifting this condition, Monitor has recognised that the Trust has strengthened our 

senior leadership team and improved the way we run the Trust. They also 
documented that they are satisfied the Board is functioning effectively and that the 
leadership team now has the skills needed to tackle the issues the trust faces. 

6.3 We remain in breach of licence for our financial situation.  Finances remain 
challenging but Monitor has acknowledged that we are taking steps to address them.  

6.4 I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate sincere thanks to each and every one 
of our staff for pulling together to do the best for our patients and to support each other 
during what has been some very difficult and challenging circumstances. 

7. CONSULTANT APPOINTMENTS 
7.1 Interviews for the two new posts in Urology were undertaken on 3rd September 2015 

and I am pleased to inform the Board of Directors that two consultants were 
successfully appointed pending pre-employment checks. 

 
 

Diane Wake 
Chief Executive  
October 2015 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REF: BoD/15/10/P-13 
 
SUBJECT:   CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW (Phase 1) 
DATE:          OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Carol Dudley, Sec to Board & Governors  
Angela Keeney, Assoc Director of Corporate Affairs 

SPONSORED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
PRESENTED BY: Angela Keeney, Assoc Director of Corporate Affairs 

 
As a Foundation Trust (FT), the hospital is required to have a robust and effective Constitution, 
supporting its internal structures and operations. 

 
The Trust’s Constitution was last updated in 2013, largely in response to the impact of the Health 
& Social Care Act 2012, to reflect changes in the local economy, support better structure for 
membership constituencies and enable closer alignment with the latest Model Constitution, which 
had changed significantly since the Trust first became an FT in January 2005. 
 
It is good practice to review the Constitution regularly to ensure its continued effectiveness.  
Under current statute and the Trust’s Provider Licence, approval of changes to the Constitution 
require approval from both the Council of Governors and Board of Directors.  Accordingly input to 
the review working group was invited from both bodies and the attached report reflects points 
raised by Directors and Governors as well as those raised by the working group during its review 
of the current Constitution. 
 
Three areas were identified for change:  

a) to update the election rules (subject to further discussions with the Trust’s independent 
scrutineers) 

b) to incorporate requirements for Directors to comply with Fit and Proper Person 
Regulations 

c) to remove one final reference to “the first Chief Executive” (only applicable at the time of 
Authorisation) 
 

 
The Board of Directors is asked:  
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i) to consider and endorse in principle the recommendations referenced above and outlined 
at sections 3.1.3, 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 of the attached report and shown in the draft revised 
Constitution appended: 

ii) note and agreed that the proposed new election rules be reviewed with the independent 
scrutineers in October, and proposed changes subsequently considered by the working 
group, and  

iii) note that the Constitution be re-presented for final approval at the Board and Governors’ 
meetings in December. 
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Subject: REVIEW OF CONSTITUTION Ref: 15/10/P-13 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Trust’s Constitution was last revised in 2013, at which time extensive changes 
were made to reflect new requirements under the Health & Social Care Act 2012 (to 
amend the National Health Service Act 2006 – the NHS Act), closer alignment with 
Monitor’s Model Constitution, changes in the local economy (including abolition of the 
Primary Care Trust and establishment of the Clinical Care Commissioning Group), the 
merging of the five ward-based Constituencies across the community into one Barnsley 
Public Constituency, and reduction in the size of the Council from 35 to 29 Governor s. 

1.2. In 2014, mindful of the significant changes made in the previous year, it was agreed 
that the revised Constitution was working well and should be allowed to continue 
without further amendment at that time. 

1.3. As a matter of good practice and good governance, it was agreed that the Constitution 
should be subject to review in 2015 and this work has been led with input invited from 
the Board, Executive Team and Governors. 

1.4. In accordance with the NHS Act (Section 37), any changes must be subject to approval 
of more than half of the Governors present and voting and more than half of the Board 
of Directors voting.  If any amendments proposed would affect the powers and duties of 
the Council of Governors, they would also require the further approval by the FT’s 
membership at the next Annual Members Meeting.     

1.5. Once approved, any changes would come into immediate effect. 
1.6. Approval by Monitor, the sector regulator, is no longer a requirement but FTs are 

required to provide to Monitor “copies of any document establishing or amending its 
constitution within 28 days of being adopted” (Condition FT1, under section 6 of the 
Provider Licence).  

1.7. As part of the work group’s discussions, but not directly Constitutional issues, it was 
identified that changes were also required for the Governors’ 2016 meeting schedule 
and the Governors’ Code of Conduct (to be updated to reflect in year changes).  Work 
on these will commence shortly and be reported in November/ December.  
 

2. REVIEW PROCESS 
2.1 An open invitation was extended for all Governors and Directors to be directly involved 

with or to submit comments to the Constitution review working group, to be led by Ms 
Keeney, Associate Director of Corporate Affairs.   

2.2 The working group met on 8th September and was attended by the Chairman, the 
Lead Governor, 1 Staff Governor (Ms Morritt), 3 Partner Governors (Mr Brannan, Mr 
Millington and Cllr Platt) and the Secretary to the Board & Governors.  Ms Keeney was 
unable to attend but has since progressed the proposals mooted. 

3. PROPOSED CHANGES 
 3.1 A wide range of issues were considered, including: 

3.1.1 Request to consider extending Governors’ terms of office from 3 to 4 
years 
Not recommended: this could not be progressed as it would contravene the 
NHS Act, which specifies a term of up to three years, after which Governors 
may seek a further term of office by election (but gives no collective maximum 
period) 
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3.1.2 Rescheduling elections, to be held every three years (all seats)  
Not recommended: there was a consensus that this would leave the Council 
vulnerable to a loss of knowledge and experience if too many governors left or 
were not re-elected at the same time.  It would also increase the risk of by-
elections in the intervening period. 

3.1.3 Change of election rules  
Recommended: NHS Providers has issued some revised “model election rules”, 
which have been endorsed by Monitor.  It is anticipated that these will help to 
simplify the process. However, the Trust’s current independent scrutineers have 
recommended some further aspects for consideration, which would support 
election by e-mail and other means.  The working group was also conscious 
that the Trust was about to go to annual election (on 24th September) with the 
current Rules so would not wish any amendments to be made until 2016, after 
completion of this year’s elections.  The working group emphasised that the 
Trust should retain the need for nominations to be supported by two members; 
whilst many FTs have abandoned this requirement, it was felt it was still a 
sensible step in the election process, pending complete checks on candidates 
carried out after election.  

 The working group would like the intent to change the Model Rules to be noted 
and supported and a draft wording is flagged up in the Constitution so that all 
proposed changes can be approved as soon as possible.   

3.1.4 Revert Board numbers to previous levels  
Not recommended: whilst there was no immediate need to increase the size of 
the Board in terms of Non Executive or Executive Directors, the option to vary 
the numbers of Non Executive Directors (and Executive Directors pro rata) 
could be of use in the future and it would be helpful to retain that flexibility. 

3.1.5 Factor in “Fit & Proper Person Requirements” (FPPR)  
Recommended: whilst FPPR is currently only applicable for Directors it had 
been agreed within the Trust that it should be equally valid for Governors.  The 
Working Group recommends the need for Directors to meet FPPR criteria be 
stated in the Constitution (within section 9.6).  For Governors it should be stated 
within the Code of Conduct for Governors, cross referenced to section 8.8.i(l) of 
the Constitution. 

3.1.6 Remove reference to “the initial Chief Executive”   
(section 9.5.2, final sentence)  
Recommended: This was applicable at the time of authorisation only and 
should be removed. 

3.1.7 Enable Staff Governor to stand as Lead Governor  
Not recommended: Section 8.5.5 of the Constitution stipulates that a lead 
governor shall be appointed from among the Public Governors.  Whilst no 
legislation or guidance was identified that would preclude a Staff Governor 
being appointed, it was acknowledged that the role of a Staff Governor is 
different to that of a Public or Partner Governor and carries some unique 
challenges.  In the role of a Lead Governor, a Staff Governor could 
inadvertently face considerable conflicts of interest and added pressures.  It 
was acknowledged that public perception could also be a factor. 
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3.1.8 Modify the approval requirements for Governors to approach the media to 
ensure that it referred to Trust-related matters only   
Not recommended: Although this was raised by a Public Governor, the working 
group could not identify it as a Constitution issue (Annex 4 refers).  Guidance 
on contacting the press or other media is contained within the Governors’ Code 
of Conduct (Clause 10); it requires that “Governors should consult the 
Chairman/Secretary to the Board/Associate Director of Communications before 
speaking or writing to the media on matters relating to the Trust”, and seemed 
reasonable.    
 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 The Author is mindful that (a) this report will be presented to both the Council of 

Governors and Board of Directors on the same day – ie 1st October, allowing little 
reporting between the two bodies if any other points are raised at either meeting, 
(b) a copy of the revised Constitution is required to be submitted to Monitor 28 days 
after approval, and (c) by 1st October, the Trust’s annual elections will have 
commenced and proposed changes for the election rules will not have been 
properly explored with either the independent scrutineers or the working group. 

4.2 It is recommended that  
i) the Council and Board consider and endorse the recommendations outlined 

above at 3.1.3, 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 in principle – as shown in the draft revised 
Constitution attached. 

ii) the proposed new election rules be reviewed with the independent scrutineers 
in October, and proposed changes subsequently considered by the working 
group, and  

iii) the Constitution be re-presented for final approval at the Board and 
Governors’ meetings in December. 

 
 
 
Angela Keeney  
Assoc Director of Corporate Affairs  
September 2015 
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Unless the contrary intention appears or the context otherwise requires, words or 
expressions contained in this Constitution bear the same meaning as in the 2006 Act as 
amended by the Health and Social Care Act 2012. 

Words importing the masculine gender only shall include the feminine gender, words 
important the singular shall import the plural and vice versa. 

References in this Constitution to legislation include all amendments, replacements, or re-
enactments made. 

References to legislation include all regulations, statutory guidance or directions. 

Headings are for ease of reference only and are not to affect interpretation. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

1.1 In this Constitution:   

“2006 Act” 

“2012 Act” 

means the National Health Service Act 2006; 

means the Health and Social Care Act 2012; 

“Accounting Officer” 

“Annual Members 
Meeting”

means  the person who from time to time discharges the 
functions specified in paragraph 25(5) of Schedule 7 to the 2006 
Act;

is defined in paragraph 7.6 of the Constitution; 

“Area of the Trust” means the area specified in Annex 1 and the attached map; 

“Board of Directors” means the board of directors as constituted in accordance with 
this Constitution; 

“Chairman” means the chair of the Trust (the term is not gender specific); 

“Constitution” means this constitution together with the annexes attached 
hereto;

"Director" means a director on the Board of Directors; 

“Financial Year” means: 

(a) the period beginning with the date on which the Trust is 
authorised and ending with the next 31st March; and 

(b) each successive period of twelve months beginning with 1st

April.
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“Fit and Proper 
Person Requirements 
(FPPR)” 

“Council of 
Governors”

means those requirements stipulated under Regulation 5 of The 
Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) 
Regulations 2014 (the 2014 Regulations) 

means the Council of Governors as constituted in accordance 
with this Constitution. This is the body referred to as the Council 
of Governors in the 2006 Act, as amended by the 2012 Act; 

"Licence" means the Trust's licence granted by Monitor under the 2012 Act; 

“Local Authority 
Governor”

means a member of the Council of Governors appointed by a 
local authority whose area includes the whole or part of an area 
specified in Annex 1 as an area for a public constituency;  

"Member" means a member of the Trust; 

“Monitor” means the body corporate known as Monitor, as provided by 
Section 61 of the 2012 Act; 

“Partnership
Governor”

means a member of the Council of Governors appointed by a 
partnership organisation specified in Annex 3; 

“Public Governor” means a member of the Council of Governors elected by the 
members of the relevant class within the public constituency; 

"Secretary" means the secretary of the Trust or any other person appointed to 
perform the duties of the secretary of the Trust, including a joint, 
assistant or deputy secretary; 

“Staff Governor” means a member of the Council of Governors elected by the 
members of  the relevant class of the staff constituency; 

“Staff Class” means those classes of the staff constituency set out in Annex 2;  

“Trust” means the Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust. 

2 NAME 

2.1 The name of this Trust is to be Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.

3 PRINCIPAL PURPOSE 

3.1 The Trust’s principal purpose is the provision of goods and services for the purposes of 
the health service in England.

Form
 0 pt
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3.2 The Trust does not fulfil its principal purpose unless, in each Financial Year, its total 
income from the provision of goods and services for the purposes of the health service 
in England is greater than its total income from the provision of goods and services for 
any other purposes. 

4 OTHER PURPOSES 

4.1 The Trust may provide goods and services for any purposes related to: 

4.1.1 the provision of services provided to individuals for or in connection with the prevention, 
diagnosis or treatment of illness, and 

4.1.2 the promotion and protection of public health. 

4.2 The Trust may also carry on activities other than those mentioned in the above 
paragraph for the purpose of making additional income available in order better to carry 
on its principal purpose. 

5 POWERS  

5.1 The Trust is to have all the powers of an NHS foundation trust set out in the 2006 Act 
subject to any restrictions in its Licence. 

6 FRAMEWORK 

6.1 A Board of Directors will be responsible for the management of the Trust and a Council 
of Governors will ensure that the Trust takes account of local needs and complies with 
the terms of its legal framework. Members of the Council of Governors will be drawn 
from those membership constituencies described in paragraph 7 of this Constitution 
and representatives from organisations closely connected with the services and goods 
of the Trust. 

7 MEMBERS 

7.1 The Trust is to have 2 membership constituencies, namely: 

 (a) a “public constituency”; and 

 (b) a “staff constituency”. 

7.2 Public constituency 

7.2.1 Members of the Trust who are members of the public constituencies listed in Annex 1 
are to be individuals: 

  a) who live in the Area of the Trust;  
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 (b) who are not eligible to become a member of the staff constituency and are not 
Members of any other constituency or otherwise disqualified for membership under 
paragraph 7.4; and 

 (c) who have each made an application for membership to the Trust.

7.2.2 The minimum number of Members required in each area of the public constituency is 
specified in Annex 1.

7.3 Staff constituency 

7.3.1 The staff constituency is to be divided into 5 classes as specified in Annex 2.    

7.3.2 All staff are eligible to be a Member of one class or another. 

7.3.3 Members of the Trust who are Members of the staff constituency are to be individuals: 

 (a) who are employed under a contract of employment by the Trust; or 

 (b) who are not so employed but who nevertheless exercise functions for the 
purposes of the Trust; and 

 (c) who satisfy the minimum duration requirements set out in paragraph 3(3) of 
Schedule 7 to the 2006 Act, that is to say: 

  (i) in the case of individuals described at (a) above 

   (aa)  who are employed by the Trust under a contract of employment 
which has no fixed term or a fixed term of at least 12 months, or 

   (bb)  who have been continuously employed by the Trust for at least 12 
months;

 (ii) in the case of individuals described at (b) above, who have exercised the 
functions for the purposes of the Trust for at least a continuous period of 
12 months and do so either under an honorary contract with the Trust and 
are acknowledged in writing by the Trust as so doing for the purposes of 
this paragraph or who are the staff of contractors who work full time at the 
Trust providing services that the Trust would otherwise provide itself; and 

 (d) who are not disqualified for membership under paragraph 7.4 below; 

 (e) who in the case of individuals described at (b) above have each made an 
application for membership to the Trust, or in the case of all other staff and for the 
avoidance of doubt this will include the volunteer staff class, have been invited by 
the Trust to become a Member of the relevant staff class within the staff 
constituency and have not notified the Trust that they do not wish to do so. 

7.3.4 The minimum number of Members required for each staff class of the staff constituency 
is as specified in Annex 2. 
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7.4 Disqualification for membership 

7.4.1 A person may not be a member of the Trust or continue to be a member of the Trust if at 
the time of their application for membership of the Trust or at any time during the duration 
of their membership they do not meet the criteria for membership set out in paragraphs 
7.2 or 7.3. 

7.4.2 It is the responsibility of the Member to ensure their eligibility and not the Trust, but where 
the Trust is on notice that a Member may be disqualified from membership, they shall
carry out all reasonable enquiries to establish if this is the case. 

7.4.3 A person may not become a Member of the Trust if at the time of their application for
membership of the Trust they have not attained the age of 14. 

7.5 Termination of membership 

7.5.1 A Member shall cease to be a Member if he or she:  

 (a) resigns by notice to the Foundation Trust Chairman or their nominated officer; 

 (b) ceases to fulfil the requirements of paragraph  7.2 or 7.3; 

 (c) is deemed to be disqualified by the application of paragraph 7.4;

 (d)   dies. 

7.6 Annual Members’ Meetings 

7.6.1 The Trust shall hold an annual meeting of its Members (‘Annual Members’ Meeting’). 
The Annual Members’ Meeting shall be open to members of the public.  

7.6.2 This shall be combined with a general meeting of the Council of Governors described in 
paragraph 8.17.

7.6.3 Members shall be invited to attend the meeting by public notice issued by the Trust. 

8 COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS

8.1 The Trust is to have a Council of Governors. which shall comprise both elected and 
appointed governors. 

8.2 The composition of the Council of Governors is specified in Annex 3 . 

8.2.1 The members of the Council of Governors, other than the appointed members, shall be 
chosen by election by their constituency or, where there are classes within a 
constituency, by their class within that constituency.  The number of governors to be 
elected by each constituency, or, where appropriate, by each class of constituency, is 
specified in Annex 1 (Public Governors) and Annex 2 (Staff Governors). 

8.2.2 The number of Public Governors is to be more than half the total membership of the 
Council. 

8.3 Co-opted Advisors 
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8.3.1 Up to a maximum of two Members may be co-opted to the Council of Governors as 
advisors at any one time to provide additional support or expertise to the Council.   

8.3.2 Co-opted advisors will be appointed for an agreed period, not to exceed the usual terms 
of office of an elected governor as set out in 8.6 below.  The appointment (and removal) 
of a co-opted advisor will be subject to approval at a general meeting by a majority of the 
Council of Governors present and voting. 

8.3.3 Co-opted advisors shall not have voting rights at general meetings nor be counted in the 
quorum. 

8.4 The organisations specified as partnership organisations that may appoint a member to 
the Council of Governors are described in Annex 3. 

8.5 Election of governors

8.5.1 Elections for elected members of the Council of Governors shall be conducted in 
accordance with Model the Election Rules attached at Annex 5.

8.5.2 The Model Election Rules, based on those as published nationally and supported by 
Monitor from time to time by the Department of Health , form part of this Constitution. 
The Model Election Rules current at the date of the Trust’s authorisation are attached at 
Annex 5. 

8.5.3 A subsequent variation of the Model Election Rules issued by the Department of Health 
any national body and supported by Monitor shall not constitute a variation of the terms 
of this Constitution for the purposes of paragraph 21 of the Constitution (amendment of 
the Constitution).   

8.5.4 If contested, the election must be by secret ballot.  

8.5.5 A lead governor shall be appointed from among the Public Governors in accordance with 
the process determined by the Chairman and Council of Governors and subject to 
approval at a general meeting by a majority of the Council of Governors present and 
voting.

8.6 Terms of office 

8.6.1 Elected Governors:

 (a) may hold office for a period of up to three years; 

 (b) are eligible for re-election at the end of that period; 

 (c) shall cease to hold office if they cease to be a member of the constituency. or 
class by which he or she was elected 

8.6.2 Appointed governors:

 (a) may hold office for a period of 3 years; 

 (b) are eligible for reappointment at the end of that period; 

 (c) shall cease to hold office if the appointing organisation withdraws its sponsorship 
of them. 

Form
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8.7 Termination of tenure 

8.7.1 A governor may resign from that office at any time during the term of that office by giving 
notice in writing to the Chairman or his or her nominated officer. 

8.7.2 If a governor fails to attend 2 consecutive meetings of the Council of Governors, his or 
her tenure of office is to be immediately terminated unless the other governors are 
satisfied that: 

(a) the absence was due to a reasonable cause; and 

(b) he or she will be able to start attending meetings of the Trust again within such a 
period as they consider reasonable. 

8.7.3 If the Council of Governors determines that a Public or Staff Governor is at any time not 
representative of the constituency or class which they represent having regard to the 
manifesto of the governor then they may, acting reasonably, terminate, upon notice to 
him or her, his or her tenure of office. 

8.7.4 If a governor fails to attend a training session for governors as recommended by the 
Chairman or his or her nominated officer and approved by the Council of Governors, 
within 6 months of becoming a governor, his or her tenure of office is to be terminated 
within one month unless in the meantime the governor has satisfied the Council of 
Governors that: 

(a)  the absence was due to a reasonable cause; and 

(b)  he or she will be able to attend a training session within such a period as they 
consider reasonable. 

8.7.5 The Council of Governors may by a resolution terminate a governor’s tenure of office for 
reasonable cause if it considers that his or her continuing as a governor would or would 
be likely to: 

(a)  prejudice the ability of the Trust to fulfill its principal purpose or other of its 
purposes under this Constitution or otherwise to discharge its duties and 
functions; or 

(b)  harm the Trust’s work with other persons or bodies with whom it is engaged or 
may be engaged in the provisions of goods and services; or 

(c)  adversely affect public confidence in the goods or services provided by the Trust; 
or

(d)  otherwise bring the Trust into disrepute.

8.7.6 The governor concerned will have the opportunity to make representations on his or her 
own behalf to the Governing Body but shall not be entitled to vote on the issue of his or 
her removal. 

8.8 Disqualification of Governors 

8.8.1 A person may not become or continue as a governor of the Trust if: 

(a) he or she has not attained the age of 16; 
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(b) in the case of an elected governor he or she ceases to be a member of the 
constituency he or she represents; 

(c) in the case of an appointed governor, the appointing organisation withdraws their 
sponsorship of him or her; 

(d) he or she has been adjudged bankrupt or his or her estate has been 
sequestrated and in either case he or she has not been discharged; 

(e) he or she has made a composition or arrangement with, or granted a trust deed 
for, his or her creditors and has not been discharged in respect of it; 

(f) he or she has within the preceding five years been convicted in the British Islands 
of any offence, and a sentence of imprisonment (whether suspended or not,  
without the option of a fine) was imposed on him or her;  

(g) he or she has within the preceding two years been dismissed, otherwise than by 
reason of redundancy, end of fixed term contract or ill health, from any paid 
employment with a health service body; 

(h) he or she is a person whose tenure of office as the chairman or as a member or 
director of a health service body has been terminated on the grounds that his or 
her appointment is not in the interests of the health service, or for non-disclosure 
of a pecuniary interest; 

(i) he or she is an executive or non-executive Director of the Trust, or a non-
executive director, chairman, chief executive officer of another NHS foundation 
trust; 

(j) he or she is incapable by reason of mental disorder, illness or injury of managing 
and administering his or her property and affairs; 

(k) he or she is a registered sex offender pursuant to the Sex Offenders Act 2003; 

(l) he or she has failed to abide by the Trust’s Code of Conduct for Governors and 
accountability and any Code of Values and principles in such form as the Trust 
may publish from time to time. 

(m) the Chairman of the Council of Governors and/or the Council of Governors if 
necessary, resolves that disclosures revealed by a Criminal Records Bureau or 
Disclosure & Barring Service check are such that it would be inappropriate for 
him or her to become or continue as a governor and would adversely affect public 
confidence in the Trust or otherwise bring the Trust into disrepute.  

 (n) he or she has failed to comply with or otherwise contravened the Trust’s 
Withholding Treatment Policy (as amended from time to time) and has been so 
notified to that effect by the Chief Executive.  

8.8.2 Where a person has been elected or appointed to be a governor and he or she becomes 
disqualified for appointment under paragraph 8.8.1, he or she shall notify the Chairman 
or his or her nominated officer in writing of such disqualification. 

8.8.3 If it comes to the notice of the Chairman at the time of his or her appointment or later that 
the governor is so disqualified, he or she shall immediately declare that the person in 
question is disqualified and notify him or her in writing to that effect. 
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8.8.4 Upon receipt of any such notification, that person’s tenure of office, if any, shall be 
terminated and he or she shall cease to act as a governor. 

8.9 Vacancies

8.9.1 Where membership of the Council of Governors ceases for one of the reasons set out in 
paragraphs 8.7 or 8.8 above, Public and Staff Governors shall be replaced in 
accordance with the relevant electoral schemes as detailed in paragraph 8.9.2 below.  
Appointed governors are to be replaced in accordance with the processes agreed and 
set out in Annex 3. 

8.9.2 Where the vacancy arises amongst elected governors, the Trust shall be at liberty to: 

(a) invite the next highest polling candidate for that seat at the most recent election, 
who is willing to take office, to fill the seat until the next annual election, at which 
time the seat will vacate and be subject to election for any unexpired period of 
the term of office. 

(b) If no-one is available to take office under the preceding sub-paragraph, the seat 
will remain vacant until the next scheduled election, unless there is no longer a 
majority of governors on the Council of Governors from the public constituencies. 

(c) If, as a result of the vacancy, there is no longer a majority of Public Governors 
and providing that the outstanding period of office is six months or more, to call 
an election within three months to fill the seat for the remainder of that term of 
office. 

8.10 Duties, Roles and responsibilities of Governors 

8.10.1 The general duties, roles and responsibilities of the governors are: 

(a) to hold the non-executive Directors individually and collectively to account for the 
performance of the Board of Directors;

(b)  to represent the interests of the Members of the Trust as a whole and the 
interests of the public;

 (c) at a general meeting: 

  (i) to appoint or remove the chairman and the other non-executive directors. 
The removal of a non-executive Director requires the approval of three-
quarters of all the members of the Council of Governors;

  (ii) to decide the remuneration and allowances, and the other terms and 
conditions of office, of the non-executive Directors; 

  (iii) to appoint or remove the Trust’s auditor at a general meeting of the 
Council of Governors in accordance with the protocol determined by the 
Council of Governors;

  (iv) to be presented with the annual accounts, any report of the auditor on 
them and the annual report; 

 (d) to approve (by a majority of the Council of Governors present and voting) an 
appointment (by the non-executive directors) of the Chief Executive; 
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 (e) to give the views of the Council of Governors to Directors for the purposes of the 
preparation (by the Directors) of the document containing information as to the 
Trust’s forward planning in respect of each Financial Year to be given to Monitor; 

 (f) to consider the annual accounts, any report of the auditor on them and the 
annual report; 

 (g) to respond as appropriate when consulted by the Directors; 

(h) to act as a source of ideas about how the Trust can provide its services in a way 
that meets the needs of the communities in its Area; 

(i) approve amendments to the Trust's Constitution in accordance with paragraph 21 
of this Constitution; 

(j) approve referral of a question to the Panel by a governor in accordance with 
paragraph 8.16 of this Constitution; 

(k) approve the implementation of a proposal to increase by 5% or more the 
proportion of its total income in any financial year attributable to activities other 
than the provision of goods and services for the purposes of the health service in 
England in accordance with paragraph 16.7 of this Constitution; 

(l) approve entering into a significant transaction or approve an application for a 
merger, acquisition, separation or dissolution of the Trust in accordance with 
paragraph 22 of this Constitution. 

8.10.2 The Trust must take steps to secure that the governors are equipped with the skills and 
knowledge they require in their capacity as such. 

8.11 Expenses

8.11.1 The Trust may pay travelling and other expenses to governors at such rates as it 
decides. These rates are to be published in the annual report. 

8.11.2 The remuneration and allowances for non-executive Directors set by the governors are 
also to be published in the annual report. 

8.12 Remuneration 

8.12.1 Governors are not to receive remuneration.

8.13 Meetings

8.13.1 The Chairman of the Trust (ie the Chairman of the Board of Directors, appointed in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 9.4 or 9.5 below) or, in his absence the 
Deputy Chairman (appointed in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 9.4.3 
below), shall preside at meetings of the Council of Governors and will have the casting 
vote, unless there is a conflict of interests, in which case the lead governor, or in his or 
her absence a Public Governor chosen by the members of the Council of Governors 
present and in accordance with Annex 4, will preside at the meeting and will have the 
casting vote. 
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8.13.2 Meetings of the Council of Governors are to be open to members of the public unless the 
Council of Governors resolves to exclude the public (for either the whole or part of the 
proceedings) where it considers that publicity would be prejudicial to the Trust by reason 
of the confidential nature of the business to be transacted or for other exceptional 
reasons stated in the resolution. 

8.13.3 For the purposes of 8.13.2 the Council of Governors may treat the following as examples 
of matters of a confidential nature: 

(a)  any matter arising from a contract of employment with the Trust; 

(b) any matter which involves the consideration of confidential information held by the 
      Trust; 

(c)  commercial matters; 

(d)  legal matters; 

(e)  actual or anticipated litigation, including any arbitration or dispute resolution process; 

 (f) recommendations or advice from sources other than the Board of Directors and any 
     committee or sub-committee referred to in this Constitution. 

8.13.4 The Council of Governors is to meet at least 3 times per year. 

8.13.5 For the purposes of obtaining information about the Trust’s performance of its functions 
or the Directors’ performance of their duties (and deciding whether to propose a vote on 
the Trust’s or Directors’ performance), the Council of Governors may require one or 
more of the Directors to attend a meeting. 

8.13.6 At the annual general meeting of the Council of Governors which shall take place on or 
before 30 September in every year the Council of Governors is to receive and consider 
the annual accounts, any report of the auditor on them, and the annual report. 

8.13.7 The Council of Governors may adopt its own standing orders for its practice and 
procedure, in particular for its procedure at meetings (including general meetings), but 
these shall be in accordance with Annex 4.

8.13.8 An elected governor may not vote at a meeting of the Council of Governors unless he or 
she has made a declaration in the period commencing with the date of the publicised 
nomination date and ending with the date of the relevant election for which he or she has 
made his or her nomination, in the form specified in the paragraph below stating which 
constituency or class he or she is a member of and is not prevented from being a 
member of the Council of Governors by paragraph 8 of Schedule 7 to the 2006 Act or 
paragraph 8.18 of this Constitution. 

8.13.9 The form referred to in paragraph 8.13.8 is more particularly described in Annex 5 to this 
Constitution. 

8.14 Committees and sub-committees 

8.14.1 The Council of Governors may appoint committees consisting of its members to assist it 
in carrying out its functions. A committee appointed under this paragraph may appoint a 
sub-committee.
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8.14.2 These committees or sub-committees may call upon outside advisers to help them in 
their tasks. 

8.15 Conflicts of interest of Governors 

8.15.1 If a governor has a pecuniary, relevant or material interest, whether direct or indirect, in 
any contract or proposed contract or other matter which is under consideration by the 
Council of Governors, he or she shall disclose that to the Council as soon as he or she is 
aware of it and retire from the meeting.  The Board of Directors, in consultation with the 
Council of Governors, shall comply with Annex 7, which will specify arrangements for 
excluding governors or Directors from discussion or consideration of the contract or 
other matter as appropriate. 

8.16. Referral to the Panel 

8.16.1 In this paragraph, the Panel means a panel of persons appointed by Monitor to which a 
governor of an NHS foundation trust may refer a question as to whether the trust has 
failed or is failing: 

8.16.1     to act in accordance with its constitution; or  

8.16.2     to act in accordance with provision made by or under Chapter 5 of the 2006  
              Act. 

8.16.2 A governor may refer a question to the Panel only if more than half of the members of 
the Council of Governors voting approve the referral. 

9 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

9.1 The Trust is to have a Board of Directors.  It is to consist of executive and non-executive 
Directors.

9.2 Composition

9.2.1  The Board is to include: 

 (a)  the following non-executive Directors: 

  (i) a Chairman; 

(ii) a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 6 other non-executive Directors;

 (b) the following executive Directors: 

(i) a Chief Executive (and Accounting Officer); 

(ii) a Finance Director; and 

(iii) a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 4  other executive Directors, one of 
whom is to be a registered medical practitioner or a registered dentist 
(within the meaning of the Dentists Act 1984) and another of whom is to 
be a registered nurse or registered midwife. 
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 provided that the Board shall at all times be constituted so that the number of non-
executive Directors (excluding the Chairman) equals or exceeds the number of executive 
Directors

9.2.2 Non-voting directors or any other persons by invitation will be eligible to attend Board 
meetings as and when required to provide operational advice and support to the Board. 

9.2.3 For the avoidance of doubt non-voting directors will not be statutory directors under the 
2006 Act and will bear no responsibility or liability for any action or decision of the Board 
of Directors. 

9.3 Only a member of the public constituency is eligible for appointment as a non-executive 
Director, and provided the person is not disqualified by virtue of paragraph 9.6 below.

9.4 Non-executive Directors are to be appointed in accordance with a process of open 
competition outlined as follows:  

9.4.1 The Council of Governors shall establish an appointment committee (known as the 
Nominations Committee) comprising the Chairman (or, in their absence, the Deputy 
Chairman), 3 Public Governors, 1 Staff Governor and 2 other appointed governors to 
consider candidates for appointment as non-executive Directors against an agreed 
person specification. The Nominations Committee will be supported by appropriate 
advice and guidance from a human resources specialist.  If appropriate the nomination 
process may also include the services of another external agency and such other 
independent expert as may be considered necessary.   The Nominations Committee will 
shortlist those candidates they wish to interview and conduct interviews with the 
candidates and/or seek the support of a human resources specialist to do so and 
thereafter make their selection to recommend for appointment. This recommendation will 
be put to the Council of Governors who may decide or not to accept it and may or may 
not approve the appointment.  

9.4.2 The validity of any act of the Trust is not affected by any vacancy among the Directors or 
by any defect in the appointment of any Director. 

9.4.3 The Chairman will appoint a Deputy Chairman from the non executive Directors subject 
to the approval of the Council of Governors. 
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9.5 Terms of office

9.5.1 The Nominations Committee of the Council of Governors will undertake and oversee the 
appointment and terms and conditions of non-executive Directors including the 
Chairman.  Final ratification of appointments will be subject to approval of the majority of 
the Council of Governors present and voting at a general meeting. 

9.5.2 The Chief Executive (and Accounting Officer) shall hold office for a period in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of office decided by an appointment committee of non 
executive Directors supported by appropriate advice and guidance from a human 
resources specialist although the appointment will be required to be approved by a 
majority vote at a general meeting of the Council of Governors.  If appropriate the 
appointment process may also include the services of another external agency and such 
other independent expert as may be considered necessary.   The Chairman and non-
executive Directors will also be responsible for establishing the terms and conditions for 
the Chief Executive via a further committee (the Remuneration Committee).  This shall 
not apply to the initial Chief Executive who shall be invited to continue in post on his or 
her current terms and conditions of employment.

9.5.3 The executive Directors, other than the Chief Executive, shall hold office for a period in 
accordance with the terms and conditions decided by an appointment committee 
consisting of the Chairman, the Chief Executive and the other non-executive Directors.  
The appointment committee will be supported by appropriate advice and guidance from 
a human resources specialist.  If appropriate the appointment process may also include 
the services of another external agency and such other independent expert as may be 
considered necessary.

9.6 Disqualification of Directors 

9.6.1 A person may not be a director of the Trust if– 

 (a) he or she has been adjudged bankrupt or his or her estate has been 
sequestrated and in either case he  or she has not been discharged; 

 (b) he or she has made a composition or arrangement with, or granted a trust deed 
for, his or her creditors and has not been discharged in respect of it; 

 (c) he or she has within the preceding five years been convicted in the British Islands 
of any offence, and a sentence of imprisonment (whether suspended or not, 
without the option of a fine) was imposed on him or her; 

 (d) in the case of a non-executive Director, he or she no longer satisfies paragraph 
9.3;

 (e) he or she is a person whose tenure of office as a Chairman or as a member or 
director of a health service body has been terminated on the grounds that his or 
her appointment is not in the interests of public service, or for non-disclosure of a 
pecuniary interest; 

 (g) he or she has within the preceding two years been dismissed, otherwise than by 
reason of redundancy, end of fixed term contract or ill health from any paid 
employment with a health service body; 

 (h) disclosures revealed by a Criminal Records Bureau or Disclosure & Barring 
Service check are such that it would be inappropriate for him or her to become or 
continue as a Director and would adversely affect public confidence in the Trust 
or otherwise bring the Trust into disrepute;

(i) he or she no longer meets the regulatory Fit and Proper Person Requirements 
(FPPR).
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9.7 Duties, roles and responsibilities 

9.7.1 The general duty of the Board of Directors and of each Director individually, is to act with 
a view to promoting the success of the Trust so as to maximise the benefits for the 
members of the Trust as a whole and for the public. 

9.7.2 The powers of the Trust are to be exercisable by the Board of Directors on its behalf.

9.7.3 Any of those powers may be delegated to a committee of Directors or to an executive 
Director.

9.7.4 A committee of non-executive Directors established as an audit committee is to monitor, 
review and carry out such other functions in relation to the Auditor as are appropriate. 

9.7.5 It is for the non-executive Directors to appoint (subject to the approval of the Council of 
Governors) or remove the Chief Executive (and Accounting Officer).    

9.7.6 It is for a committee consisting of the Chairman, the Chief Executive (and Accounting 
Officer) and the other non-executive Directors to appoint or remove the executive 
Directors.  

9.7.7 The Trust shall establish a committee of non-executive Directors to decide the 
remuneration and allowances, and the other terms and conditions of office, of the 
executive Directors.  

9.7.8 The Directors, having regard to the views of the Council of Governors, are to prepare the 
information as to the Trust’s forward planning in respect of each Financial Year to be 
given to Monitor. 

9.7.9 The Directors are to present to the Council of Governors at a general meeting the annual 
accounts, any report of the auditor on them, and the annual report. 

9.7.10 The functions of the Trust under paragraph 15 below are delegated to the Chief 
Executive as Accounting Officer. 

10 MEETINGS OF DIRECTORS 

10.1 The Board of Directors, in consultation with the Council of Governors, is to adopt 
standing orders for the Trust covering the regularity, proceedings and business of its 
meetings. These are to include setting a quorum for meetings, both of executive and 
non-executive directors. The proceedings shall not however be invalidated by any 
vacancy of its membership, or defect in a Director’s appointment. 

10.2 Meetings of the Board of Directors shall be open to members of the public.  Members of 
the public may be excluded from a meeting for special reasons, as set out in the Trust’s 
standing orders. 

10.3 Before holding a meeting, the Board of Directors must send a copy of the agenda of the 
meeting to the Council of Governors. As soon as practicable after holding a meeting, the 
Board of Directors must send a copy of the minutes of the meeting to the Council of 
Governors. 
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11 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST OF DIRECTORS 

11.1 The duties that a Director of the Trust has by virtue of being a Director include in 
particular: 

11.1.1 a duty to avoid a situation in which the Director has (or can have) a direct or indirect 
interest that conflicts (or possibly may conflict) with the interests of the Trust; and 

11.1.2 a duty not to accept a benefit from a third party by reason of being a Director or doing (or 
not doing) anything in that capacity. 

11.2 the duty referred to in sub-paragraph 11.1.1 is not infringed if: 

11.2.1 the situation cannot reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest; 
or

11.2.2 the matter has been authorised in accordance with the Constitution. 

11.3 the duty referred to in sub-paragraph 11.1.2 is not infringed if acceptance of the benefit 
cannot reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest. 

11.4 In sub-paragraph 11.1.2, “third party” means a person other than; 

11.4.1 the Trust; or 

11.4.2 a person acting on its behalf. 

11.5 If a Director of the Trust has in any way a direct of indirect interest in a proposed 
transaction or arrangement with the Trust, the Director must declare the nature and 
extent of that interest to the other Directors. 

11.6 If a declaration under this paragraph proves to be, or becomes, inaccurate, incomplete, 
a further declaration must be made. 

11.7 Any declaration required by this paragraph must be made before the Trust enters into 
the transaction or arrangement. 

11.8 This paragraph does not require a declaration of an interest of which the Director is not 
aware or where the Director is not aware of the transaction or arrangement in question. 

11.9 A Director need not declare an interest: 

11.9.1 if it cannot reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest; 

11.9.2 if, or to the extent that, the Directors are already aware of it; 

11.9.3 if, or to the extent that, it concerns terms of the Director’s appointment that have been or 
are to be considered: 

(a) by a meeting of the Board of Directors; or 

(b) by a committee of the Directors appointed for the purpose under the Constitution. 
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12 REGISTERS 

12.1 The Trust is to have: 

 (a) a register of Members showing, in respect of each Member, the constituency 
and where there are classes within it, the class to which he or she belongs; 

 (b) a register of members of the Council of Governors; 

 (c) a register of interests of the Council of Governors; 

 (d) a register of Directors; 

 (e) a register of interests of the Directors, 

 and maintained in accordance with the standing orders and standing financial 
instructions of the Trust. 

12.2 The Chairman or their nominated officer shall: 

12.2.1 admit to the Members Register the name and constituency of a Member as soon as 
reasonably possible following receipt of a completed declaration of the Member 
confirming their eligibility as a Member; 

12.2.2 remove from the Members Register as soon as reasonably possible upon this being 
determined or upon being so advised, the name of any Member who ceases to be 
entitled to be a Member under the provisions of this Constitution;  

12.2.3 admit to the Register of Governors as soon as reasonably possible upon this being 
determined or upon being so advised, the name and constituency of those members 
who have been elected or appointed as a governor of the Trust;

12.2.4 remove from the Register of Governors those governors who have not been re-elected 
or who have had their sponsorship withdrawn, as soon as reasonably possible, notice 
having been given to the Chief Executive or their nominated officer to that effect;

12.2.5 maintain the respective registers of interests of Directors and governors and undertake a 
review of the same at least twice in every year by notice to that effect to all Directors and 
governors.

13 PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

13.1 The following documents of the Trust are to be available for inspection by members of 
the public free of charge at all reasonable times: 

 (a) a copy of the current Constitution; 

 (b) a copy of the latest annual accounts and of any report of the auditor on them; 

 (c) a copy of the latest annual report; 

13.2 The Trust shall also make the following documents relating to a special administration of 
the Trust available for inspection by members of the public free of charge at all 
reasonable times: 
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13.2.1 A copy of any order made under section 65D (appointment of trust special 
administrator), 65J (power to extend time), 65KC (action following Secretary of State’s 
rejection of final report), 65L(trusts coming out of administration) or 65LA (trusts to be 
dissolved) of the 2006 Act; 

13.2.2 a copy of any report laid under section 65D (appointment of trust special administrator) 
of the 2006 Act; 

13.2.3 a copy of any information published under section 65D (appointment of trust special 
administrator) of the 2006 Act; 

13.2.4 a copy of any draft report published under section 65F (administrator’s draft report) of 
the 2006 Act; 

13.2.5 a copy of any statement provided under section 65F(administrator’s draft report) of the 
2006 Act; 

13.2.6 a copy of any notice published under section 65F(administrator’s draft report), 65G 
(consultation plan), 65H (consultation requirements), 65J (power to extend time), 
65KA(Monitor’s decision), 65KB (Secretary of State’s response to Monitor’s decision), 
65KC (action following Secretary of State’s rejection of final report) or 65KD (Secretary 
of State’s response to re-submitted final report) of the 2006 Act; 

13.2.7 a copy of any statement published or provided under section 65G (consultation plan) of 
the 2006 Act; 

13.2.8 a copy of any final report published under section 65I (administrator’s final report); 

13.2.9 a copy of any statement published under section 65J (power to extend time) or 65KC 
(action following Secretary of State’s rejection of final report) of the 2006 Act; 

13.2.10 a copy of any information published under section 65M (replacement of trust special 
administrator) of the 2006 Act. 

13.3 Any person who requests it is to be provided with a copy or extract from any of the 
above documents.

13.4 The registers mentioned in the paragraph 12.1 are also to be made available for 
inspection by members of the public, except in circumstances prescribed by regulations 
made under the Public Benefit Corporation (Register of Members) Regulations 2004 (SI 
2004 No 539 as amended) and, so far as those registers are required to be available; 

 (a) they are to be available free of charge at all reasonable times, 

 (b)   a person who requests it is to be provided with a copy of or extract from them. 

13.5 If the person requesting a copy or extract is not a Member of the Trust, the Trust may 
impose a reasonable charge for providing the copy or extract. 

14 AUDITOR 

14.1 The Trust is to have an auditor and is to provide the auditor with every facility and all 
information which he or she may reasonably require for the purposes of his or her 
functions under Part 1 of the 2006 Act.
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14.2 A person may only be appointed auditor if he or she (or in the case of a firm each of its 
members) is a member of one or more of the bodies referred to in paragraph 23(4) of 
Schedule 7 to the 2006 Act.

14.3 Appointment of the Auditor by the Council of Governors is covered in paragraph 8.10, 
and monitoring of the auditor’s functions by a committee of non-executive directors is 
covered in paragraph 9.7.4. 

14.4 An officer of the Audit Commission may be appointed with the agreement of the 
Commission. 

14.5 The Auditor is to carry out his or her duties in accordance with Schedule 10 to the 2006 
Act and in accordance with any directions given by Monitor on standards, procedures 
and techniques to be adopted. 

15 ACCOUNTS 

15.1 The Trust must keep proper accounts and proper records in relation to the accounts. 

15.2 Monitor may, with the approval of the Secretary to the State, give directions to the Trust 
as to the content and form of its accounts. 

15.3 The accounts are to be audited by the Trust’s auditor. 

15.4 The following documents will be made available to the Comptroller and Auditor General 
for examination at his or her request–

 (a) the accounts; 

 (b) Any records relating to them; and 

 (c) any report of the auditor on them. 

15.5 The Trust  (through its Chief Executive and Accounting Officer) shall prepare in respect 
of each financial year annual accounts in such form as Monitor may with the approval of 
the Secretary of State direct.  

16 ANNUAL REPORTS, FORWARD PLANS AND NON-NHS WORK 

16.1 The Trust is to prepare annual reports and send them to Monitor.
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16.2 The reports are to give - 

 (a)  information on any steps taken by the Trust to secure that (taken as a whole) the 
actual Membership of its/any public constituency  is representative of those 
eligible for such membership;  

i) Information on any occasions in the period to which the report relates on 
which the Council of Governors exercised its power under paragraph 8.17.5 

ii) Information on the Trust’s policy on pay and on the committee established 
under paragraph 9.7.7

iii) Information on the remuneration of the directors and on the expenses of the 
governors and the directors, and.  

 (b) any other information Monitor requires. 

16.3 The Trust is to comply with any decision Monitor makes as to – 

 (a) the form of the reports; 

 (b) when the reports are to be sent to it; 

 (c) the periods to which the reports are to relate.

16.4 The Trust shall give information as to its forward planning in respect of each financial 
year to Monitor. This information is to be prepared by the directors, who must have 
regard to the views of the Council of Governors (paragraph 9.7.8 above). 

16.5 Each forward plan must include information about: 

16.5.1 the activities other than the provision of goods and services for the purposes of the 
health service in England that the Trust proposes to carry on; and 

16.5.2 the income it expects to receive from doing so. 

16.6 Where a forward plan contains a proposal that the Trust carry on an activity of a kind 
mentioned in sub-paragraph 16.5.1 the Council of Governors must: 

16.6.1 determine whether it is satisfied that the carrying on of the activity will not to any 
significant extent interfere with the fulfilment by the Trust of its principal purpose or the 
performance of its other functions; and 

16.6.2 notify the Directors of the Trust of its determination. 

16.7 If the Trust proposes to increase by 5% or more the proportion of its total income in any 
Financial Year attributable to activities other than the provision of goods and services for 
the purposes of the health service in England, it may implement the proposal only if 
more than half of the members of the Council of Governors of the Trust voting approve 
its implementation. 
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17. PRESENTATION OF THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS TO THE 
GOVERNORS AND MEMBERS 

17.1 The following documents are to be presented to the Council of Governors at a general 
meeting of the Council of Governors: 

 17.1.1 the annual accounts; 

17.1.2 any report of the auditor on them; and 

17.1.3 the annual report. 

17.2 The documents shall also be presented to the Members of the Trust at the Annual 
Members’ Meeting by at least one member of the Board of Directors in attendance. 

17.3 The Trust may combine a meeting of the Council of Governors convened for the 
purposes of sub-paragraph 17.1 with the Annual Members’ Meeting. 

18 INDEMNITY 

18.1 Members of the Council of Governors and Board of Directors who act honestly and in 
good faith will not have to meet out of their personal resources any personal civil liability 
which is incurred in the execution or purported execution of their Trust functions, save 
where they have acted recklessly. Any costs arising in this way will be met by the Trust 
and the Trust has the power to purchase suitable insurance in order to cover such costs. 

19 INSTRUMENTS ETC. 

19.1 A document purporting to be duly executed under the Trust’s seal or to be signed on its 
behalf is to be received in evidence and, unless the contrary is proved, taken to be so 
executed or signed.

19.2 The Trust is to have a seal, but this shall not be affixed except under the authority of the 
Board of Directors. 

20 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 

20.1 Disputes between the Board of Directors and the Council of Governors are to be 
resolved in accordance with Annex 6. 

21 AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION 

21.1 The Trust may make amendments to this Constitution only if: 

21.1.1 more than half of the members of the Council of Governors of the Trust voting approve 
the amendments; and 

21.1.2 more than half of the members of the Board of Directors of the Trust voting approve the 
amendments. 
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21.2 Amendments made under paragraph 21.1 take effect as soon as the conditions in that 
paragraph are satisfied, but the amendment has no effect in so far as the Constitution 
would, as a result of the amendment, not accord with schedule 7 of the 2006 Act. 

21.3 Where an amendment is made to the Constitution in relation the powers or duties of the 
Council of Governors (or otherwise with respect to the role that the Council of Governors 
has as part of the Trust): 

21.3.1 at least one member of the Council of Governors must attend the next Annual Members’ 
Meeting and present the amendment; and 

21.3.2 the Trust must give the Members an opportunity to vote on whether they approve the 
amendment. 

21.4 Amendments by the Trust of its Constitution are to be notified to Monitor.  For the 
avoidance of doubt, Monitor’s functions do not include a power or duty to determine 
whether or not the Constitution, as a result of the amendments, accords with Schedule 7 
of the 2006 Act. 

21.5 The Constitution shall be reviewed periodically at the request of either the Board of 
Directors or the Council of Governors. 

22 MERGERS, ETC AND SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTIONS 

22.1 The Trust may only apply for a merger, acquisition, separation or dissolution with the 
approval of more than half of the members of the Council of Governors. 

22.2 The Trust may enter into a significant transaction only if more than half of the members 
of the Council of Governors of the Trust voting approve entering into the transaction. 

22.3 “Significant transaction” means a transaction greater in value than 25% of the Trust’s 
existing gross assets or income. 
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Annex 1 

AREA OF THE TRUST AND PUBLIC CONSTITUENCY OF THE TRUST 
(Paragraph 7.2) 

1 The area of the Trust shall be the Barnsley Public Constituency, encompassing the whole 
of the area of Barnsley Metropolitan Borough as determined by the electoral wards of the 
Local Authority of Barnsley (see also map below) and 

 Constituency O covering the area of England and Wales excluding the given areas 
mentioned above. 

2  The minimum number of Members shall be 500 for the Barnsley Public Constituency and 
shall be 50 for the constituency class known as O. 

3  The total number of Public Governors shall be 16, comprising 15 governors for the 
Barnsley Public Constituency and 1 governor for Constituency O. 

Barnsley Metropolitan Borough
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Annex 2 

THE STAFF CONSTITUENCY 

1.  The staff constituency is to be divided into 5 classes, with six governors in total, as specified 
below:

(a)  the medical and dental staff class (one governor); 

(b)  the nursing and midwifery staff class (two governors);  

(c)  the clinical support staff class (one governor); 

(d)  the volunteer staff class (one governor); and 

(e)  the non clinical support staff class (one governor) 

2. The Members of the medical and dental practitioners’ staff class are individuals who are 
Members of the staff constituency who are fully registered persons within the meaning of the 
Medicines Act 1956 and, in the case of medical practitioners, who hold a licence to practise.  
For the avoidance of doubt the medical and dental practitioners’ staff class shall also include 
junior doctors who are not yet fully registered within the meaning of the Medicines Act 1956. 

3. The Members of the nursing and midwifery staff class are individuals who are Members of the 
staff constituency who are not fully registered persons within the meaning of the Medicines Act 
1956, but whose regulatory body falls within the remit of the Council for the Regulation of 
Health Care Professions established by section 25 of the NHS Reform and Health Care 
Professionals Act 2002.  For the avoidance of doubt the nursing and midwifery staff class shall 
also include nursing auxiliaries and health care assistants. 

4. The Members of the volunteer staff class are individuals who provide voluntary support in 
pursuance of an honorary agreement or who work on behalf of a voluntary organisation within 
the meaning of the 2006 Act and are in either case acknowledged in writing by the Trust as 
doing so for the purposes of this paragraph. 

5. The Members of the other staff classes as described in paragraphs 1 (c) and (e) above are 
individuals who are Members of the staff constituency who do not come within paragraphs 1 
(a),  (b) or (d). 

6. The minimum number of Members required for each staff class of the staff constituency is as 
follows: 

(a)  the medical and dental staff class – 50 

(b)  the nursing and midwifery staff class – 200 

(c)  the clinical support staff class – 75 

(d)  the volunteer staff class – 50 

(e)  the non clinical support staff class – 150. 

7.  A person who is eligible to be a Member of the staff constituency (see paragraph 7.3) may not 
become or continue as a Member of any constituency other than the staff constituency and may 
not become or continue as a Member of more than one staff class. 
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Annex 3 

Composition of the Council of Governors 

1. The Council of Governors is to include: 

(a) 16 Public Governors as specified in Annex 1

(b) 6 Staff Governors, as specified in Annex 2: 

(c) 1 Local Authority Governor 

(d)  6 other Partnership Governors as specified below: 

 (i) Barnsley Together 

 (ii) Barnsley College;  

 (iii) Joint Trade Unions Committee (JTUC); 

 (iv) Sheffield Hallam University or The University of Sheffield (shared seat) 

 (v) Voluntary Action Barnsley 

(vi) Barnsley Clinical Commissioning Group 

2.  If and to the extent that a partnership organisation fails to make an appointment within three 
months of being invited to do so by the Trust the Trust may seek an appointment from an 
alternative partnership organisation which in the Trust’s opinion has similar objects or provides 
similar goods or services to the partnership organisation it shall stand in substitution for. 
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Annex 4 

Practice and Procedure for Meetings of the Council of Governors 

1.  
1.1. Admission of the Public and the Press – The public and representatives of the press shall be 

afforded facilities to attend all formal meetings of the Council of Governors but shall be required 
to withdraw upon the Council of Governors resolving as follows: 

“That representatives of the press and other members of the public be excluded from the remainder of 
this meeting having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be transacted, publicity on 
which would be prejudicial to the public interest in accordance with 8.17 of this Constitution.”. 

1.2. The Chairman (or Deputy-Chairman or lead governor) shall give such directions as he or she 
thinks fit in regard to the arrangements for meetings and accommodation of the public and 
representatives of the press such as to ensure that the Council of Governors’ business shall be 
conducted without interruption and disruption and, without prejudice to the power to exclude on 
the grounds of the confidential nature of the business to be transacted, the Council of 
Governors may resolve as follows: 

“That in the interests of public order the meeting adjourn for (the period to be specified) to enable the 
Council of Governors to complete business without the presence of the public in accordance with 8.17 
of this Constitution.” 

1.3. Nothing in this Annex 4 shall require the Council of Governors to allow members of the public or 
representatives of the press to record proceedings in any manner whatsoever, other than in 
writing, or to make any oral report of proceedings as they take place without prior agreement of 
the Council of Governors.

1.4. Meetings of the Council of Governors shall be determined at the first meeting of the Council of 
Governors or at such other times as the Council of Governors may determine and at such 
places as they may from time to time appoint. 

1.5. The Chairman may call a meeting of the Council of Governors at any time.  If he or she refuses 
to call a meeting after a requisition for that purpose, signed by at least one third of the whole 
number of Governors has been presented to him or her, or if, without so refusing, the Chairman 
does not call a meeting within seven days after such a requisition has been presented to him or 
her, such one third or more members may forthwith call a meeting. 

1.6. Notice of Meetings – Before each meeting of the Council of Governors, a notice of the 
meeting, specifying the business proposed to be transacted at it, and signed by the Chairman or 
by an officer of the Trust authorised by the Chairman to sign on his or her behalf shall be 
delivered to every Governor, or sent by post to the usual place of residence of such persons, so 
as to be available to him or her at least three clear days before the meeting. 

1.7. Lack of service of the notice on any person as described in paragraph 1.6 shall not affect the 
validity of the meeting. 

1.8. In the case of a meeting called by Governors in default of the Chairman, the notice shall be 
signed by those Governors and no business shall be transacted at the meeting other than that 
specified on the notice. 

1.9. Failure to serve such a notice on more than 6 Governors will invalidate the meeting.  A notice 
shall be presumed to have been served at the time at which the notice would be delivered in the 
ordinary course of the post. 

1.10. Quorum – At least 10 Governors must be present at a meeting of the Council of Governors for 
the meeting to be quorate. 
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1.11. Setting the Agenda – The Council of Governors may determine that certain matters shall 
appear on every agenda for a meeting of the Council of Governors and shall be addressed prior 
to any other business being conducted. 

1.12. A governor desiring a matter to be included on an agenda shall make the request in writing to 
the Chairman at least 7 clear days before the meeting.  Requests made less than 7 clear days 
before a meeting may be included on the agenda at the discretion of the Chairman. 

1.13. Chairman of Meeting – At any meeting of the Council of Governors, the Chairman, if present, 
shall preside.  If the Chairman is absent from the meeting the Deputy-Chairman, if there is one 
and he or she is present, shall preside.  If the Chairman and the Deputy-Chairman are absent 
the lead governor shall preside or in his or her absence such Public Governor as the Governors 
present shall choose shall preside. 

1.14.If the Chairman is absent from a meeting temporarily on the grounds of a declared conflict of 
interest the Deputy-Chairman, if present, shall preside.  If the Chairman and the Deputy-
Chairman are absent, or disqualified from participating, the lead governor shall preside or in his 
or her absence or if disqualified from participating, such Public Governor as the governors 
present shall choose shall preside. 

1.15.Notices of Motion – A governor of the Council desiring to move or amend a motion shall send a 
written notice thereof at least 7 clear days before the meeting to the Chairman, who shall insert 
in the agenda for the meeting all notices so received subject to the notice being permissible 
under the appropriate regulations.  This paragraph shall not prevent any motion being moved 
during the meeting, without notice on any business mentioned on the agenda subject to 
preceding provisions 

1.16. Withdrawal of Motion or Amendments – A motion or amendment once moved and seconded 
may be withdrawn by the proposer with the concurrence of the seconder and the consent of the 
Chairman. 

1.17. Motion to Rescind a Resolution – Notice of motion to amend or rescind any resolution (or 
general substance of any resolution) which has been passed within the preceding 6 calendar 
months shall bear the signature of the governors who give it and also the signature of 4 other 
governors at least 2 of whom shall be as Public Governors   When any such motion has been 
disposed of by the Trust, it shall not be competent for any governor other than the Chairman to 
propose a motion to the same effect within 6 months, however the Chairman may do so if he or 
she considers it appropriate. 

1.18. Motions – The mover of a motion shall have the right of reply at the close of any discussions on 
the motion or any amendment thereto. 

1.19. When a motion is under discussion or immediately prior to discussion it shall be open to a 
Governor to move: 

an amendment to the motion. 
 the adjournment of the discussion or the meeting. 
 that the meeting proceed to the next business. (*) 
 the appointment of an ad hoc committee to deal with a specific item of business. 
 that the motion be now put. (*) 

*  In the case of sub-paragraphs denoted by (*) above to ensure objectivity motions may only be 
put by a governor who has not previously taken part in the debate. 

No amendment to the motion shall be admitted if, in the opinion of the Chairman of the meeting, 
the amendment negates the substance of the motion. 

1.20 Chairman’s Ruling - The decision of the Chairman of the meeting on the question of order, 
relevancy and regularity shall be final.  The Chairman of the Trust shall be the final authority in 
the interpretation of this Annex 4 on which he or she shall be advised by the Chief Executive or 
his or her nominated officer. 
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1.21 Voting – Every question at a meeting will be determined by a majority of the  votes of the 
Governors present and voting on the question and, in the case of an equality of votes, the 
person presiding shall have a second or casting vote. 

1.22 All questions put to the vote shall, at the discretion of the Chairman, be determined by oral 
expression or by a show of hands.  A paper ballot may also be used if a majority of the 
governors present so request. 

1.23 If a governor so requests his or her vote shall be recorded by name upon any vote (other than 
by paper ballot). 

1.24 Minutes - The minutes of the proceedings of a meeting shall be drawn up and appropriately 
recorded and shall be signed at the next ensuing meeting by the person presiding at it.

1.25 No discussion shall take place upon the minutes, except upon their accuracy, or where the 
Chairman considers discussion appropriate.  Any amendments to the minutes shall be agreed 
and recorded at the next meeting.

1.26 Minutes shall be circulated in accordance with Governor’s wishes.  Where providing a record of 
a public meeting the minutes shall be made available to the public (required by Code of Practice 
on Openness in the NHS). 

2. Committees

2.1. Appointment of Committees – Subject to paragraph 2.7 below and such directions as may be 
given by Monitor, the Council of Governors may and, if directed by him or her, shall appoint 
committees of the Council of Governors, consisting wholly or partly of Governors of the Council 
of Governors. 

2.2. A committee appointed under paragraph 2.1 may, subject to such directions as may be given by 
Monitor or the Council of Governors appoint sub-committees consisting wholly or partly of 
members of the committee.  

2.3. This Annex 4, as far as it is applicable, shall apply with appropriate alteration to meetings of any 
committees or sub-committee established by the Council of Governors. 

2.4. Each such committee or sub-committee shall have such terms of reference and powers and be 
subject to such conditions (as to reporting back to the Council of Governors), as the Council of 
Governors shall decide.  Such terms of reference shall have effect as if incorporated into this 
Annex 4. 

2.5. Committees may not delegate their powers to a sub-committee unless expressly authorised by 
the Council of Governors. 

2.6. The Council of Governors shall approve the appointments to each of the committees which it 
has formally constituted.  Where the Council of Governors determines that persons, who are 
neither governors nor Directors or officers, shall be appointed to a committee, the terms of such 
an appointment shall be determined by the Council of Governors subject to the payment of 
travelling and other allowances being in accordance with such sum as may be determined by 
the Trust and /or Monitor. 

2.7. Where the Council of Governors is required to appoint persons to a committee and/or to 
undertake statutory functions as required by Monitor, and where such appointments are to 
operate independently of the Council of Governors and /or the Trust such appointment shall be 
made in accordance with the any regulations laid down by the Chief Executive or his or her 
nominated officer or any directions or guidance issued by Monitor from time to time. 
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2.8 Confidentiality – A member of a committee shall not disclose a matter dealt with by, or brought 
before, the committee without its permission until the committee shall have reported to the 
Council of Governors or shall otherwise have concluded on that matter. 

A governor of the Trust or a member of a committee shall not disclose any matter reported to the 
Council of Governors or otherwise dealt with by the committee, notwithstanding that the matter has 
been reported or action has been concluded, if the Council of Governors or committee shall 
resolve that it is confidential. 
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Annex 5 

Conduct of Elections 

Elections for Public Governors and Staff Governors will be conducted in  accordance with the 
election rules set out below which may be amended in accordance with the consent of the 
Returning Officer and in compliance with any further guidance or instructions issued by 
Monitor:-

NHS foundation trusts (Council of Governors)
Model Election Rules

TO BE REPLACED WITH UPDATED RULES – 
UNDER REVIEW

---------------------------------------------------

Part 1 - Interpretation 

1.  Interpretation 

Part 2 – Timetable for election 

2.  Timetable 
3.  Computation of time  

Part 3 – Returning officer 

4.  Returning officer 
5.  Staff 
6.  Expenditure 
7.  Duty of co-operation 

Part 4 - Stages Common to Contested and Uncontested Elections 

8.  Notice of election 
9.  Nomination of candidates 
10.  Candidate’s consent and particulars 
11.  Subscription of nomination paper 
12.  Declaration of interests 
13.  Declaration of eligibility 
14.  Signature of candidate 
15.  Decisions as to validity of nomination papers 
16.  Publication of statement of nominated candidates 
17.  Inspection of statement of nominated candidates and nomination papers 
18.  Withdrawal of candidates 
19.  Method of election 

Part 5 – Contested elections 

20.  Poll to be taken by ballot 
21.  The ballot paper 
22.  The declaration of identity 

Form
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Action to be taken before the poll 

23.  List of eligible voters 
24.  Notice of poll 
25.  Issue of voting documents 
26.  Ballot paper envelope and covering envelope 

The poll 

27.  Eligibility to vote 
28.  Voting by persons who require assistance 
29.  Spoilt ballot papers   
30.  Lost ballot papers 
31.  Issue of replacement ballot paper 
32.  Declaration of identity for replacement ballot papers 

Procedure for receipt of envelopes 

33.  Receipt of voting documents 
34.  Validity of ballot paper 
35.  Declaration of identity but no ballot paper  
36.  Sealing of packets 

Part 6 - Counting the votes 

37.  Interpretation of Part 6 
38.  Arrangements for counting of the votes 
39.  The count 
40.  Rejected ballot papers 
41.  First stage 
42.  The quota 
43.  Transfer of votes 
44.  Supplementary provisions on transfer 
45.  Exclusion of candidates 
46.  Filling of last vacancies 
47.  Order of election of candidates 

Part 7 – Final proceedings in contested and uncontested elections 

48.  Declaration of result for contested elections 
49.  Declaration of result for uncontested elections 

Part 8 – Disposal of documents 

50.  Sealing up of documents relating to the poll 
51.  Delivery of documents 
52.  Forwarding of documents received after close of the poll 
53.  Retention and public inspection of documents 
54.  Application for inspection of certain documents relating to election 

Part 9 – Death of a candidate during a contested election 

55.  Countermand or abandonment of poll on death of candidate 
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Part 10 – Election expenses and publicity

Expenses

56.  Expenses incurred by candidates 
57.  Expenses incurred by other persons 
58.  Personal, travelling, and administrative expenses 

Publicity

59.  Publicity about election by the corporation 
60.  Information about candidates for inclusion with voting documents 
61.  Meaning of “for the purposes of an election” 

Part 11 – Questioning elections and irregularities

62.  Application to question an election 

Part 12 – Miscellaneous

63.  Secrecy 
64.  Prohibition of disclosure of vote 
65. Disqualification 
66. Delay in postal service through industrial action or unforeseen event 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
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Part 1 - Interpretation 

1.  Interpretation – (1)  In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires -  

“corporation” means the public benefit corporation subject to this Constitution, namely, the Barnsley Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust 

“election” means an election by a constituency, or by a class within a constituency, to fill a vacancy among one or more 
posts on the Council of Governors; This is the same body referred to as the Board of Governors in the 2006 Act 

“the regulator” means Monitor, the Independent Regulator for NHS foundation trusts; and 

“the 2006 Act” means the National Health Service Act 2006. 

(2)  Other expressions used in these rules and in Schedule 7 to the National Health Service Act 2006 have the same 
meaning in these rules as in that Schedule. 

Part 2 – Timetable for election 

2.  Timetable - The proceedings at an election shall be conducted in accordance with the following timetable. 

Proceeding Time
   
Publication of notice of election  Not later than the fortieth day before the 

day of the close of the poll. 
Final day for delivery of nomination 
papers to returning officer 

 Not later than the twenty eighth day before 
the day of the close of the poll. 

Publication of statement of nominated 
candidates 

 Not later than the twenty seventh day 
before the day of the close of the poll. 

Final day for delivery of notices of 
withdrawals by candidates from election 

 Not later than twenty fifth day before the 
day of the close of the poll. 

Notice of the poll  Not later than the fifteenth day before the 
day of the close of the poll. 

Close of the poll  By 5.00pm on the final day of the election. 

3.  Computation of time - (1) In computing any period of time for the purposes of the timetable -  

(a) a Saturday or Sunday; 

(b) Christmas day, Good Friday, or a bank holiday, or 

(c) a day appointed for public thanksgiving or mourning, 

shall be disregarded, and any such day shall not be treated as a day for the purpose of any proceedings up to the 
completion of the poll, nor shall the returning officer be obliged to proceed with the counting of votes on such a day. 

(2) In this rule, “bank holiday” means a day which is a bank holiday under the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 
1971 in England and Wales. 

Part 3 – Returning officer 

4.  Returning officer – (1)  Subject to rule 65, the returning officer for an election is to be appointed by the corporation. 

(2)  Where two or more elections are to be held concurrently, the same returning officer may be appointed for all those 
elections.

5.  Staff – Subject to rule 65, the returning officer may appoint and pay such staff, including such technical advisers, as 
he or she considers necessary for the purposes of the election. 

6.  Expenditure - The corporation is to pay the returning officer –  
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(a) any expenses incurred by that officer in the exercise of his or her functions under these rules,  

(b) such remuneration and other expenses as the corporation may determine. 

7.  Duty of corporation – The corporation is to co-operate with the returning officer in the exercise of his or her 
functions under these rules. 

Part 4 - Stages Common to Contested and Uncontested Elections 

8.  Notice of election –  The returning officer is to publish a notice of the election stating – 

(a) the constituency, or relevant class within a constituency, for which the election is being held, 

(b) the number of members of the Council of Governors  to be elected from that constituency, or relevant 
class within  that constituency, 

(c) the details of any nomination committee that has been established by the corporation, 

(d) the address and times at which nomination papers may be obtained; 

(d) the address for return of nomination papers, and the final date that they must be delivered to the 
returning officer, 

(e) the date and time by which any notice of withdrawal must be received by the returning officer 

(f) the contact details of the returning officer, and 

(g) the date of the close of the poll in the event of a contest. 

9.  Nomination of candidates – (1) Each candidate must be nominated on a separate nomination paper. 

(2)  The returning officer -  

(a) is to supply any member of the corporation with as many nomination papers as may be required, and 

(b) is to prepare a nomination paper for signature at the request of any member of the corporation, 

but it is not necessary for a nomination to be on a form supplied by the returning officer. 

10.  Candidate’s particulars – (1) The nomination paper must state the candidate’s -  

(a) full names, 

(b) contact address in full, and 

(c) constituency, or class within a constituency, which the candidate is a member of. 

11.  Subscription of nomination paper – (1)  The nomination paper must be subscribed by two supporters. 

(2)  Each supporter must –  

(a) be a member of the same constituency, or class within a constituency, to which the candidate belongs, 
and

(b) state his or her constituency, or class within a constituency, on the nomination paper. 

(3)  A member of the corporation must not subscribe more than one nomination paper. 

(4)  If a member of the corporation subscribes more than one nomination paper in contravention of paragraph (3), then 
the second and any further subscriptions received by the returning officer are invalid. 

(5)  Where a member of the corporation subscribes a nomination paper, and the candidate nominated in the paper dies 
or withdraws before the paper is received by the returning officer, then nothing in paragraphs (3) or (4) prevents that 
member from subscribing the nomination paper of another candidate. 
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12.  Declaration of interests –  The nomination paper must state – 

(a) any financial interest that the candidate has in the corporation, and 

(b) whether the candidate is a member of a political party, and if so, which party, 

and if the candidate has no such interests, the paper must include a statement to that effect. 

13.  Declaration of eligibility – (1)  The nomination paper must include a declaration made by the candidate – 

(a) that he or she is not prevented from being a member of the Council of Governors by paragraph 8.12 
of Schedule 7 of the 2006 Act or by any provision of the Constitution 

(b) for a member of the public constituency, of the particulars of his or her qualification to vote as a 
member of that constituency, or class within that constituency, for which the election is held. 

14.  Signature of candidate –  The nomination paper must be signed and dated by the candidate, indicating that –  

(a) the candidate consents to being nominated in the paper, 

(b) the statement of the interests of the candidate in the paper, as required by rule 12, is true and correct, 
and

(c) the declaration of eligibility required by rule 13 is true and correct. 

15.  Decisions as to validity of nomination papers – (1)  Where a nomination paper is received by the returning 
officer in accordance with these rules, the candidate is deemed to stand for election as nominated unless and until the 
returning officer-  

(a) decides that the nomination paper is invalid, 

(b) decides that the candidate is not eligible to stand 

(c) receives satisfactory proof that the candidate has died, or 

(d) receives a written request by the candidate of their withdrawal from candidacy. 

(2)  The returning officer is entitled to decide that a nomination paper is invalid only on one of the following grounds -  

(a) that the paper is not received on or before the final date for return of nomination papers, as specified 
in the notice of the election, 

(b) that the paper does not contain the candidate’s particulars, as required by rule 10;  

(c) that the paper is not subscribed as required by rule 11, 

(d) that the paper does not contain a declaration of the interests of the candidate, as required by rule 12, 

(e) that the paper does not include a declaration of eligibility as required by rule 13, or 

(f) that the paper is not signed and dated by the candidate, as required by rule 14. 

(3)  The returning officer is to examine each nomination paper as soon as is practicable after he or she has received it, 
and decide whether the candidate has been validly nominated. 

(4)  Where the returning officer decides that a nomination paper is invalid, he or she must endorse this on the paper, 
stating the reasons for the decision. 

(5)  The returning officer is to send notice of the decision as to whether a nomination paper is valid or invalid to the 
candidate, at the contact address given in the candidate’s nomination paper. 

16.  Publication of statement of nominated candidates – (1)  The returning officer is to prepare and publish a 
statement showing the candidates who are standing for election as nominated. 

(2)  The statement must show – 
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(a) the name, contact address, and constituency or class within a constituency of each candidate standing 
as nominated, and 

(b) the declared interests of each candidate standing, 

as given in their nomination paper. 

(3)  The statement must list the candidates standing for election  in alphabetical order by surname. 

(4)  If a candidate has been nominated by more than one nomination paper, the returning officer is to take the particulars 
required by this rule from one of the papers selected by the candidate, or by the returning officer in default of the 
candidate. 

(5)  The returning officer must send a copy of the statement of nominated candidates and copies of the nomination 
papers to the corporation as soon as is practicable after publishing the statement. 

17.  Inspection of statement of nominated candidates and nomination papers – (1) The corporation is to make the 
statement of nominated candidates and the nomination papers supplied by the returning officer under rule 16(5) 
available for inspection by members of the public free of charge at all reasonable times.  Rule 17 will however be 
subject to the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 and the need for the corporation to respect the confidential 
details of  nominees and nominators. 

(2)  If a person requests a copy or extract of the statement of nominated candidates or the nomination papers, the 
corporation is to provide that person with the copy or extract free of charge. 

18.  Withdrawal of candidates - A candidate may withdraw from election on or before the final day for withdrawal by 
candidates, by giving the returning officer a written notice of withdrawal which is signed by that candidate and attested 
by a witness. 

19.  Method of election – (1)  If the number of candidates remaining validly nominated for an election after any 
withdrawals under these rules is greater than the number of members to be elected to the Council of Governors, a poll is 
to be taken in accordance with Parts 5 and 6 of these rules. 

(2)  If the number of candidates remaining validly nominated for an election after any withdrawals under these rules is 
equal to the number of members to be elected to the Council of Governors, those candidates are to be declared elected 
in accordance with Part 7 of these rules. 

(3)  If the number of candidates remaining validly nominated for an election after any withdrawals under these rules is 
less than the number of members to be elected to be board of governors, then –  

(a) the candidates who remain validly nominated are to be declared elected in accordance with Part 7 of 
these rules, and 

(b) the returning officer is to order a new election to fill any vacancy which remains unfilled, on a day 
appointed by him or her in consultation with the corporation. 

Part 5 – Contested elections 

20.  Poll to be taken by ballot – (1)  The votes at the poll must be given by secret ballot. 

(2)  The votes are to be counted and the result of the poll determined in accordance with Part 6 of these rules. 

21.  The ballot paper – (1)  The ballot of each voter is to consist of a ballot paper with the persons remaining validly 
nominated for an election after any withdrawals under these rules, and no others, inserted in the paper. 

(2)  Every ballot paper must specify – 

(a) the name of the corporation, 

(b) the constituency, or class within a constituency, for which the election is being held,  
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(c) the number of members of the Council of Governors to be elected from that constituency, or class 
within that constituency,  

(d) the names and other particulars of the candidates standing for election, with the details and order 
being the same as in the statement of nominated candidates, 

(e) instructions on how to vote, 

(f) that the ballot paper is to be returned by post, with the address for its return and the date of the close 
of the poll, and 

(g) the contact details of the returning officer. 

(3)  Each ballot paper must have a unique identifier. 

(4)  Each ballot paper must have features incorporated into it to prevent it from being reproduced. 

22.  The declaration of identity (public constituencies)– (1)  In respect of an election  for a public constituency a 
declaration of identity must be issued with each ballot paper. 

(2)  The declaration of identity is to include a declaration –  

(a) that the voter is the person to whom the ballot paper was addressed, 

(b) that the voter has not marked or returned any other voting paper in the election, and  

(c) for a member of the public constituency, of the particulars of that member’s qualification to vote as a 
member of the constituency or class within a constituency for which the election is being held. 

(3)  The declaration of identity is to include space for –  

(a) the name of the voter, 

(b) the address of the voter,  

(c) the voter’s signature, and 

(d) the date that the declaration was made by the voter. 

(4) The voter must be required to return the declaration of identify together with the ballot paper 

(5) The declaration of identity must caution the voter that, if it is not returned with the ballot paper, or if it is returned 
without being correctly completed, the voter’s ballot paper may be invalid. 

Action to be taken before the poll 

23.  List of eligible voters – (1)  The corporation is to provide the returning officer with a list of the members of the 
constituency or class within a constituency for which the election is being held who do not come within rule 27 (the 
“list of eligible voters”), as soon as is reasonably practicable after the final date for the delivery of notices of 
withdrawals by candidates from an election. 

(2)  The list is to include, for each member, a mailing address where his or her ballot paper is to be sent. 

24.  Notice of poll -  The returning officer is to publish a notice of the poll stating–  

(a) the name of the corporation, 

(b) the constituency, or class within a constituency, for which the election is being held,  

(c) the number of members of the Council of Governors to be elected from that constituency, or class 
with that constituency,  

(d) the names, contact addresses, and other particulars of the candidates standing for election, with the 
details and order being the same as in the statement of nominated candidates, 

(e) that the ballot papers for the election are to be issued and returned, if appropriate, by post, 
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(f) the address for return of the ballot papers, and the date and time of the close of the poll, 

(g) the address and final dates for applications for replacement ballot papers, and 

(h) the contact details of the returning officer. 

25.  Issue of voting documents by returning officer – (1) As soon as is reasonably practicable on or after the 
publication of the notice of the poll, the returning officer is to send the following documents to each member of the 
corporation named in the list of eligible voters–  

(a) a ballot paper, 

(b) a ballot paper envelope, 

(c) a declaration of identity (if required), 

(d) information about each candidate standing for election, pursuant to rule 60 of these rules, and 

(e) a covering envelope. 

(2)  The documents are to be sent to the mailing address for each member, as specified in the list of eligible voters. 

26.  Ballot paper envelope and covering envelope – (1)  The ballot paper envelope must have clear instructions to the 
voter printed on it, instructing the voter to seal the ballot paper inside the envelope once the ballot paper has been 
marked. 

(2)  The covering envelope is to have –  

(a) the address for return of the ballot paper printed on it, and 

(b) pre-paid postage for return to that address. 

(3)  There should be clear instructions, either printed on the covering envelope or elsewhere, instructing the voter to seal 
the following documents inside the covering envelope and return it to the returning officer –  

(a) the completed declaration of identity, and 

(b) the ballot paper envelope, with the ballot paper sealed inside it. 

The poll 

27.  Eligibility to vote –  An individual who becomes a member of the corporation on or before the closing date for the 
receipt of nominations by candidates for the election, is eligible to vote in that election 

28.  Voting by persons who require assistance – (1)  The returning officer is to put in place arrangements to enable 
requests for assistance to vote to be made. 

(2)  Where the returning officer receives a request from a voter who requires assistance to vote, the returning officer is 
to make such arrangements as he or she considers necessary to enable that voter to vote. 

29.  Spoilt ballot papers  (1) – If a voter has inadvertently dealt with his or her ballot paper in such a manner that it 
cannot be conveniently be used as a ballot paper (referred to a “spoilt ballot paper”), that voter may apply to the 
returning officer for a replacement ballot paper. 

(2)  On receiving an application, the returning officer is to obtain the details of the unique identifier on the spoilt ballot 
paper, if he or she can obtain it. 

(3)  The returning officer may not issue a replacement ballot paper for a spoilt ballot paper unless he or she –  

(a) is satisfied as to the voter’s identity, and 

(b) has ensured that the declaration of identity attached to the original ballot paper has not been returned. 
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(4)  After issuing a replacement ballot paper for a spoilt ballot paper, the returning officer shall enter in a list (“the list
of spoilt ballot papers”) – 

(a) the name of the voter, and 

(b) the details of the unique identifier of the spoilt ballot paper (if that officer was able to obtain it), and 

(c) the details of the unique identifier of the replacement ballot paper. 

30.  Lost ballot papers – (1)  Where a voter has not received his or her ballot paper by the fourth day before the close 
of the poll, that voter may apply to the returning officer for a replacement ballot paper. 

(2)  The returning officer may not issue a replacement ballot paper for a lost ballot paper unless he or she –  

(a) is satisfied as to the voter’s identity, 

(b) has no reason to doubt that the voter did not receive the original ballot paper, and 

(c) has ensured that the declaration of identity attached to the original ballot paper has not been returned. 

(3)  After issuing a replacement ballot paper for a lost ballot paper, the returning officer shall enter in a list (“the list of
lost ballot papers”) – 

(a) the name of the voter, and 

(b) the details of the unique identifier of the replacement ballot paper. 

31.  Issue of replacement ballot paper–  (1) If a person applies for a replacement ballot paper under rule 29 or 30 and 
a declaration of identity has already been received by the returning officer in the name of that voter, the returning 
officer may not issue a replacement ballot paper unless, in addition to the requirements imposed rule 29(3) or 30(2), he 
or she is also satisfied that that person has not already voted in the election, notwithstanding the fact that a declaration 
of identity has already been received by the returning officer in the name of that voter. 

(2)  After issuing a replacement ballot paper under this rule, the returning officer shall enter in a list (“the list of 
tendered ballot papers”) – 

(a) the name of the voter, and 

(b) the details of the unique identifier of the replacement ballot paper issued under this rule. 

32.  Declaration of identity for replacement ballot papers (public constituencies)–  (1)  In respect of an election for 
a public constituency, a declaration of identity must be issued with each replacement ballot paper. 

(2)  The declaration of identity is to include a declaration – 

(a) that the voter has not voted in the election with any ballot paper other than the ballot paper being 
returned with the declaration, and

(b) of the particulars of that member’s qualification to vote as a member of the public constituency, or 
class within a constituency, for which the election is being held. 

(3)  The declaration of identity is to include space for –  

(a) the name of the voter, 

(b) the address of the voter, 

(c) the voter’s signature, and 

(d) the date that the declaration was made by the voter. 

(4) The voter must be required to return the declaration of identity together with the ballot paper 

(5) The declaration of identity must caution the voter that, if it is not returned with the ballot paper, or if it is returned 
without being correctly completed, the replacement ballot paper may be invalid. 
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Procedure for receipt of envelopes 

33.  Receipt of voting documents – (1)  Where the returning officer receives a – 

(a) covering envelope, or 

(b) any other envelope containing a declaration of identity, a ballot paper envelope, or a ballot paper, 

before the close of the poll, that officer is to open it as soon as is practicable; and rules 34 and 35 are to apply. 

(2)  The returning officer may open any ballot paper envelope for the purposes of rules 34 and 35, but must make 
arrangements to ensure that no person obtains or communicates information as to –  

(a) the candidate for whom a voter has voted, or 

(b) the unique identifier on a ballot paper. 

(3)  The returning officer must make arrangements to ensure the safety and security of the ballot papers and other 
documents. 

34.  Validity of ballot paper – (1)  A ballot paper shall not be taken to be duly returned unless the returning officer is 
satisfied that it has been received by the returning officer before the close of the poll, with a declaration of identity that 
has been correctly completed, signed, and dated. 

(2)  Where the returning officer is satisfied that paragraph (1) has been fulfilled, he or she is to – 

(a) put the declaration of identity in a separate packet, and 

(b) put the ballot paper aside for counting after the close of the poll. 

(3)  Where the returning officer is not satisfied that paragraph (1) has been fulfilled, he or she is to –  

(a) mark the ballot paper “disqualified”,  

(b) if there is a declaration of identity accompanying the ballot paper, mark it as “disqualified” and attach 
it the ballot paper, 

(c) record the unique identifier on the ballot paper in a list (the “list of disqualified documents”); and 

(d) place the document or documents in a separate packet. 

35.  Declaration of identity but no ballot paper –  Where the returning officer receives a declaration of identity, if 
required, but no ballot paper, the returning officer is to –  

(a) mark the declaration of identity “disqualified”,  

(b) record the name of the voter in the list of disqualified documents, indicating that a declaration of 
identity was received from the voter without a ballot paper; and 

(c) place the declaration of identity in a separate packet. 

36.   Sealing of packets –  As soon as is possible after the close of poll and after the completion of the procedure under 
rules 34 and 35, the returning officer is to seal the packets containing–  

(a) the disqualified documents, together with the list of disqualified documents inside it, 

(b) the declarations of identity, 

(c) the list of spoilt ballot papers,  

(d) the list of lost ballot papers,  

(e) the list of eligible voters, and 
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(f) the list of tendered ballot papers. 

Part 6 - Counting the votes 

37.  Interpretation of Part 6 – In Part 6 of these rules – 

“continuing candidate” means any candidate not deemed to be elected, and not excluded, 

“count” means all the operations involved in counting of the first preferences recorded for candidates, the transfer of the 
surpluses of elected candidates, and the transfer of the votes of the excluded candidates, 

“deemed to be elected” means deemed to be elected for the purposes of counting of votes but without prejudice to the 
declaration of the result of the poll, 

“mark” means a figure, an identifiable written word, or a mark such as “X”, 

“non-transferable vote” means a ballot paper –  

(a) on which no second or subsequent preference is recorded for a continuing candidate, or 

(b) which is excluded by the returning officer under rule 44(4) below, 

“preference” as used in the following contexts has the meaning assigned below– 

(a) “first preference” means the figure “1” or any mark or word which clearly indicates a first (or only) 
preference, 

(b) “next available preference” means a preference which is the second, or as the case may be, subsequent 
preference recorded in consecutive order for a continuing candidate (any candidate who is deemed to 
be elected or is excluded thereby being ignored); and 

(c) in this context, a “second preference” is shown by the figure “2” or any mark or word which clearly 
indicates a second preference, and a third preference by the figure “3” or any mark or word which 
clearly indicates a third preference, and so on, 

“quota” means the number calculated in accordance with rule 42 below, 

“surplus” means the number of votes by which the total number of votes for any candidate (whether first preference or 
transferred votes, or a combination of both) exceeds the quota; but references in these rules to the transfer of the surplus 
means the transfer (at a transfer value) of all transferable papers from the candidate who has the surplus, 

“stage of the count” means – 

(a) the determination of the first preference vote of each candidate,  

(b) the transfer of a surplus of a candidate deemed to be elected, or 

(c) the exclusion of one or more candidates at any given time, 

“transferable paper” means a ballot paper on which, following a first preference, a second or subsequent preference is 
recorded in consecutive numerical order for a continuing candidate, 

“transferred vote” means a vote derived from a ballot paper on which a second or subsequent preference is recorded for 
the candidate to whom that paper has been transferred, and 

“transfer value” means the value of a transferred vote calculated in accordance with paragraph (4) or (7) of rule 43 
below. 

38.  Arrangements for counting of the votes –  The returning officer is to make arrangements for counting the votes 
as soon as is practicable after the close of the poll. 

39.  The count – (1)  The returning officer is to –  

(a) count and record the number of ballot papers that have been returned, and  
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(b) count the votes according to the provisions in this Part of the rules. 

(2)  The returning officer, while counting and recording the number of ballot papers and counting the votes, must make 
arrangements to ensure that no person obtains or communicates information as to the unique identifier on a ballot paper. 

(3)  The returning officer is to proceed continuously with counting the votes as far as is practicable. 

40.  Rejected ballot papers – (1)  Any ballot paper – 

(a) which does not bear the features that have been incorporated into the other ballot papers to prevent 
them from being reproduced,  

(b) on which the figure “1” standing alone is not placed so as to indicate a first preference for any 
candidate,  

(c) on which anything is written or marked by which the voter can be identified except the unique 
identifier, or 

(d) which is unmarked or rejected because of uncertainty, 

shall be rejected and not counted, but the ballot paper shall not be rejected by reason only of carrying the words “one”, 
“two”, “three” and so on, or any other mark instead of a figure if, in the opinion of the returning officer, the word or 
mark clearly indicates a preference or preferences. 

(2)  The returning officer is to endorse the word “rejected” on any ballot paper which under this rule is not to be 
counted. 

(3)  The returning officer is to draw up a statement showing the number of ballot papers rejected by him or her under 
each of the subparagraphs (a) to (d) of paragraph (1). 

41.  First stage – (1)  The returning officer is to sort the ballot papers into parcels according to the candidates for whom 
the first preference votes are given. 

(2)  The returning officer is to then count the number of first preference votes given on ballot papers for each candidate, 
and is to record those numbers. 

(3)  The returning officer is to also ascertain and record the number of valid ballot papers. 

42.  The quota – (1)  The returning officer is to divide the number of valid ballot papers by a number exceeding by one 
the number of members to be elected. 

(2)  The result, increased by one, of the division under paragraph (1) above (any fraction being disregarded) shall be the 
number of votes sufficient to secure the election of a candidate (in these rules referred to as “the quota”). 

(3)  At any stage of the count a candidate whose total votes equals or exceeds the quota shall be deemed to be elected, 
except that any election where there is only one vacancy a candidate shall not be deemed to be elected until the 
procedure set out in paragraphs (1) to (3) of rule 45 has been complied with. 

43.  Transfer of votes – (1)  Where the number of first preference votes for any candidate exceeds the quota, the 
returning officer is to sort all the ballot papers on which first preference votes are given for that candidate into sub-
parcels so that they are grouped – 

(a) according to next available preference given on those papers for any continuing candidate, or 

(b) where no such preference is given, as the sub-parcel of non-transferable votes. 

(2)  The returning officer is to count the number of ballot papers in each parcel referred to in paragraph (1) above. 

(3)  The returning officer is, in accordance with this rule and rule 44 below, to transfer each sub-parcel of ballot papers 
referred to in paragraph (1)(a) to the candidate for whom the next available preference is given on those papers. 
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(4)  The vote on each ballot paper transferred under paragraph (3) above shall be at a value (“the transfer value”) which 
–

(a) reduces the value of each vote transferred so that the total value of all such votes does not exceed the 
surplus, and 

(b) is calculated by dividing the surplus of the candidate from whom the votes are being transferred by 
the total number of the ballot papers on which those votes are given, the calculation being made to 
two decimal places (ignoring the remainder if any). 

(5)  Where at the end of any stage of the count involving the transfer of ballot papers, the number of votes for any 
candidate exceeds the quota, the returning officer is to sort the ballot papers in the sub-parcel of transferred votes which 
was last received by that candidate into separate sub-parcels so that they are grouped –  

(a) according to the next available preference given on those papers for any continuing candidate, or 

(b) where no such preference is given, as the sub-parcel of non-transferable votes. 

(6)  The returning officer is, in accordance with this rule and rule 44 below, to transfer each sub-parcel of ballot papers 
referred to in paragraph (5)(a) to the candidate for whom the next available preference is given on those papers. 

(7)  The vote on each ballot paper transferred under paragraph (6) shall be at – 

(a) a transfer value calculated as set out in paragraph (4)(b) above, or 

(b) at the value at which that vote was received by the candidate from whom it is now being transferred, 

whichever is the less. 

(8)  Each transfer of a surplus constitutes a stage in the count. 

(9)  Subject to paragraph (10), the returning officer shall proceed to transfer transferable papers until no candidate who 
is deemed to be elected has a surplus or all the vacancies have been filled. 

(10)  Transferable papers shall not be liable to be transferred where any surplus or surpluses which, at a particular stage 
of the count, have not already been transferred, are – 

(a) less than the difference between the total vote then credited to the continuing candidate with the 
lowest recorded vote and the vote of the candidate with the next lowest recorded vote, or 

(b) less than the difference between the total votes of the two or more continuing candidates, credited at 
that stage of the count with the lowest recorded total numbers of votes and the candidate next above 
such candidates. 

(11)  This rule does not apply at an election where there is only one vacancy. 

44.  Supplementary provisions on transfer – (1)  If, at any stage of the count, two or more candidates have surpluses, 
the transferable papers of the candidate with the highest surplus shall be transferred first, and if – 

(a) The surpluses determined in respect of two or more candidates are equal, the transferable papers of 
the candidate who had the highest recorded vote at the earliest preceding stage at which they had 
unequal votes shall be transferred first, and 

(b) the votes credited to two or more candidates were equal at all stages of the count, the returning officer 
shall decide between those candidates by lot, and the transferable papers of the candidate on whom 
the lot falls shall be transferred first. 
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(2)  The returning officer shall, on each transfer of transferable papers under rule 43 above – 

(a) record the total value of the votes transferred to each candidate, 

(b) add that value to the previous total of votes recorded for each candidate and record the new total, 

(c) record as non-transferable votes the difference between the surplus and the total transfer value of the 
transferred votes and add that difference to the previously recorded total of non-transferable votes, 
and

(d) compare— 

(i) the total number of votes then recorded for all of the candidates, together with the total number of 
non-transferable votes, with 

(ii) the recorded total of valid first preference votes.  

(3)  All ballot papers transferred under rule 43 or 45 shall be clearly marked, either individually or as a sub-parcel, so as 
to indicate the transfer value recorded at that time to each vote on that paper or, as the case may be, all the papers in that 
sub-parcel.

(4)  Where a ballot paper is so marked that it is unclear to the returning officer at any stage of the count under rule 43 or 
45 for which candidate the next preference is recorded, the returning officer shall treat any vote on that ballot paper as a 
non-transferable vote; and votes on a ballot paper shall be so treated where, for example, the names of two or more 
candidates (whether continuing candidates or not) are so marked that, in the opinion of the returning officer, the same 
order of preference is indicated or the numerical sequence is broken. 

45.  Exclusion of candidates – (1) If—

(a) all transferable papers which under the provisions of rule 43 above (including that rule as applied by 
paragraph (11) below) and this rule are required to be transferred, have been transferred, and 

(b)  subject to rule 46 below, one or more vacancies remain to be filled, 

the returning officer shall exclude from the election at that stage the candidate with the then lowest vote (or, where 
paragraph (12) below applies, the candidates with the then lowest votes). 

(2)  The returning officer shall sort all the ballot papers on which first preference votes are given for the candidate or 
candidates excluded under paragraph (1) above into two sub-parcels so that they are grouped as— 

(a) ballot papers on which a next available preference is given, and 

(b) ballot papers on which no such preference is given (thereby including ballot papers on which 
preferences are given only for candidates who are deemed to be elected or are excluded). 

(3)  The returning officer shall, in accordance with this rule and rule 44 above, transfer each sub-parcel of ballot papers 
referred to in paragraph (2)(a) above to the candidate for whom the next available preference is given on those papers. 

(4) The exclusion of a candidate, or of two or more candidates together, constitutes a further stage of the count. 

(5) If, subject to rule 46 below, one or more vacancies still remain to be filled, the returning officer shall then sort the 
transferable papers, if any, which had been transferred to any candidate excluded under paragraph (1) above into sub-
parcels according to their transfer value. 

(6) The returning officer shall transfer those papers in the sub-parcel of transferable papers with the highest transfer 
value to the continuing candidates in accordance with the next available preferences given on those papers (thereby 
passing over candidates who are deemed to be elected or are excluded). 

(7) The vote on each transferable paper transferred under paragraph (6) above shall be at the value at which that vote 
was received by the candidate excluded under paragraph (1) above.  

(8) Any papers on which no next available preferences have been expressed shall be set aside as non-transferable votes.  
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(9) After the returning officer has completed the transfer of the ballot papers in the sub-parcel of ballot papers with the 
highest transfer value he or she shall proceed to transfer in the same way the sub-parcel of ballot papers with the next 
highest value and so on until he has dealt with each sub-parcel of a candidate excluded under paragraph (1) above.  

(10) The returning officer shall after each stage of the count completed under this rule—  

(a) record –  

(i) the total value of votes, or 

(ii)  the total transfer value of votes transferred to each candidate, 

(b) add that total to the previous total of votes recorded for each candidate and record the new total, 

(c) record the value of non-transferable votes and add that value to the previous non-transferable votes 
total, and 

(d) compare— 

(i) the total number of votes then recorded for each candidate together with the total number 
of non-transferable votes, with 

(ii) the recorded total of valid first preference votes. 

(11) If after a transfer of votes under any provision of this rule, a candidate has a surplus, that surplus shall be dealt with
in accordance with paragraphs (5) to (10) of rule 43 and rule 44. 

(12) Where the total of the votes of the two or more lowest candidates, together with any surpluses not transferred, is 
less than the number of votes credited to the next lowest candidate, the returning officer shall in one operation exclude 
such two or more candidates.  

(13) If when a candidate has to be excluded under this rule, two or more candidates each have the same number of votes 
and are lowest—  

(a) regard shall be had to the total number of votes credited to those candidates at the earliest stage of the 
count at which they had an unequal number of votes and the candidate with the lowest number of 
votes at that stage shall be excluded, and 

(b) where the number of votes credited to those candidates was equal at all stages, the returning officer 
shall decide between the candidates by lot and the candidate on whom the lot falls shall be excluded. 

46.  Filling of last vacancies – (1)  Where the number of continuing candidates is equal to the number of vacancies 
remaining unfilled the continuing candidates shall thereupon be deemed to be elected. 

(2) Where only one vacancy remains unfilled and the votes of any one continuing candidate are equal to or greater than 
the total of votes credited to other continuing candidates together with any surplus not transferred, the candidate shall 
thereupon be deemed to be elected. 

(3) Where the last vacancies can be filled under this rule, no further transfer of votes shall be made. 

47.  Order of election of candidates – (1) The order in which candidates whose votes equal or exceed the quota are 
deemed to be elected shall be the order in which their respective surpluses were transferred, or would have been 
transferred but for rule 43(10) above.  

(2) A candidate credited with a number of votes equal to, and not greater than, the quota shall, for the purposes of this 
rule, be regarded as having had the smallest surplus at the stage of the count at which he obtained the quota.  

(3) Where the surpluses of two or more candidates are equal and are not required to be transferred, regard shall be had 
to the total number of votes credited to such candidates at the earliest stage of the count at which they had an unequal 
number of votes and the surplus of the candidate who had the greatest number of votes at that stage shall be deemed to 
be the largest.  
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(4) Where the number of votes credited to two or more candidates were equal at all stages of the count, the returning 
officer shall decide between them by lot and the candidate on whom the lot falls shall be deemed to have been elected 
first.

Part 7 – Final proceedings in contested and uncontested elections 

48.  Declaration of result for contested elections – (1)  In a contested election, when the result of the poll has been 
ascertained, the returning officer is to—  

(a) declare the candidates who are deemed to be elected under Part 6 of these rules as elected, 

(b) give notice of the name of each candidate who he or she has declared elected – 

(i) where the election is held under a proposed Constitution pursuant to powers conferred on 
the Barnsley Hospital NHS trust by section 4(4) of the 2006 Act, to the chairman of the 
NHS trust, or 

(ii) in any other case, to the chairman of the corporation, and 

(c) give public notice of the name of each candidate who he or she has declared elected. 

(2)  The returning officer is to make – 

(a) the number of first preference votes for each candidate whether elected or not, 

(b) any transfer of votes, 

(c) the total number of votes for each candidate at each stage of the count at which such transfer took 
place,

(d) the order in which the successful candidates were elected, and 

(e) the number of rejected ballot papers under each of the headings in rule 40(1), 

available on request. 

49.  Declaration of result for uncontested elections –  In an uncontested election, the returning officer is to as soon as 
is practicable after final day for the delivery of notices of withdrawals by candidates from the election – 

(a) declare the candidate or candidates remaining validly nominated to be elected, 

(b) give notice of the name of each candidate who he or she has declared elected to the chairman of the 
corporation, and 

(c) give public notice of the name of each candidate who he or she has declared elected. 

Part 8 – Disposal of documents 

50.  Sealing up of documents relating to the poll – (1)  On completion of the counting at a contested election, the 
returning officer is to seal up the following documents in separate packets – 

(a) the counted ballot papers, 

(b) the ballot papers endorsed with “rejected in part”, 

(c) the rejected ballot papers, and 

(d) the statement of rejected ballot papers. 

(2)  The returning officer must not open the sealed packets of –  

(a) the disqualified documents, with the list of disqualified documents inside it, 

(b) the declarations of identity, 
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(c) the list of spoilt ballot papers,  

(d) the list of lost ballot papers, 

(e) the list of eligible voters, and 

(f) the list of tendered ballot papers. 

(3)  The returning officer must endorse on each packet a description of – 

(a) its contents, 

(b) the date of the publication of notice of the election, 

(c) the name of the corporation to which the election relates, and 

(d) the constituency, or class within a constituency, to which the election relates. 

51.  Delivery of documents – Once the documents relating to the poll have been sealed up and endorsed pursuant to 
rule 50, the returning officer is to forward them to the chair of the corporation. 

52.  Forwarding of documents received after close of the poll –  Where –  

(a) any voting documents are received by the returning officer after the close of the poll, or 

(b) any envelopes addressed to eligible voters are returned as undelivered too late to be resent, or 

(c) any applications for replacement ballot papers are made too late to enable new ballot papers to be 
issued,

the returning officer is to put them in a separate packet, seal it up, and endorse and forward it to the chairman of the 
corporation. 

53.  Retention and public inspection of documents –  (1)   The corporation is to retain the documents relating to an 
election that are forwarded to the chair by the returning officer under these rules for one year, and then, unless 
otherwise directed by the regulator, cause them to be destroyed. 

(2)  With the exception of the documents listed in rule 54(1), the documents relating to an election that are held by the 
corporation shall be available for inspection by members of the public at all reasonable times. 

(3)  A person may request a copy or extract from the documents relating to an election that are held by the corporation, 
and the corporation is to provide it, and may impose a reasonable charge on a person who is not a member of the 
corporation for doing so. 

54.  Application for inspection of certain documents relating to an election –  (1) The corporation may not allow the 
inspection of, or the opening of any sealed packet containing –  

(a) any rejected ballot papers, including ballot papers rejected in part, 

(b) any disqualified documents, or the list of disqualified documents, 

(c) any counted ballot papers,  

(d) any declarations of identity, or 

(e) the list of eligible voters, 

by any person without the consent of the regulator. 

(2)  A person may apply to the regulator to inspect any of the documents listed in (1), and the regulator may only 
consent to such inspection if it is satisfied that it is necessary for the purpose of questioning an election pursuant to Part 
11. 

(3)  The regulator’s consent may be on any terms or conditions that it thinks necessary, including conditions as to –  

(a) persons, 
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(b) time, 

(c) place and mode of inspection, 

(d) production or opening, 

and the corporation must only make the documents available for inspection in accordance with those terms and 
conditions. 

(4)  On an application to inspect any of the documents listed in paragraph (1), – 

(a) in giving its consent, the regulator, and 

(b) in making the documents available for inspection, the corporation, 

must ensure that the way in which the vote of any particular member has been given shall not be disclosed, until it has 
been established –  

(i) that his or her vote was given, and 

(ii) that the regulator has declared that the vote was invalid. 

Part 9 – Death of a candidate during a contested election

55.  Countermand or abandonment of poll on death of candidate – (1)  If, at a contested election, proof is given to 
the returning officer’s satisfaction before the result of the election is declared that one of the persons named or to be 
named as a candidate has died, then the returning officer is to –  

(a) publish a notice stating that the candidate has died, and 

(b) if the death is proved after the close of the poll, proceed with the counting of the votes as if that 
candidate had been excluded from the count so that –  

(i) ballot papers which only have a first preference recorded for the candidate that has died, 
and no preferences for any other candidates, are not to be counted, and 

(ii) ballot papers which have preferences recorded for other candidates are to be counted 
according to the consecutive order of those preferences, passing over preferences marked 
for the candidate who has died. 

(2)  The ballot papers which have preferences recorded for the candidate who has died are to be sealed with the other 
counted ballot papers pursuant to rule 50(1)(a). 

Part 10 – Election expenses and publicity

Election expenses 

56.  Election expenses –  Any expenses incurred, or payments made, for the purposes of an election which contravene 
this Part are an electoral irregularity, which may only be questioned in an application to the regulator under Part 11 of 
these rules. 

57  Expenses and payments by candidates - A candidate may not incur any expenses or make a payment (of whatever 
nature) for the purposes of an election, other than expenses or payments that relate to – 

(a) personal expenses, 

(b) travelling expenses, and expenses incurred while living away from home, and 

(c) expenses for stationery, postage, telephone, internet (or any similar means of communication) and 
other petty expenses, to a limit of £100. 

The corporation reserves the right to inspect receipts and other evidence submitted by or demanded of the 
candidate so as to demonstrate compliance with this requirement. 
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58.  Election expenses incurred by other persons –  (1) No person may -  

(a) incur any expenses or make a payment (of whatever nature) for the purposes of a candidate’s election, 
whether on that candidate’s behalf or otherwise, or 

(b) give a candidate or his or her family any money or property (whether as a gift, donation, loan, or 
otherwise) to meet or contribute to expenses incurred by or on behalf of the candidate for the purposes 
of an election. 

(2)  Nothing in this rule is to prevent the corporation from incurring such expenses, and making such payments, as it 
considers necessary pursuant to rules 59 and 60. 

Publicity 

59.  Publicity about election by the corporation – (1)  The corporation may –  

(a) compile and distribute such information about the candidates, and  

(b) organise and hold such meetings to enable the candidates to speak and respond to questions, 

as it considers necessary. 

(2)  Any information provided by the corporation about the candidates, including information compiled by the 
corporation under rule 60, must be –  

(a) objective, balanced and fair, 

(b) equivalent in size and content for all candidates, 

(c) compiled and distributed in consultation with all of the candidates standing for election, and 

(d) must not seek to promote or procure the election of a specific candidate or candidates, at the expense 
of the electoral prospects of one or more other candidates. 

(3)  Where the corporation proposes to hold a meeting to enable the candidates to speak, the corporation must ensure 
that all of the candidates are invited to attend, and in organising and holding such a meeting, the corporation must not 
seek to promote or procure the election of a specific candidate or candidates at the expense of the electoral prospects of 
one or more other candidates. 

60.  Information about candidates for inclusion with voting documents  - (1)  The corporation must compile 
information about the candidates standing for election, to be distributed by the returning officer pursuant to rule 25 of 
these rules. 

(2)  The information must consist of a statement submitted by the candidate of no more than 150 words. 

61.  Meaning of “for the purposes of an election” - (1)  In this Part, the phrase “for the purposes of an election” 
means with a view to, or otherwise in connection with, promoting or procuring a candidate’s election, including the 
prejudicing of another candidate’s electoral prospects; and the phrase “for the purposes of a candidate’s election” is to 
be construed accordingly. 

(2)  The provision by any individual of his or her own services voluntarily, on his or her own time, and free of charge is 
not to be considered an expense for the purposes of this Part. 
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Part 11 – Questioning elections and the consequence of irregularities

62.  Application to question an election – (1)  An application alleging a breach of these rules, including an electoral 
irregularity under Part 10, may be made to the regulator.(2)  An application may only be made once the outcome of the 
election has been declared by the returning officer. 

(3)  An application may only be made to the regulator by -  

(a) a person who voted at the election or who claimed to have had the right to vote, or 

(b) a candidate, or a person claiming to have had a right to be elected at the election. 

(4)  The application must –  

(a) describe the alleged breach of the rules or electoral irregularity, and 

(b) be in such a form as the regulator may require. 

(5)  The application must be presented in writing within 21 days of the declaration of the result of the election. 

(6)  If the regulator requests further information from the applicant, then that person must provide it as soon as is 
reasonably practicable. 

(7) The Regulator shall delegate the determination of an application to a person or persons to be nominated for that 
purpose by the Regulator. 

(8) The determination by the person or persons nominated in accordance with 62 (7) shall be binding on and shall be 
given effect by the corporation, the applicant, the members of the constituency (or class within that constituency) and 
the candidate (if any) to which the application relates. 

(9) The Regulator may prescribe rules of procedure for the determination of an application, including costs. 

Part 12 – Miscellaneous

63.  Secrecy – (1)  The following persons – 

(a) the returning officer, 

(b) the returning officer’s staff, 

must maintain and aid in maintaining the secrecy of the voting and the counting of the votes, and must not, except for 
some purpose authorised by law, communicate to any person any information as to – 

(i) the name of any member of the corporation who has or has not been given a ballot paper or voted,  

(ii) the unique identifier on any ballot paper, 

(iii) the candidate for whom any person has voted for on any particular ballot paper. 

(2)  No person may obtain or attempt to obtain information as to the candidate for whom a voter is about to vote or has 
voted, or communicate such information to any person at any time, including the unique identifier on a ballot paper 
given to a voter. 

(3)  The returning officer is to make such arrangements as he or she thinks fit to ensure that the individuals that are 
affected by this provision are aware of the duties it imposes. 

64.  Prohibition of disclosure of vote – No person who has voted at an election shall, in any legal or other proceeding 
to question the election, be required to state who he or she has voted for. 
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65.  Disqualification – A person may not be appointed as a returning officer, or as staff of the returning officer pursuant 
to these rules, if that person is –  

(a) a member of the corporation, 

(b) an employee of the corporation, 

(c) a director of the corporation, or 

(d) employed by or on behalf of a person who has been nominated for election. 

66.  Delay in postal service through industrial action or unforeseen event –  If industrial action, or some other 
unforeseen event, results in a delay in –  

(a) the delivery of the documents in rule 25, or 

(b) the return of the ballot papers and declarations of identity, 

the returning officer may extend the time between the publication of the notice of the poll and the close of the poll, with 
the agreement of the regulator. 
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Annex 6 

Governors and Directors:  Communication and Conflict 

1. Summary 

This annex describes the processes intended to ensure a successful and constructive relationship between 
the Council of Governors and the Board of Directors.  It emphasises the importance of informal and formal 
communication, and confirms the formal arrangements for communication within the Trust.  It suggests an 
approach to informal communications, and sets out the formal arrangements for resolving conflicts between 
the Council of Governors and the Board of Directors. 

2. Informal Communications 

2.1  Informal and frequent communication between the governors and the Directors is an essential feature 
of a positive and constructive relationship designed to benefit the Trust and the services it provides. 

2.2  The Chairman of the Council of Governors and the Board of Directors will encourage informal 
methods of communication including:- 

a) Participation of the Board of Directors in the induction, orientation and training of governors. 

b) Development of special interest links between non-executive Directors and governors. 

c) Discussions between governors and the Chairman, the Chief Executive or a Director, through the 
office of the Chief Executive or his or her nominated officer to the Board. 

d) Involvement in membership recruitment and briefings at public events organised by the Trust. 

3. Formal Communication 

3.1  Some aspects of communication are defined by the constitutional roles and responsibilities of the 
Council of Governors and the Board of Directors respectively.  Communications initiated by the 
Council of Governors, and intended for the Board of Directors, will be conducted as follows:- 

a) Specific requests by the Council of Governors will be made through the Chairman, to the Board of 
Directors; 

b) Any Governor has the right to raise specific issues at a duly constituted meeting of the Council of 
Governors through the Chairman.  In the event of disagreement, two thirds of the governors 
present must approve the request.  The Chairman will raise the matter with the Board of Directors 
and provide the response to the Council of Governors. 

c) Joint meetings will take place between the Council of Governors and the Board of Directors as 
and when appropriate. 

3.2  The Board of Directors will request the Chairman to seek the views of the Council of Governors:- 

a) on the Board of Directors proposal for the Strategic Direction, and the Annual Business  Plan. 

b) on the Board of Directors proposals for developments. 

c) on  Trust performance.  

d) on their involvement in service reviews and evaluation. 

e) on proposed changes, plans and developments for the Trust. 
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3.3  The Board of Directors will also present for the approval of the Council of Governors, the annual 
accounts, annual report and auditors report.  

3.4  The following formal methods of communication will also be used:- 

a) Attendance by the Board of Directors at a meeting of the Council of Governors. 

b) Provision of formal reports or presentations by executive Directors to a meeting of the Council of 
Governors. 

c) Inclusion of appropriate minutes for information on the agenda of a meeting of the Council of 
Governors. 

d) Reporting the views of the Council of Governors to the Board of Directors through the Chairman 
or Deputy Chairman. 

e) Issue to the Council of Governors all agendas and minutes of meetings of the Board of Directors 
(to be held in confidence by the governors, in accordance with the Trust’s Code of Conduct for 
Governors, where such documents relate to Board’s confidential meetings and discussions. 

4. Resolving Conflict 

4.1  The Council of Governors and the Board of Directors must be committed to develop and maintain a 
constructive and positive relationship.  The aim at all times is to resolve any potential or actual 
differences of opinion quickly, through discussion and negotiation.  

4.2  If through informal efforts the Chairman cannot achieve resolution of a disagreement or conflict, the 
Chairman will follow the dispute resolution procedure described below.  The aim is to resolve the 
matter at the first available opportunity, and only to follow this procedure if initial action fails to achieve 
resolution: 

a) The Chairman will call a Resolution Meeting of the members of the Council of Governors and 
Board of Directors, to take place as soon as possible, but no later than twenty clear  days 
following the date of the request.  The meeting must comprise two thirds of the membership of 
the Council of Governors and two thirds of the membership of the Board of Directors.  The 
meeting will be held in private in accordance with paragraphs 8.13 and 10.2 of this Constitution  .  
The Agenda and any papers for the meeting will be issued in accordance with Annex 2.  The aim 
of the meeting will be to achieve resolution of the conflict.  The Chairman will have the right to 
appoint an independent facilitator to assist the process.  Every effort must be made to reach 
agreement.  

b) If a Resolution Meeting of the members of the Council of Governors and Board of Directors fails 
to resolve a conflict, the Board of Directors will decide the disputed matter. 

c) If following the formal Resolution Meeting, and the decision of the Board of Directors, the Council 
of Governors considers that implementation of the decision will result in the Trust failing to comply 
with  its Constitution or any provision under Chapter 5 of the 2006 Act, the Council of Governors 
will notify Monitor of the specific issue of non-compliance.  

4.3  The right to call a Resolution Meeting rests with the following, in the sequence of escalation shown: 

a) The Chairman 

b) The Chief Executive 

c) Two thirds of the members of the Council of Governors 

d) Two thirds of the members of the Board of Directors 
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e) Nothing within this clause shall affect the Governors’ right of referral to the Panel in accordance 
with the procedure set out in paragraph 8.20 of the Constitution. 

5. Review of Process 

The business agenda will include a joint meeting of the Council of Governors and the Board of 
Directors to assess communications, and consider any changes to this procedure that might assist 
resolution in the event of a conflict between them. 
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Annex 7 

Register of Directors and Governors Interests 

1. Pursuant to Section 20 of Schedule 7 of the National Health Service Act 2006, a register of directors 
and governors’ interests must be kept by each NHS Foundation Trust. 

2.  Declaration of Interests 

2.1  All Directors (including for the purposes of this document, non-executive Directors) and governors 
should declare relevant and material interests.   

2.2  Interests which should be regarded as “relevant and material” and which, for the guidance of doubt, 
should be included in the register, are: 

(a) Directorships, including non-executive directorships held in private companies or PLCs (with the 
exception of those of dormant companies). 

(b) Ownership, part-ownership or directorship of private companies, business or consultancies 
likely or possibly seeking to do business with the NHS. 

(c) Majority or controlling share holdings in organisations likely or possibly seeking to do business 
with the NHS. 

(d) A position of authority in a charity or voluntary organisation in the field of health and social care. 
(e) Any connection with a voluntary or other organisation contracting for NHS services or 

commissioning NHS services. 
(f) Any connection with an organisation, entity or company considering entering into or having 

entered into a financial arrangement with the Trust, including but not limited to, lenders or 
banks. 

2.3  If Directors or governors have any doubt about the relevance or materiality of an interest, this should 
be discussed with the Chairman. 

2.4  At the time the interests are declared, they should be recorded in the board minutes or governors 
meeting minutes as appropriate.  Any changes in interests should be officially declared at the next 
board meeting or governors meeting as appropriate following the change occurring.  It is the obligation 
of the Director or governor to inform the Chairman or his or her nominated officer in writing within 7 
clear days of becoming aware of the existence of a relevant or material interest.  The Chairman or his 
or her nominated officer will amend the register upon receipt within 7 clear days. 

2.5  Directors directorships of companies in 2(a) above or in companies likely or possibly seeking to do 
business with the NHS (2(b) above) should be published in the board’s annual report.  The information 
should be kept up to date for inclusion in succeeding annual reports. 

2.6  During the course of a board meeting or governors meeting, if a conflict of interest is established, the 
Directors or governors concerned should withdraw from the meeting and play no part in the relevant 
discussion or decision.  For the avoidance of doubt, this includes voting on such an issue where a 
conflict is established.  If there is a dispute as to whether a conflict of interest does exist, majority will 
resolve the issue with the Chairman having the casting vote. 

2.7  There is no requirement for the interests of directors’ or governors’ spouses or partners to be 
declared. 

2.8  The above direction is in addition to the conflict of interests outlined in paragraph 11 of the 
Constitution. 
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BoD Oct 2015: IPR (August) 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REF: BoD/15/10/P-15 
 
SUBJECT:   INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT 
DATE:          OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Executive Team 
SPONSORED BY: Karen Kelly, Director of Operations 
PRESENTED BY: Karen Kelly, Director of Operations 

 
The attached report is the latest version Template for the integrated performance report to give 
the Board a full overview against key indicators.  
  
The report will include trends and actions needed if any indicators are non compliant 
 

 
. 

The attached integrated performance report provides on the Trust’s performance for August.  It 
identifies the current quality and performance compliance of the Trust, trends, benchmarks 
(where available) against other organisations in our network and actions to address non 
compliance against key indicators. 
 
Members are referred to the Executive Summary starting on page 5, and are reminded that the 
summary and key data is also subject to close scrutiny by the Executive Team and, relevant 
sections, by the Finance & Performance and Quality & Governors Committees. 

 
The Board of Directors is asked to receive and consider the contents of the report. 
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Executive Summary by Exception

RAG Key Messages

YTD 1 Patients will experience safe care Committee: Q&G Page: 9-20

Quality & Patient Experience:-

Friends & Family Test - ED
The Friends & Family Test positivity rate has improved in August achieving 85.4% for the month and 81.0% for the year to date.

Complaints

Falls

All falls were rated as low or no harm.  This means there were no harms occurring in the month which resulted on moderate, severe or death of the patients.

Pressure Ulcers
Grade 3 Avoidable

In August 2015, there was 1 confirmed avoidable Grade 3 pressure ulcers. This was attributed to Ward 33 and on the elbow.

There is one additional Grade 3 which is still awaiting completion of the RCA. The outcome of this will be reported in Septembers IPR narrative.

Hospital Acquired Grade 2

In August there are four confirmed Hospital Acquired Grade 2 Pressure Ulcers of which two have been confirmed as avoidable. These were on Ward 32 (Sacrum) and Ward 19 (Penis). There is 

one additional Hospital Acquired Grade 2 of the heel which is still awaiting completion of the RCA. The outcome of this will be reported in Septembers IPR narrative.

During August the Trust received 17 new formal complaints bringing the year to date total to 99, of which 40 are currently under investigation.  Performance in closing complaints has improved 

during August to 79% and the average number of working days taken to investigate a complaint has also fallen to 38 days. Work is progressing on the integration of the PALS and Complaints 

Teams and new training resources for CBUs will be developed to improve the quality of complaint responses.

The Trust has now launched a number of new initiatives: Multifactorial Falls Assessments, Patient/Relative Information, Post Fall Medical Assessments, New Bed Rail assessments, Falls Training 

Monitoring, Root Cause Analysis for all moderate and above harm and it is hoped and anticipated that this will impact positively on reducing the number of falls incidents.

We believe there are two main reasons for this:

1)      The case mix of patients in all our wards has changed with more frail elderly patients being cared for in non-specialist wards

2)      Clinical teams have significantly improved in terms of incident reporting

Total numbers of falls incidents in August have decreased slightly from the number seen in July. This number is significantly higher than the Trust’s target of 43 per month and higher than the 

Trust’s seasonal average i.e. we are seeing more falls incidents reported this summer than last. In terms of patterns it is notable that clinical areas that have previously had very few clinical 

incidents reported are now demonstrating small increases and overall this is significantly increasing the total numbers.

There has been an increase in the number of PALS enquiries received during July. This has been due to an increase in enquiries relating to the outpatient validation letters and a number of 

enquiries relating to access issues regarding outpatient appointments

The Trust continues to receive an average number of 20 complaints per month however in July this was slightly higher with CBU's 1, 3 & 6 receiving the majority.

Performance in closing complaints within the agreed target has slightly reduced during July to 76%. Work is on-going with regards to how the Trust can achieve and maintain this performance 

target. 

In addition to the small increases in incidents seen across our wards the two elderly care wards continue to have a significant proportion of the Trust ‘fallers’.

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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Executive Summary by Exception cont.

RAG Key Messages

YTD 1 Patients will experience safe care cont. Committee: Q&G Page: 9-20

Hospital Acquired Clostridium Difficile
Ward 19 - one case preliminary unavoidable due to antibiotics required to treat a severe sepsis secondary to a urinary tract infection. 

Ward SHDU - one case unavoidable due to antibiotics required to treat Pancreatitis.

Whilst none identified any lapses in care the learning points include:

Completion of stools charts in a correct and timely manner 

Pharmacy and doctors to more accurately review antibiotics changing or discontinuing when necessary 

Mandatory training needs to be up to date 

Equipment needs to be kept clean especially commodes 

Patient Safety:-

Medication Errors

Never Events
No cases to report in August.  Year to date position has been reduced to 2 as one of the cases reported in April has been reallocated to Sheffield.
Serious Incidents
2015/26559 – sub-optimal care of deteriorating patient; the incident occurred in October 2014 and concerns were identified following an inquest.
2015/26565 – grade 3 pressure ulcer; the incident occurred in July 2015.

2015/26194 – hospital acquired VTE; the incident occurred in April 2015.

2015/26351 – patient fall resulting in a cerebral bleed; patient subsequently died.  The incident occurred in July 2015.

2015/25946 – level 2 confidentiality breach; patient handover sheet found in the hospital shop.  The incident occurred in July 2015.
Serious Incidents Resulting in Death

Mortality:-
Hospital Standardised Mortality Rate (HSMR)

Ward 33 - two cases both different Ribotypes but more in depth infection control audit completed. Both were unavoidable, one due to antibiotics required for a chest infection and one due to 

antibiotics required for an unidentified infection.

Following each Clostridium difficile toxin infection, a thorough review of each case is undertaken by Route Cause Analysis and multidisciplinary team review.  Any lessons learnt are 

disseminated via the Infection Prevention and Control Group and individual ward actions are fed back to the clinical areas.  Each case is then presented at a District-wide RCA overview group 

for peer review.

Patient died on ITU due to sepsis and multi organ failure; this was not identified in a timely fashion following admission (Declared an SI in 

September2015/29321)

Patient prescribed and administered x10 the dose of morphine during intubation on ward 15 (Neonatal).  Patient closely monitored throughout intubation and 

no adverse effects noted; parents informed at time of incident.

The 12 month rolling HSMR to May 2015 is 102.7.  This is above the target of 100 for 2015/15, however, based on the trajectory for achievement of target by the 

end of March 2016 the estimated trajectory is 103.3 which indicates that we are achieving trajectory.

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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Executive Summary by Exception cont.

RAG Key Messages
YTD 3 People will be proud to work for us Committee: F&P Page: 21-23

Mandatory Training

Sickness Absence

YTD 4 Performance matters Committee: F&P Page: 24-35

a) Key Performance Indicators

Diagnostic Waits Over 6 Weeks

Cancer - 2 Week Breast Symptomatic

62 Day - GP Referral to Treatment

62 Day - Consultant Upgrade to Treatment

Challenges to the delivery of diagnostic target wait time are evident in cardiology for Angiography, Echocardiography and Ambulatory ECG . The CBU team are in 

the process of developing a business case for the expansion of capacity in in Echocardiography and Ambulatory ECG to address capacity shortfalls against 

demand, whilst delivering the additional activity in a cost effective manner. In order to address protracted waits in diagnostic angiography, a 4th weekly 

Angiography list has been established. This commenced in September and will deliver reductions in wait times across September to December 2015.

The breast symptomatic target for August remains non-compliant at 92% although this is a marked improvement from the previous month. September 

performance to date is good, suggesting compliance against the quarter is still achievable.

The August position showed compliance at 88.8%, with further final validation work still in progress. Trajectory for the quarter indicates a strong September 

position will be needed to achieve the full quarter. Robust pathway monitoring and escalation processes are in place to sustain focus on individual pathways.

The small number of Consultant Upgrades are significantly impacted by any breaches incurred - more consistently rendering us non compliant against this locally 

agreed target. As part of the CWT 8 Key Priorities work - a revised Consultant Upgrade process will be presented in the Operational Policy (under development) 

for consideration. This would potentially increase the volume of Consultant Upgrades and therefore accountable treatments to offset the impact of breaches.

Sickness has fallen sharply from 4.35% last month to 3.96%.  This brings the underlying trend back into line with previous months and July figures are something 

of an anomaly.  The revised figures for July published in September are also now below 4% which indicates that further investigations into processing of SAN 

forms needs to be undertaken to ensure such fluctuations do not occur again and reflect negatively on performance.  This month has seen the introduction of an 

Occupational Health Tracker to monitor referrals under Fast Track Scheme from CBU’s and the performance on OHD in time taken to see referrals to ensure 

timely and appropriate intervention.  

3 CBUs have now achieved the 90% compliance target.

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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Executive Summary by Exception cont.

RAG Key Messages
YTD 4 Performance matters cont. Committee: F&P Page: 24-35

ED 4 Hour Waits
The A&E 4 hour wait target was met in August with an achievement of 95.4%.  However the quarter to date position remains below target at 94.3%.

Average Length of Stay - Elective

Average Length of Stay - Non Elective

Cancelled Operations - Breaches of the 28 day rule
There have been no further breaches of the 28 day rule.  The year to date position remains at 1.
Outpatient DNA Rates
The largest percentage of DNAs are in Oral Surgery (19.2%), Physiotherapy (14.4%) and Trauma & Orthopaedics (13.4%)

YTD b) Financial overview Committee: F&P Page: 36-39
Finance

The Trust has a year to date deficit position of £7,468k that is £1,776k adverse to the plan. This is driven by several key factors:- penalties incurred of £225k, 

unfunded escalation costs and a £614k adverse position to date on 2015/16 CIP achievement. There is also some non-recurrently unmet CIP from 2014/15.  In 

addition there is significant pressure on pay costs driven by agency spend.  Urgent action is being taken to reduce adverse variances and identify new CIPs.  The 

cash position is £4,076k favourable to plan which is driven by lower capital spend, working capital management and the advanced receipt of working capital 

funding.  Liquidity has reduced slightly to -17.6 days, and the Trust has reverted to a Continuity of Service rating of 1 for the month.

The average length of stay for elective patients has decreased again from 2.40 days in July to 2.35 days in August and remains within target.  The average year to 

date position remains above target at 2.68 days.

The average length of stay for non-elective patients has decreased slightly from 3.63 days in July to 3.61 days in August but remains slightly above target.  The 

average year to date position is also slightly above target at 3.49 days.

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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1 2 3 4 6 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Domain KPI Target Set By
Current 

Qtr

Year to 

Date
Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Trend

FFT Positivity Rates - ED
G >85%, A >=80%-

85%, R <80%
BHNFT 81.0% 94.5% 96.7% 94.7% 80.6% 88.7% 92.7% 90.3% 89.0% 78.3% 70.6% 81.4% 85.4%

FFT Positivity Rates - IP
G >85%, A >=80%-

85%, R <80%
BHNFT 97.3% 96.9% 96.6% 95.3% 95.6% 97.9% 93.7% 97.0% 96.7% 97.8% 96.5% 97.5% 98.2%

FFT Positivity Rates - OP
G >85%, A >=80%-

85%, R <80%
BHNFT 92.6% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 98.9% 90.0% 91.5% 90.7% 95.3%

FFT Positivity Rates - MAT
G >85%, A >=80%-

85%, R <80%
BHNFT 97.5% 98.0% 98.2% 97.5% 98.1% 98.1% 97.3% 97.3% 97.1% 99.0% 96.5% 98.7% 96.0%

Complaints closed within target
G >90%, A >=70%-

90%, R <70%
BHNFT 72.7% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 55.0% 63.0% 88.9% 76.5% 78.9%

Dementia - Find/Assess 90% National 94.7% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 91.3% 97.5% 95.0% 94.3% 94.3%

Dementia - Investigate 90% National 100% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Dementia - Refer 90% National 100% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Falls 515 BHNFT 364 75 57 58 75 85 86 76 68 67 71 82 76

Multiple Falls 128 BHNFT 76 8 9 9 11 21 21 19 16 14 12 18 16

Falls resulting in moderate harm or above 20 BHNFT 8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 0 6 1 0

Hand washing 95% National 98.4% 99.8% 100.0% 99.4% 98.4% 99.4% 100.0% 99.6% 99.6% 99.6% 98.2% 96.3% 98.6%

Grade 3 & 4 0 BHNFT 7 1 7 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 1

Grade 2 0 BHNFT 26 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 5 6 8 3 4

Single Sex Breaches 0 National 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hospital Acquired Clostridium Difficile 13 NHSE 7 2 3 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 4

MRSA 0 NHSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VTE Screening Compliance 95% NHSE 95.6% 97.1% 96.1% 95.1% 95.5% 95.6% 95.5% 95.8% 95.1% 95.3% 95.8% 96.1% 95.5%

Incidence of Medication Errors - All 400 National 163 103 121 51 49 32 34 38 34 28 28 38 35

Incidence of Medication Errors - No adverse outcome 241 National 107 59 91 28 40 22 18 22 23 18 19 21 26

Incidence of Medication Errors - Near misses 63 National 47 44 29 22 9 9 13 15 8 9 8 14 8

Incidence of Medication Errors - Causing harm 10 National 8 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 2 1 1 3 1

Never Events 0 NHSE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

Serious Incidents 66 NHSE 36 2 1 7 4 4 6 7 6 3 11 11 5

Death 0 National 6 1 2 1 0 1 5 0 0 0 4 1 1

Severe 0 National 8 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 4 1 0

Percentage of Incidents Causing Harm <28% BHNFT 7.3% 7.2% 6.9% 7.4% 7.6% 7.0% 10.6% 6.3% 7.8% 6.1% 8.4% 8.1% 6.1%

Total (All) 7400 National 3445 640 707 707 641 591 612 613 672 659 693 769 652

HSMR 100 National 102.7 102.8 102.6 101.7 101.1 102.7 103.6 103.4 102.3 102.7

SHMI 105 National 103.2 103.2 102.5

Prevention of future death report - Notifications received 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Summary

Quality & Patient 

Experience

Patients will experience safe care

Mortality

Patient Safety

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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Domain KPI Target Set By
Year to 

Date
Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Trend

Staff Turnover (Rolling 12 months)
G <=10%, A >10%-

11%, R >11%
BHNFT 9.81% 7.15% 7.51% 8.09% 7.85% 7.94% 7.93% 8.88% 9.09% 9.66% 9.85% 9.63% 9.81%

Appraisals (Rolling 12 months)
G >90%, A >=70%-

90%, R <70%
BHNFT 90.02% 92.55% 92.92% 93.11% 92.59% 92.26% 91.29% 91.47% 87.40% 83.02% 87.16% 88.69% 90.02%

Mandatory Training (Rolling 12 months)
G >90%, A >=85%-

90%, R <85%
BHNFT 86.90% 85.98% 85.38% 84.79% 84.44% 83.40% 82.83% 82.32% 82.24% 84.30% 86.48% 86.80% 86.90%

Sickness Absence (Rolling 12 months)
G <=3.5%, A >3.5%-

4%, R >4%
BHNFT 4.22% 4.37% 4.46% 4.69% 5.06% 4.81% 4.62% 3.96% 4.30% 3.99% 3.70% 4.35% 3.96%

RTT Admitted 90% National 97.9% 96.7% 94.6% 92.4% 94.5% 94.2% 98.3% 95.4% 94.9% 96.9% 96.8% 94.0% 98.1% 97.6%

RTT Non-Admitted 95% National 98.2% 97.9% 97.4% 96.7% 100.0% 97.2% 96.6% 96.6% 98.2% 97.7% 97.3% 97.9% 98.3% 98.2%

RTT Incomplete Pathways 92% National 95.1% 93.5% 95.8% 94.2% 93.2% 94.4% 93.0% 94.5% 92.5% 91.3% 92.5% 94.6% 95.7% 94.5%

Diagnostic patients waiting more than 6 weeks 0 National 24 69 20 18 60 84 3 16 2 7 3 0 12

Cancer 2 Week Waits 93% National 96.2% 97.6% 93.3% 96.7% 97.7% 98.5% 99.6% 98.6% 99.3% 99.3% 98.1% 98.4% 96.9% 95.4%

Symptomatic Breast 2 Week Waits 93% National 90.6% 93.2% 94.2% 97.0% 95.8% 98.1% 94.3% 98.8% 95.7% 96.3% 93.2% 95.1% 89.2% 92.0%

31 Day - 1st Definitive Treatment 96% National 99.2% 99.4% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 98.7% 98.8% 100.0% 100.0% 98.5% 100.0%

31 Day - Subsequent Treatment (Surgery) 94% National 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

31 Day - Subsequent Treatment (Chemotherapy) 98% National 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

62 Day - GP Referral to Treatment 85% National 83.0% 84.4% 83.3% 83.5% 91.7% 94.4% 81.4% 82.5% 89.9% 88.0% 84.1% 83.2% 77.2% 88.8%

62 Day - Screening Referral to Treatment 90% National 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

62 Day - Consultant Upgrade to Treatment 85% BHNFT 79.2% 86.9% 92.3% 75.0% 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 100.0% 88.9% 100.0% 92.3% 81.8% 88.9% 50.0%

Emergency % Patients Waiting <4 Hours 95% National 94.3% 94.8% 97.1% 96.6% 95.5% 90.3% 93.7% 96.2% 97.3% 91.7% 96.3% 97.2% 93.2% 95.4%

Average Length of Stay - Elective
G <=2.42, A >2.42-

2.67, R >2.67
BHNFT 2.68 2.60 2.40 2.78 2.44 2.72 3.14 2.63 2.46 3.24 2.94 2.40 2.35

Average Length of Stay - Non-Elective
G <=3.44, A >3.44-

3.69, R >3.69
BHNFT 3.49 3.46 3.52 3.57 3.95 3.67 3.53 3.60 3.10 3.62 3.50 3.63 3.61

Cancelled Operations - Breaches of the 28 day rule 0 National 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

DNA Outpatient DNA Rates
G <=10%, A >10%-

11%, R >11%
BHNFT 11.2% 9.9% 9.9% 12.3% 12.4% 12.1% 10.9% 10.9% 11.2% 11.6% 11.1% 11.0% 11.0%

RAG Description

RED Failed Target

AMBER  
Failed by <5% (This tolerance does not apply to Cancer & A&E targets 

which will be RED if the target is not achieved)

GREEN Achieved Target

NOTE: National Indicators such as Cancer, RTT, Cancelled Ops, etc. are considered as being either Achieved or Failed.  These are therefore RAG rated as Green or Red.

All other indicators are classed as Achieved or Failed with the exception of all Workforce KPIs, Average Length of Stay & DNA rates which detail the tolerances applied in the Target column.

Elective Access

Cancer

Operational 

Efficiency

Performance matters - Key Performance Indicators

People will be proud to work for us

Workforce

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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1 2 3 4 5 10 18 19 20 # 22 # 24 25 26 31 39 40 41 # #

Patients will experience safe care - "At a glance"

Target 

15/16

Target 

YTD
Aug-15

Actual 

YTD
Trend

YTD 

Status

Target 

15/16

Target 

YTD
Aug-15

Actual 

YTD
Trend

YTD 

Status

Friends & Family Test (Quality Strategy Goal 1) Mortality (Quality Strategy Goal 3)

Friends & Family Test - ED 85% 85% 85.4% 81.0% ↑ 81.0% HSMR  (Latest data May 15) 100 103.3 102.7 102.7 ↑ 102.7

Friends & Family Test - Inpatients 85% 85% 98.2% 97.3% ↑ 97.3% SHMI  (Latest data Dec 14) 105 105 0 102.5 ↓ 102.5

Friends & Family Test - Maternity 85% 85% 96.0% 97.5% ↓ 97.5% Prevention of Future Death Report - Notifications Rec'd 0 0 0 1 ↔ 0

Friends & Family Test - Outpatients 85% 85% 95.3% 92.6% ↑ 92.6%

VTE Screening Compliance (Quality Strategy Goal 2) 95% 95% 95.5% 95.6% ↓ 95.6%

Complaints (Quality Strategy Goal 1)

Total no. of complaints N/A N/A 17 99 ↑ Medication Incidents (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

Complaints closed within target 90% 90% 78.9% 72.7% ↑ 72.7% Incidence of medication errors - All 400 167 35 163 ↑ 1

Complaints re-opened N/A N/A 1 7 ↔ Incidence of medication errors - No adverse outcome 241 100 26 107 ↓ 0

Incidence of medication errors - Near misses 63 26 8 47 ↑ 0

Dementia (Quality Strategy Goal 1) Incidence of medication errors - Causing harm 10 4 1 8 ↑ 0

Find/Assess 90% 90% 94.3% 94.7% ↓ 94.7%

Investigate 90% 90% 100.0% 100.0% ↔ 100.0% Serious Incidents (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

Refer 90% 90% 100.0% 100.0% ↔ 100.0% Never Events 0 0 0 2 ↔ 0

Serious Incidents 66 11 5 36 ↑ 0

Falls (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

No. of Falls 515 215 76 364 ↑ 0 Incident Grading (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

No. of Multiple Falls 128 53 16 76 ↑ 0 Death 0 0 1 6 ↔ 0

Falls resulting in moderate harm or above 20 8 0 8 ↑ 1 Severe 0 0 0 8 ↑ 0

Moderate N/A N/A 5 40 ↑

Hand washing (Quality Strategy Goal 2) 95% 95% 98.6% 98.4% ↑ 98.4% Low N/A N/A 34 198 ↑

No Harm N/A N/A 612 3187 ↑

Pressure Ulcers (Quality Strategy Goal 2) Percentage of incidents causing harm <28% 28% 6.1% 7.3% ↑ 7.3%

Grades 3 & 4 0 0 1 7 ↑ 0

Grade 2 Post 0 0 4 26 ↓ 0

Patient Safety (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

Single Sex Breaches (Quality Strategy Goal 1) 0 0 0 0 ↔ 1 Total (All) 7400 3083 652 3445 ↑ 0

Infections (Quality Strategy Goal 2)

Hospital Acquired Clostridium Difficile 13 5 4 7 ↓ 0

MSSA N/A N/A 1 1 ↓

MRSA 0 0 0 0 ↔ 1

Ecoli - Total hospital N/A N/A 0 9 ↑

Patients will experience safe care - Quality & Experience Patients will experience safe care - Patient Safety

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Friends & Family Test (Quality Strategy - Goal 1: Delivering Patient Centred Care)
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Complaints (Quality Strategy - Goal 1: Delivering Patient Centred Care)

Comments:

The main themes continue to be patient care, access and communication.
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There has been an increase in the number of PALS enquiries received during July. This has 

been due to an increase in enquiries relating to the outpatient validation letters and a 

number of enquiries relating to access issues regarding outpatient appointments.

17 New Complaints were received in August which is slightly below the average of 

approximately 20 complaints a month.   Of these 17 complaints the majority relate to CBUs 1, 

3 and 6.   Ten complaints were assessed as moderate risk and 7 as high risk.  We currently 

have 1 complaint under investigation by the PHSO and 1 complaint has been referred for 

review.    The PALS team handled 122 concerns/enquiries during the month of August.

The Trust continues to receive an average number of 20 complaints per month however in 

July this was slightly higher with CBU's 1, 3 & 6 receiving the majority.
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Dementia (Quality Strategy - Goal 1: Delivering Patient Centred Care)

Comments:

All targets achieved.
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Falls (Quality Strategy - Goal 2: Delivering Consistently Safe Care)

Comments:
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Total numbers of falls incidents in August have decreased slightly from the number seen in 

July. This number is significantly higher than the Trust’s target of 43 per month and higher 

than the Trust’s seasonal average i.e. we are seeing more falls incidents reported this 

summer than last. In terms of patterns it is notable that clinical areas that have previously 

had very few clinical incidents reported are now demonstrating small increases and overall 

this is significantly increasing the total numbers.
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Pressure Ulcers (Quality Strategy - Goal 2: Delivering Consistently Safe Care)

Comments:

Hospital Acquired Grade 2

Grade 3 Avoidable
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In August there are four confirmed Hospital Acquired Grade 2 Pressure Ulcers of which two 

have been confirmed as avoidable. These were on Ward 32 (Sacrum) and Ward 19 (Penis). 

There is one additional Hospital Acquired Grade 2 of the heel which is still awaiting 

completion of the RCA. The outcome of this will be reported in Septembers IPR narrative.

In August 2015, there was 1 confirmed avoidable Grade 3 pressure ulcers. This was 

attributed to Ward 33 and on the elbow.

There is one additional Grade 3 which is still awaiting completion of the RCA. The outcome of 

this will be reported in Septembers IPR narrative.
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Infections (Quality Strategy - Goal 2: Delivering Consistently Safe Care)

Comments:

Following each Clostridium difficile toxin infection, a thorough review of each case is 

undertaken by Route Cause Analysis and multidisciplinary team review.  Any lessons learnt 

are disseminated via the Infection Prevention and Control Group and individual ward actions 

are fed back to the clinical areas.  Each case is then presented at a District-wide RCA overview 

group for peer review.
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Nursing Staffing Fill Rate (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

Comments:

Ward Ave fill rate Ave fill rate Ave fill rate Ave fill rate

name Registered Care staff (%) Registered Care staff (%)

14 95.7% 81.7% 100.0% 100.0%

17 86.0% 88.3% 100.0% 112.4% Registered Nurses

18 83.3% 95.8% 98.4% 129.0% Registered Midwives

19 86.1% 90.6% 100.0% 120.1% Unregistered health care/midwifery care assistants

20 430 - Geriatric Medicine 68.8% 103.5% 90.3% 146.8% Unregistered nursing/midwifery auxiliaries.

AMU 300 - General Medicine 77.1% 97.9% 99.5% 99.2%

23 300 - General Medicine 90.2% 91.9% 97.9% 190.3%

24 370 - Medical Oncology 97.1% 104.2% 100.0% -

28 301 - Gastroenterology 85.6% 86.0% 100.0% 130.6%

31 100 - General Surgery 71.6% 118.6% 99.9% 102.7%

32 100 - General Surgery 90.9% 110.9% 100.0% 119.4%

34 110 - Trauma & Orthopaedics 77.0% 94.4% 103.2% 103.2%

ITU 192 - Critical Care Medicine 81.6% 49.0% 95.4% -

SHDU 192 - Critical Care Medicine 104.5% 69.2% 100.0% -

CCU 320 - Cardiology 94.3% 74.3% 100.3% -

AN/PN 501 - Obstetrics 101.7% 102.3% 96.3% 90.6%

Birthing 

Centre
501 - Obstetrics 94.2% 77.1% 97.4% 87.0%

37 420 - Paediatrics 87.7% 72.8% 97.0% 50.0%

15 422 - Neonatology 94.7% 73.0% 92.1% 83.3%

320 - Cardiology

340 - Respiratory Medicine

430 - Geriatric Medicine

NightDay

Specialty

502 - Gynaecology
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The areas that currently have the most vacancies  in nursing are in CBU 1 

including wards 20, wards 34 and the emergency department and the. 

Following a recruitment campaign we have 27 newly qualified staff nurses 

commencing in September 2015 who will be following a robust preceptorship 

programme and will improve staffing levels in a number of areas. Specific 

recruitment is on-going in the emergency department.

There are rates of over 100% staffing of care staff in some areas on nights this 

is explained due to the dependency of patients in some of the medical wards 

and the requirement for 1-1 nursing.

BHNFT is committed to ensuring that levels of nursing staff, match the acuity 

and dependency needs of patients in order to provide safe and effective care. 

Nurse staffing includes:

The Trust uses an e-rostering system with duty rosters created eight weeks in 

advance to ensure the levels and skill mix of the nursing staff on duty are 

appropriate for providing safe and effective care. 

This allows for contingency plans to be made where the roster identifies that 

the planned staffing falls short of the minimum requirement, for example 

where there are vacant nursing posts or staff appointed have not started in 

post.  These contingency plans can include:  moving staff from a shift which is 

above the minimum required level, moving staff from another ward/area which 

is above the minimum required level, or the use of flexible/temporary staffing 

from the Trust’s internal bank or via an external nursing agency.
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Patients will experience safe care (Safety)

Mortality  (Quality Strategy - Goal 3: Delivering Consistently Effective Care)
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Patients will experience safe care (Safety)

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Incidents (Quality Strategy - Goal 2: Delivering Consistently Safe Care)

See narrative provided with Heatmap data See narrative provided with Heatmap data 

See narrative provided with Heatmap data See narrative provided with Heatmap data
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Patients will experience safe care
Heatmap

Reporting Month August-2015

Executive lead : Heather McNair

Trend Arrow: Latest Month v Previous Month

↑= Got Better ↓= Got Worse

CDU MRSA C-Dff Number of 

Serious 

Incidents 

occurring in 

month

Incidents - 

Deaths

Incidents - 

Moderate

Incidents - 

Severe

Never 

events

Medication 
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Causing harm

Falls - 

Adverse 

Outcome

Multiple 

Falls - 

Adverse 

Outcome

Pressure 

Ulcers 2

Pressure 

Ulcers 3 

Pressure 

Ulcers 4

Single Sex 

Breaches

Trust Trust 4 ↓ 1  5  1  17  3 

CDU
ED

Ward 19 1 ↓ 3 ↓
Ward 20 1 ↑ 3 ↑
Ward 23 2 ↓ 1 
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Ward 33 2 ↓ 1  1 

Day Surgery

ICU

SHDU 1 ↓
ITU 1 ↓
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AMU 1  4 ↓
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Ward 17 1 ↓
Ward 18 3 ↓ 2 ↓

Chemotherapy Unit

Ward 24 1 ↑
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SDA
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Medical imaging 1 
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Ward 15 (Neonatal) 1 ↓
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Patients will experience safe care
Heatmap

Reporting Month Aug-15

Executive lead : Heather McNair

Indicator Name

Incidents resulting in Death

Incidents resulting in 

moderate harm

Medication incidents 

resulting in harm

Pressure Ulcers

Falls - adverse outcome

A total of 76 inpatient falls were reported in August; 17 of which resulted in adverse outcome (22%).  The 17 incidents resulting in adverse outcome were all low harm; this includes where the patient has sustained lacerations, bruising, skin tears and required first aid or required extra observations.

Comment

Patient died on ITU due to sepsis and multi organ failure; this was not identified in a timely fashion following admission (Declared an SI in September2015/29321)

1 failure to diagnose - patient sent home with a large pneumothorax (medical imaging)

1 delay to undertake tests - patient suffered a STEMI and was transferred to CCU (ward 33)

3 hospital acquired grade 3 pressure ulcers (AMU, ward 18 and ward 20)

Patient prescribed and administered x10 the dose of morphine during intubation on ward 15

Grade 3 Avoidable - In August 2015, there was I confirmed avoidable Grade 3 pressure ulcer.  This was attributed to ward 33 and on the elbow.  There is one additional Grade 3 which is still awaiting completion of the 

RCA.  The outcome of this will be reported in September's IPR narrative.

Hospital Acquired Grade 2 - In August there are four confirmed Hospital Acquired Grade 2 Pressure Ulcers of which 2 have been confirmed as avoidable.  These were on Ward 32 (Sacrum) and Ward 19 (Penis).  There is 

one additional Hospital Acquired Grade 2 of the heel which is still awaiting completion of the RCA.  The outcome of this will be reported in September's IPR narrative.

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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# 1 2 3 4 5 10 18 19 20 # 22

Partnerships will be our strength - "At a glance"

Target  Target  Actual YTD  

15/16 YTD Aug-15 YTD Trend Status

Key Issues

Better Care Fund - Emergency Admissions 7704 22302 8149 8149 8149

(Latest data Q1)

Partnerships

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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0 1 2 3 4 5 10 18 19 20 # 22

People - "At a glance"

Target  Target  Actual YTD  

15/16 YTD Aug-15 YTD Trend Status

Workforce (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

Sickness Absence Rate 3.50% 3.50% 3.96% 4.22% ↑ 4.22%

Staff Turnover 10.00% 10% 9.81% 9.81% ↓ 9.81%

Mandatory Training 90.00% 90% 86.90% 86.90% ↑ 86.90%

Appraisal Rates - Medical 90% 90% 97.92% 97.92% ↑ 97.92%

Appraisal Rates - Non Medical 90% 90% 89.55% 89.55% ↑ 89.55%

Appraisal Rates - Total 90% 90% 90.02% 90.02% ↑ 90.02%

Recruitment - Medical 90% 90% N/A 67.00% ↑

Recruitment - Non-Medical 90% 90% 88.00% 75.00% ↑

People

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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People will be proud to work for us
Workforce (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

FTE FTE Variance Maternity Sickness

Budget Contracted Count

Recruitment - Medical

11
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25 campaigns were completed for August 2015, 3 were outside the time line standard, giving a figure of 

88%, due to manager delay in two instances and references delay in one case, despite chasing. Each 

manager who has breached timeline is followed up by telephone to advise on breach and how to improve 

future management of recruitment

Recruitment - Non medical

The non medical recruitment timeline compliance has improved from 75% last month to 88%, so returns to 

amber. Each recruiting manager who has breached the timeline is followed up to advise on how to improve 

future management of recruitment.

There were no campaigns that completed for August 2015.  

433.57 11.56%
Diagnostic & Clinical 

Support Services CBU

Trust

Estates & Facilities
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Estates –  Vacancy factor remains high because of organisational  restructure within Estates which is underway.

CBU 5 – Vacancy factor remains high because of  recruitment difficulties for Healthcare Scientists within the Labs 

and in Radiology where there are particular issues with recruiting radiographers . These are both national issues.  

Recruitment is on-going to attract staff. 
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People will be proud to work for us
Workforce (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

CBU1 = 100% CBU2 = 95.5% CBU3 = 97.00%

CBU4 = 100% CBU5 = 92.90% CBU6 = 100%
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Overall compliance as of the 31st August  86.9%

Estates and facilities, Theatres and anaesthetics and women’s and children’s  CBU’s have all 

achieved compliance Overall compliance as of the 30th August is 97.9%.  Estates and facilities, General and specialist medicine and 

women’s and children’s CBU’s have all achieved compliance 

Sickness has fallen from 4.35% last month to 3.96%, so returns to amber.
Sickness absence continues a downward trend since January. A new Occupational Health 

dashboard has been introduced this month to monitor referrals and use of the fast track 

scheme.
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1 2 3 4 5 10 19 20 # 22 # 24 25 26 31 39 40 41 # #

Performance - "At a glance"

Target 

15/16

Target 

YTD
Aug-15 Trend

Current 

Qtr

Qtr 

Status

YTD 

Status

Target 

15/16

Target 

YTD
Aug-15

Actual 

YTD
Trend

YTD 

Status

Cancer Reporting Cancelled Operations

All Cancer 2 week waits 93% 93% 95.4% ↓ 96.2% 96.2% 97.6% % Cancelled Operations 1% 1% 1.1% 0.9% ↑ 0.9%

2 week wait - Breast Symptomatic 93% 93% 92.0% ↑ 90.6% 90.6% 93.2% Urgent operations - cancelled twice 0 0 0 0 ↔ 0

31 day diagnostic to 1st treatment 96% 96% 100.0% ↑ 99.2% 99.2% 99.4% Cancelled operations - breaches of 28 day rule 0 0 0 1 ↔ 1

31 day subsequent treatment - Surgery 94% 94% 100.0% ↔ 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

31 day subsequent treatment - Drugs 94% 94% 100.0% ↔ 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Theatre Utilisation

62 day urgent GP referral to treatment 85% 85% 88.8% ↑ 83.0% 83.0% 84.4% Theatre Utilisation - Day 80.1% 82.1% ↑ 82.1%

62 day screening programme 90% 90% 100.0% ↔ 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Theatre Utilisation - Main 96.5% 94.5% ↑ 94.5%

62 day consultant upgrades 85% 85% 50.0% ↓ 79.2% 79.2% 86.9% Theatre Utilisation - Trauma 80.8% 90.0% ↓ 90.0%

Breast Screening GP Referrals

Screening to offer of 1st assessment <=3 weeks 90% 90%  ↑ 93.2% GP Written Referrals - made 3814 19948 ↓ 19948

Screening to 1st assessment 90% 90%  ↑ 82.2% GP Written Referrals - seen 3484 18728 ↓ 18728

Screening to issue of normal results <=2 weeks 90% 90%  ↑ 97.5% Other Referrals - Made 1356 7517 ↓ 7517

GP referral rate year on year (2014/15 & 2015/16) 269 273 ↑ 273

Referral to Treatment Total referral rate year on year (2014/15 & 2015/16) -442 -3713 ↑ -3713

RTT Admitted - % treatment within 18 weeks 90% 90% 97.6% ↓ 97.9% 97.9% 96.7%

RTT Non Admitted - % treatment within 18 weeks 95% 95% 98.2% ↓ 98.2% 98.2% 97.9% DNA Rates

RTT Incomplete Pathways - % still waiting 92% 92% 94.5% ↓ 95.1% 95.1% 93.5% New outpatient appointment DNA rate 10% 10% 11.3% 11.5% ↓ 11.5%

Follow-up outpatient appointment DNA rate 10% 10% 10.8% 11.0% ↑ 11.0%

Diagnostics Total outpatient appointment DNA rate 10% 10% 11.0% 11.2% ↑ 11.2%

No. of diagnostic tests waiting over 6 weeks 0 0 12 ↓ 24

% of diagnostic tests waiting over 6 weeks 0% 0% 0.5% ↓ 0.2% Appointment Slot Issues

No. of appointment slot issues 0 0 n/a 2617 ↔ 2617

ED % of appointment slot issues 4.0% 4.0% n/a 30.7% ↔ 30.7%

Percentage of patients treated in less than 4 hours 95% 95% 95.4% ↑ 94.3% 94.3% 94.8%

Emergency Department Attendances 6506 ↓ 13391 Average Length of stay (Quality Strategy Goal 3)

12 Hours Trolley Waits 0 0 0 ↔ 0 0 Average Length of Stay - Elective 2.42 2.42 2.35 2.68 ↑ 2.68

Average Length of Stay - Non-Elective 3.44 3.44 3.61 3.49 ↑ 3.49

Ambulance to ED Handover Time

% under 15 mins 73.9% ↑ 63.5%

% between 15 and 30 mins 17.4% ↑ 15.7%

% between 30 and 60 mins 1.7% ↓ 1.8%

% between 60 and 120 mins 0.4% ↑ 0.2%

Over 120 mins (SI) 0.0% ↔ 0.0%

% Not Recorded 6.6% ↓ 18.8%

Total Ambulance Handovers 1695 ↓ 8873

Performance - Key Performance Indicators Performance - Key Performance Indicators cont.

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
Operational Efficiency

Due to issues encountered as a result of the migration from Choose & Book to 

the new eReferral system, HSCIC have advised that reports will not be available 

until September.
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Operational Efficiency
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The largest percentage of DNAs are in Oral Surgery (19.2%), Physiotherapy 

(14.4%) and Trauma & Orthopaedics (13.4%)
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Diagnostics

Comments:
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Challenges to the delivery of diagnostic target wait time are evident in cardiology for 

Angiography, Echocardiography and Ambulatory ECG . The CBU team are in the process of 

developing a business case for the expansion of capacity in in Echocardiography and 

Ambulatory ECG to address capacity shortfalls against demand, whilst delivering the 

additional activity in a cost effective manner. In order to address protracted waits in 

diagnostic angiography, a 4th weekly Angiography list has been established. This 

commenced in September and will deliver reductions in wait times across September to 

December 2015.
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - ED
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - 18 Week Referral to Treatment

RTT 18 Week Performance - August 2015
Final Position

Specialty <18 >18 Total % <18 >18 Total % <18 >18 Total %

General Surgery 114 7 121 94.2% 307 12 319 96.2% 1613 122 1735 93.0%

Urology 21 0 21 100.0% 76 1 77 98.7% 506 27 533 94.9%

Trauma & Orthopaedics 142 2 144 98.6% 116 2 118 98.3% 961 74 1035 92.9%

ENT 52 4 56 92.9% 326 0 326 100.0% 638 32 670 95.2%

Oral Surgery 27 0 27 100.0% 204 3 207 98.6% 901 55 956 94.2%

General Medicine 33 0 33 100.0% 12 0 12 100.0% 231 5 236 97.9%

Gastroenterology 16 0 16 100.0% 121 1 122 99.2% 674 25 699 96.4%

Cardiology 2 0 2 100.0% 110 0 110 100.0% 322 12 334 96.4%

Dermatology 127 2 129 98.4% 141 4 145 97.2% 762 26 788 96.7%

Respiratory 3 0 3 100.0% 104 1 105 99.0% 194 7 201 96.5%

Rheumatology 1 0 1 100.0% 81 7 88 92.0% 159 17 176 90.3%

Geriatric Medicine 0 53 0 53 100.0% 140 0 140 100.0%

Gynaecology 43 0 43 100.0% 166 1 167 99.4% 434 31 465 93.3%

Other 31 0 31 100.0% 228 6 234 97.4% 876 60 936 93.6%

Total 612 15 627 97.6% 2045 38 2083 98.2% 8411 493 8904 94.5%

Incompletes - Target 92%
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - Cancer

The breast symptomatic target for August remains non-compliant at 92% although this 

is a marked improvement from the previous month. September performance to date is 

good, suggesting compliance against the quarter is still achievable.
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - Cancer
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The small number of Consultant Upgrades are significantly impacted by any breaches incurred - more 

consistently rendering us non compliant against this locally agreed target. As part of the CWT 8 Key Priorities 

work - a revised Consultant Upgrade process will be presented in the Operational Policy (under development) 

for consideration. This would potentially increase the volume of Consultant Upgrades and therefore 

accountable treatments to offset the impact of breaches.
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The August position showed compliance at 88.8%, with further final validation work still 

in progress. Trajectory for the quarter indicates a strong September position will be 

needed to achieve the full quarter. Robust pathway monitoring and escalation 

processes are in place to sustain focus on individual pathways.
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - Breast Cancer Screening

The target has been missed due to patient choice.

Comments:

Breast screening information is reported a month in arrears.
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Performance Matters
Activity

14/15 15/16 15/16

Actual Plan Actual Variance %

Elective Day cases 9260 9730 9712 -18 0%

Elective Inpatients 1557 1606 1726 120 7%

Elective Total 10817 11336 11438 102 1%

Non Elective 14809 14367 14921 554 4%

Maternity Pathway 2500 2585 2489 -96 -4%

A&E Attendances 33883 34030 33678 -352 -1%

Outpatients 101836 104675 96551 -8125 -8%

* Please note excess bed days are not included in these figures. 2015/16 Activity Plan

2015/16 Activity Actual

2014/15 Outturn

2015/16 Activity Plan 2015/16 Activity Plan

2015/16 Activity Actual 2015/16 Activity Actual

2014/15 Outturn 2014/15 Outturn
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Performance Matters
Activity

2015/16 Activity Plan 2015/16 Activity Plan

2015/16 Activity Actual 2015/16 Activity Actual

2014/15 Outturn 2014/15 Outturn

Comments:

2015/16 Activity Plan

2015/16 Activity Actual

2014/15 Outturn
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Main area's of overperformance are Elective and NEL Inpatients, new outpatients are 937 

over achieved but overall outpatients are under performing. Electives:- highest over 

performances against plans are Urology (47, 91%), Gastro (42.31%) and  Paediatrics (64, 42%). 

For non-electives the mains areas of over performance are in Cardiology, Respiratory and 

Geriatric Medicine. 

Outpatients:- There is a general underperformance against follow-up plans across most 

specialties with the highest variances (against aggregated attendances and procedure plans) 

in Endocrinology - 617, Dermatology - 574, Diabetes - 770, Retinal Screening - 730, 

Rheumatology - 739 and Gynaecology -590.
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Performance - "At a glance"

Month 

Plan

Month 

Actual

Variance 

%
Variance

Plan 

YTD

Actual 

YTD

Variance 

%
Variance

Month 

Plan

Month 

Actual

Variance 

%
Variance

Plan 

YTD

Actual 

YTD

Variance 

%
Variance

ACTIVITY LEVELS £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Elective inpatients 361 362 0.28% 1 1,876 2,096 11.73% 220 EBITDA -756 -1,516 100.53% -760 -2,360 -4,364 -84.92% -2,004

Day Cases 1,871 1,811 -3.21% -60 9,730 9,712 -0.18% -18 Depreciation -477 -466 2.31% 11 -2,386 -2,361 1.05% 25

Non-elective inpatients 3,246 3,098 -4.56% -148 16,704 17,773 6.40% 1,069 Restructuring & Other -42 0 100.00% 42 -210 -29 86.19% 181

Outpatients 22,536 18,265 -18.95% -4,271 117,870 101,547 -13.85% -16,323 Financing Costs -148 -148 0.00% 0 -736 -714 2.99% 22

A&E 6,619 6,506 -1.71% -113 34,030 33,678 -1.03% -352 SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) -1,423 -2,130 -49.68% -707 -5,692 -7,468 -31.20% -1,776

'Clinical' Activity

Other (excludes direct access tests) 10,491 8,607 -17.96% -1,884 54,239 47,263 -12.86% -6,976 SOFP £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Total activity 45,124 38,649 -14.35% -6,475 234,449 212,069 -9.55% -22,380 Capital Spend -348 -246 -29.31% 102 -1,253 -704 -43.81% 549

Inventory 1,690 1,522 9.94% 168

CIP £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 Receivables & Prepayments 7,772 7,654 1.52% 118

Income 206 117 -43.20% -89 831 692 -16.73% -139 Payables & Accruals -18,829 -20,291 7.76% 1,462

Pay 212 87 -58.96% -125 824 398 -51.70% -426 Deferred Income -1,029 -827 -19.63% -202

Non-Pay 162 202 24.69% 40 707 658 -6.93% -49

Total CIP 580 406 -30.00% -174 2,362 1,748 -25.99% -614 Cash & Loan Funding £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Cash 1,125 5,201 362.31% 4,076

INCOME £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 Loan Funding -21,915 -25,187 -14.93% -3,272

Clinical (Activity) 8,638 8,495 -1.66% -143 44,553 45,347 1.78% 794

Other Clinical 2,980 2,987 0.23% 7 15,000 14,605 -2.63% -395 KPIs

CQUINS 274 274 0.00% 0 1,370 1,370 0.00% 0 EBITDA % -5.50% -11.47% 108.46% -5.97% -3.38% -6.25% -84.87% -2.87%

Risks & Penalties 0 42 42 0 -225 -225 Deficit % -10.36% -16.12% -55.61% -5.76% -8.16% -10.70% -31.17% -2.54%

Business Cases 144 34 -76.39% -110 720 1,245 72.92% 525 Receivable Days 16.5 16.3 1.52% 0.3

Other 1,704 1,385 -18.72% -319 8,141 7,458 -8.39% -683 Payable (including accruals) Days 97.1 104.7 7.76% 7.5

Total income 13,740 13,217 -3.81% -523 69,784 69,800 0.02% 16 Continuity Of Service Rating 1 1 0.00% 0

OPERATING COSTS £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Pay -9,720 -10,060 -3.50% -340 -48,676 -50,493 -3.73% -1,817

Drugs -1,081 -1,021 5.55% 60 -5,406 -5,270 2.52% 136

Non-Pay -3,695 -3,652 1.16% 43 -18,062 -18,401 -1.88% -339

Total Costs -14,496 -14,733 -1.63% -237 -72,144 -74,164 -2.80% -2,020

Performance - Financial Overview Performance - Financial Overview

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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Performance Matters - Finance

July 2015 Summary

Summary Performance:

Patients Partnerships People Performance 
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Performance Matters (Financial Overview)

Comments:

Clinical income per day - this is adverse to plan for August 2015.
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Income analysis - this graph analyses the split of income on a monthly basis and 

demonstrates the variability of clinical income. 

Pay as a % of clinical income is adverse to plan for August 2015 and reflects the additional 

costs incurred due to escalation and covering vacancies.
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Performance Matters (Financial Overview)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Comments:

CIP is adverse to plan with the key driver being the  bed utilisation scheme.
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Agency monthly spend - this graph indicates that the agency costs have been increasing 

month on month.  Agency expenditure is now being reviewed in depth.

Deficit  trend analysis - this graph highlights the gap between plan and actual at month 4 

and suggests that the profiled deficit for the month was optimistic.
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BoD Oct 2015:Horizon 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REF: BoD/15/10/P-16 
 
SUBJECT:   INTELLIGENCE MONITORING/HORIZON SCANNER  
DATE:          OCTOBER 2015  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: EMMA PARKES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND 
COMMUNCIATIONS 

SPONSORED BY: DIANE WAKE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

PRESENTED BY: EMMA PARKES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS 

 
To provide a brief overview of key developments and initiatives across the national and regional 
healthcare landscape which may impact or influence the Trust’s strategic direction.   
 

 
The monthly Horizon Scanner paper for the month of September 2015 aims to inform the Board 
of important information, directly or potentially relevant to strategy.  
 
Items to note within this report include:  
 

• MY NHS/NHS Choices for September 2015  
• Addenbrooke’s Hospitals and Rosie Birth Centre placed in special measures 
• NHS Employers talks with Junior Doctors 
• Health Service faces £500bn pensions shortfall 
• Foundation chain to be created in North West  
• New Safety Standards 
• Targeted support for 27 urgent and emergency care systems  
• High bed occupancy to blame for A&E Performance 
• Yoga classes to replace junk food 
• DH bailouts reach £1.2bn 
• CCH issued ultimatum over paperless progress 

 
 

 
The Board of Directors is asked to receive the contents of this report for information. 
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BoD Oct 2015:Horizon 

Subject: INTELLIGENCE MONITORING/HORIZON 
SCANNING SEPTEMBER 2015 Ref: BoD/15/10/P-16 

 
*please note that this is not an exhaustive report, submissions welcome to emmaparkes1@nhs.net 
Date of 
publication/ 
organisation 

Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

My 
NHS/NHS 
Choices  

UDATE FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER   
 
My NHS: All indicators ‘OK’ - Recommended by staff; Open and 
honest reporting; Infection control and cleanliness; Mortality rate; 
Food: Choice and Quality. 
 
NHS Choices User Rating – 4* (5* is Excellent) 
 
A selection of feedback in September:  
 
Carcinoma 
Excellent service given at BDGH by the consultant and nurse on 
3.9.15. I was put at ease from the off and called in early, always a 
plus. I felt fully informed about my condition, was invited to ask 
questions which were answered as simply as possible. I was able to 
make an informed choice about my treatment plan. Thank you. 

Visited in September 2015. Posted on 03 September 2015 

Day Surgery - Endoscopy department 
I can not sing the praises of the staff at Barnsley hospital...from my 
first appointment through to my surgery the staff have been incredibly 
caring, professional and approachable. The care I received on the day 
of my surgery was impeccable. I was immediately put at ease when 
entering the anaesthetist room and coming through recovery was the 
staff were very warm and genuinely caring. 
I wish I could name every member of staff because they all need 
recognition for the wonderful work they do. I can safely say every staff 
member I met at Barnsley hospital are an asset to the hospital 

Visited in September 2015. Posted on 08 September 2015 

 

Potential impact 
on reputation / 
All postings 
responded to / 
Board to note 
for information 

22 
September 
2015 
BBC / 
Multiple 
media 
outlets 

Addenbrooke’s Hospitals and Rosie Birth Centre placed in 
special measures 
Monitor has said that Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust needs to make improvements at Addenbrooke’s and Rosie Birth 
Centre. CQC Inspectors expressed concerns about staffing levels, 
delays in outpatient treatment and governance failings, but they said 
workers were prepared to go the extra mile for patients, rating the 
quality of care as “outstanding”. The Care Quality Commission report 
said the trust must develop and implement a recovery plan to address 
its financial deficit and strengthen leadership by working with an 
improvement director appointed by Monitor. The trust’s chair, Jane 
Ramsey, said: “I would like to say sorry to our patients for a lack of 
effective systems and processes across our trust, which led to the 
CQC rating our hospitals as inadequate. We take this, and being 
placed in special measures by our regulator Monitor, very seriously. 
We will take rapid action to address concerns and maintain our record 
of safety and high-quality care”. 
 

Board to note 
for information 
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BoD Oct 2015:Horizon 

Date of 
publication/ 
organisation 

Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

21 
September 
HSJ 

NHS Employers seeks direct talks with junior doctors 
NHS Employers has written directly to 38,000 junior doctors inviting 
them to a series of open meetings to discuss a new contract for 
trainee medics. Following the British Medical Association Junior 
Doctors Committee’s decision not to enter negotiations over planned 
changes to medics’ pay, terms and conditions, it has arranged 11 
separate events across the country – effectively bypassing the BMA to 
engage directly with trainees on details of the contract.  

Board to note.  
Medical Director 
to report as 
necessary.    

21 
September 
The Times 

Health service ‘faces £500bn pensions shortfall’ 
The cost of funding the retirement of 1.3 million former and present 
NHS staff is close to £500bn, according to a submission to the 
Treasury by Edi Truell, who was appointed last month to advise the 
mayor of London on pensions and investments. To begin addressing 
the problem, the NHS must raise its annual contributions to its staff 
pension scheme from £5.7bn, or 14% of the total cost of its payroll, to 
about £32bn, equivalent to three quarters of its wage bill. The 
government must also consider radical changes to public sector 
retirement plans, including ending unaffordable defined-benefit 
schemes.  

Board to note. 
Director of 
Finance to 
report potential 
impact.  

10 
September 
15 HSJ  

‘Foundation chain’ to be created by leading North West FTs 
Work has started to create a ‘foundation chain’ between Salford Royal 
NHS Foundation Trust and Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS 
Foundation Trust, who are in talks about forging an “acute care 
collaboration”. They have submitted a bid to NHS England’s national 
vanguard scheme to kickstart the project.  
Trusts joining the foundation group, or chain, would have to adopt the 
“standard operating model” in a bid to spread success across wider 
geographies. The trusts said that the organisations have agreed to 
establish a closer working relationship with a view to this “creating a 
group which both trusts believe will significantly benefit patients and 
services users, the communities we serve, and staff”. 

Board to note 
and monitor.  

7 
September 
NHS 
England 

New safety standards 
A set of new national safety standards have been published to support 
NHS hospitals to provide safer surgical care. The National Safety 
Standards for Invasive Procedures (NatSSIPs) aim to reduce the 
number of patient safety incidents related to invasive procedures in 
which surgical Never Events could occur. 
These new standards set out broad principles of safe practice and 
advise healthcare professionals on how they can implement best 
practice, such as through a series of standardised safety checks and 
education and training. The standards also support NHS providers to 
work with staff to develop and maintain their own local standards and 
encourage the sharing of best practice between organisations.  

Medical Director 
to lead 
implementation.  

4 
September  
HSJ  

Targeted support planned for 27 urgent and emergency care 
systems 
Twenty-seven urgent and emergency care systems that are struggling 
to meet the four hour target will be given targeted support.  
The Emergency Care Improvement Programme (ECIP) has been set 
up by Monitor, the NHS Trust Development Authority, NHS England 
and the Department of Health, and will particularly focus on the winter 
months and will help the struggling systems adopt “evidence based 
tried and trusted improvements that are proven to work”.  
These include: good consultant leadership in an emergency 
department; early assessment and intervention for frail elderly patients 
by multidisciplinary team and geriatricians; and ambulatory emergency 
care to avoid patients being admitted and instead transferred into 
more appropriate services.  

Board to Note 
for information  
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Date of 
publication/ 
organisation 

Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

A buddying system to pair strong performers with those that are 
struggling is part of ECIP’s work, however this has not yet been 
worked out and is unlikely to be a “big part” of the programme. No 
funding will be given to help these areas make improvements. 

4 
September 
National 
Health 
Executive 

High bed occupancy to blame for worst A&E performance in a 
decade  
Monitor has concluded that the worst A&E performance against the 
four-hour target in more than 10 years was due to hospitals struggling 
with very high bed occupancy rates. Analysis by the regulator 
suggests the poor performance was “not a reflection of the overall 
operational performance of A&E departments – i.e. they did not 
perform worse than in previous years, saying that instead, A&E 
departments utilised available capacity more effectively to meet the 
increased emergency care demand.  
The report sought to understand the decline in performance last 
winter, during which 88.8% of patients were seen within four hours, 
compared to 93.5% the previous year.  

Board to note 
for information  

2 
September 
NHS 
England  

Yoga classes to replace junk food in £5m hospital health 
campaign 
NHS England Chief Executive Simon Stevens has announced moves 
to banish junk food from hospitals as part of a £5m package to make 
NHS staff healthier. NHS England staff will meet major hospital 
catering firms to urge them to improve their healthy food offerings. 
Vending machine operators will be encouraged to offer chocolates 
and sweets only in the smallest single serving, at no more than 250 
calories. Yoga and Zumba dancing classes will be provided for nurses 
and doctors, as well as weight-loss seminars. 

Assoc. Director 
of HR and OD to 
consider in 
relation to health 
and wellbeing 
strategy.  Assoc. 
Director of 
Estates and 
Facilities to 
note.  

2 
September 
HSJ  

DH bailouts rocket to £1.2bn as hospital finances crash 
The Department of Health paid out £1.2bn in bailouts in 2014-15, to 
help more than 50 troubled NHS providers pay wages and creditors, 
replace aging equipment and cut deficits. The figure is around double 
that paid out by the DH in the previous year, and provides another 
stark illustration of how rapidly NHS hospital finances are 
deteriorating. More than a third of the acute sector was dependent on 
bailouts from the department in 2014-15, up from around a quarter the 
previous year. A dozen trusts received DH support worth more than 
10 per cent of their annual income.  

Board to note 
for information. 

1 
September  
HSJ 

CCGs issued ultimatum over ‘paperless’ progress 
Clinical commissioning groups must show progress in meeting 
standards set out in new digital guidance, or face having their plans 
for 2016/17 rejected. The guidance is designed to help local health 
economies create “roadmaps” setting out how they intend to provide 
“paper free” care at the point of delivery by 2020. NHS England’s 
director for patients and information, Tim Kelsey, has said that NHS 
organisations that do not roll out universal digital care records by 2020 
face having their funding to provide care removed.  
 
Performance on the use of digital care records will be assessed 
against national data quality standards, which will form part of the 
Care Quality Commission’s inspection regime from April next year. 
CCGs will lead on creating the roadmaps, and must inform NHS 
England of the footprint these will cover by November. The data 
standards will be announced next month, and the roadmaps will need 
to be completed by April 2016.  

Director of ICT 
to monitor – 
summary paper 
provided for 
Finance & 
Performance 
Committee.  
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SCHEDULE OF ACRONYMS 

Additional acronyms may be added as appropriate/on request 

A  
A&E Accident and Emergency 
A4C / AfC Agenda for Change 

ACCEA Awards Committee for Clinical 
Excellence Awards  

ACE Acute Care of the Eldery 
ACS Additional Clinical Services 
AEC  Ambulatory Emergency Care 
AHP Allied Health Professions 
AHSN Academic Health Science Network 
AMU Acute Medical Unit 
ANP Advance Nurse Practitioner 
AOA  Annual Organisational Audit 
AQuA Advancing Quality Alliance 

ARCP Annual Review of Competence 
Progression 

AUP Acceptable Use Policy 
B  

BAEM British Association of Emergency 
Medicines 

BBE Bare below the elbows 
BCCG Barnsley Clinical Commissioning Group 

BHNFT Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

BHSS Barnsley Hospital Support Services 
BMA British Medical Association 
BMBC Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council 
BMJ British Medical Journal 
BoD Board of Directors 
BWCC Barnsley Women and Children’s Centre 
C  
CAP Community Acquired Pneumonia 
CASU Controls Assurance Support Unit 
CAUTI Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract 

Infection 
CBU Clinical Business Unit 
CCG Clinical Commissioning Group 
CCU Coronary Care Unit 
C. diff Clostridium Difficile 
CDU Clinical Decision Unit 
CE / CEO Chief Executive / Chief Executive Officer 

CEMACH Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and 
Child Health 

CHAI Commission for Health Audit and 
Improvement  

CHD Coronary Heart Disease 
CHI Commission for Health Improvement 

CHKS CHKS – name of company providing 
statistical/benchmarking data 

CIP Cost Improvement Programme (also 
known as efficiency programme) 

CLAHRC Collaboration for Leadership in Applied 
Health Research and Care 

CLAUDE Clinical Audit Data Base 
CMO Chief Medical Officer 
CMT Clinical Management Team  
CNST Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts 
COG Council of Governors 
COO Chief Operating Officer 

COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

COSHH Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health 

CPA Clinical Pathology Accreditation 
CPD Continuing Professional Development 
CPE Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 

CPEC Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 
Committee   

CPMS Central Portfolio Management System 
CPT Capital Planning Team   
CQC Care Quality Commission 

CQUIN Commissioning for Quality and 
Innovation 

CRS Commissioner Requested Services 
CSSD Central Sterile Services Department 
CSU Clinical Service Units 
D  
DB Designated Body 
DDA Disability Discrimination Act 
Do ICT Director of ICT 
DoH Department of Health  

DoHR&OD Director of Human Resources and 
Organisational Development 

Do N&Q Director of Nursing and Quality 
DHSC Directorate of Health & Social Care 
DH  /  DoH   Department of Health 

DIPC Director of Infection Prevention & 
Control 

DMD Divisional Medical Director 
DNA Did Not Attend 
DNAR Do Not Attempt Resuscitation 
DPM Department of Psychological Medicine 
DNR Do Not Resuscitate 
DSEU Day Surgery & Endoscopy Unit 
E  
EBA Employer Based Awards 

EBITDA Earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation 

ECIST Emergency Care Intensive Support 
Team 

ECN Emergency Care Network 
ED Emergency Department 
EDD Estimated Date of Discharge 
EDS2 Equality Delivery System 
ENT Ear, Nose & Throat 
EPAP Emergency Pathway Action Plan 
EPR Electronic Patient Records 
EqIA Equality Impact Assessment 
ESR Electronic Staff Record  
ET Executive Team 
EWS Early Warning Score 
EWTR European Working Time Regulation 
F  
F&P Finance & Performance Committee 

FABULOS Fluids, Antibiotics, Blood Cultures, 
Urine, Lactate, Oxygen, Sepsis Six 

FBC Full Business Case 
FCE/FCSE Finished Consultant Episode 
FFCE First Finished Consultant Episode 
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FFT Friends and Family Testing 
FT Foundation Trust 
FTN Foundation Trust Network 
FQA Framework of Quality Assurance 
G  
GMC General Medical Council 
GP General Practitioner 
GUM /  
GU Med Genito-Urinary Medicine 

H  

HAPPY Harmonised Approval Process Pan 
Yorkshire 

HCA Health Care Assistant 
HES Hospital Episode Statistics 
HSE Health & Safety Executive 
H&S Health & Safety 
HDU High Dependency Unit 
HR Human Resources 
HRG Health Resource Group (finance) 
HSC Health Service Circular 
HSMR Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio 
I  
I&E Income and Expenditure 
ICU  Intensive Care Unit (also known as ITU) 

IFRS International Financial Reporting 
Standards 

IIP Investors in People 
IHP Improving Hospital Partnerships 
IPC Infection Prevention & Contr 
IR1 Incident Reporting form   

IRMER Ionising Radiation - Medical Exposure 
Regulations  

ISS ISS Mediclean – cleaning contractors at 
the Trust  

IT Information Technology 

ITU  Intensive Therapy Unit (also known as 
ICU) 

IV Intravenous  
IWL Improving Working Lives 
J  

JNCC Joint Negotiating and Consultation 
Committee 

JTUC Joint Trade Union Committee 
KL  
KPI Key Performance Indicator 
LA Local Authority 
LCRN Local Clinical Research Network 
LAC Local Awards Committee   
LDP Local Development Plan 
LHC Local Health Community 
LIFT Local Improvement Finance Trust 
LINks Local Involvement Networks 
LOS Length of Stay 
LPMS Local Portfolio Management System 
LRC Learning and Resource Centre 
LTC Long Term Conditions 
M  
M&S Medical & Surgical  
MAG Model Appraisal Guide 
MDA Medical Devices Agency 
MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team  
ME Management Executive   

MHRA Medicines &Medical Healthcare 
Regulatory Agency 

MINAP Myocardial Infarction National Audit 
Programme 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MTAS Medical Training Application Service 
N  

NCEPOD National Confidential Enquiry into 
Perioperative Deaths 

NED Non Executive Director 
NEWS National Early Warning Score 
NHS  National Health Service 
NHSE National Health Service England 
NHSE National Health & Safety Executive 

NHSLA National Health Service Litigation 
Authority 

NORCOM North Derbyshire, South Yorkshire and 
Bassetlaw Commissioning Consortium 

NCISH National Confidential Inquiry into Suicide 
and Homicide  

NICE National Institute for Clinical Excellence 
NIMG NICE Initiation and Monitoring Group 
NIHR National Institute for Health Research 
NPAT National Patients Access Team 
NPSA National Patient Safety Agency 
NRLS National Reporting & Learning System 
NSF National Service Framework 
O  
OBC Outline Business Case 
OH Occupational Health 

OJEC Official Journal of the European 
Communities 

OPERA Older Persons Early Rehabilitation 
Assessment 

OPT Operational Performance Team 
OT Occupational Therapy 
PQ  
PA Professional Activities (4 hours) 

PACS Picture Archiving & Communications 
Systems 

PALS Patient Advice & Liaison Services 
PAS Patient Administration System 
PBR / PbR Payment by results (tariff system) 
PCT Primary Care Trust 
PEAT Patient Environment Action Team 
PGME Post Graduate Medical Education 
PIU Planned Investigation Unit 

PLACE Patient Led Assessment of the Care 
Environment 

PLICS Patient Level Information & Costing 
Systems 

PMG Performance Management Group  
PPG Patient Participation Group   
PPI Public & Patient Involvement 
PR Public Relations 
PROMS Patient Reported Outcome Measures 
PSM Patient Services Manager 
PTS Patient transport services 
Q&G Quality & Governance Committee 

QA Quality Assurance   
Quality Account 

QIPP Quality Innovation Prevention & 
Productivity 

QSIEB Quality and Safety Improvement & 
Effectiveness Board 
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R  
R&D Research and Development 
RAF Risk Assessment Framework 
RATS Remuneration and Terms of Service 

RCPCH Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 
Health 

RCP Royal College of Physicians 

RFT Rotherham Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

ROCA Register of Controls Assurance 
RPST Risk Pooling Assessment for Trusts 
RST Revalidation Support Team 
RTT Referral to Treatment 
S  
SABS Safety Alert Broadcast System  
SALT Speech and Language Therapy 
SAS Staff and Associate Specialist 
SAU Surgical Administration Unit 

SCH Sheffield Children’s Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust 

SDA Surgical Decision Area 
SHA Strategic Health Authority  
SHMI Standardise Hospital Mortality Indicators 
SHO Senior House Officer 
SI Serious Incident 
SIFT Service Increment for Training 
SLA / 
SLAM 

Service Level Agreements / Service 
Level Agreement Monitoring 

SOA Strategic Options Analysis 
SUI Serious Untoward Incident (old term) 

SoS Secretary of State  
SPA Supporting Professional Activities 
SPC Statistical Process Control 
SpR Specialist Registrar 
SSD Sterile Services Department 
SSR Strategic Services Review 

STH Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust 

STEIS Strategic Health Authority Executive 
Information System 

SYSHA South Yorkshire Strategic Health 
Authority  

SWYPFT South West Yorkshire Partnership 
Foundation Trust 

TUV  
TDA NHS Trust Development Authority 

TIGER The Information Governance Education 
Recognition Award 

TTO Tablets to Take Out 
TWWMIB Together We Will Make It Better 
VDI Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 
VTE VenousThrombo-Embolism 
WXYZ  
WCA Wider Controls Assurance  
WLI Waiting List Initiative 
WTE/wte whole time equivalent 
Y&H Yorkshire & the Humber  
YTD Year to Date 
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